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This document describes the approach, the methodology and the results of the 
Eco-efficiency analysis of the project and uses the report “Comparative LCA of 4 
types of drinking cups used at events” as an input to calculate the environmental 
indicator values within the eco-efficiency analysis. The results of the impact 
assessment form the basis for the calculation of the environmental indicator within 
the eco-efficiency analysis. The life cycle cost data are described in detail in Annex 
2 of this report. These are used for the calculation of the cost indicator within the 
eco-efficiency analysis.  

As already described in the report “Comparative LCA of 4 types of drinking cups 
used at events” the functional unit of this project is defined as: “the recipients 
needed for serving 100 liter beer or soft drinks on a small-scale indoor and a large-
scale outdoor event”. In the course of this report small indoor events are called 
“small” and large outdoor events are named “large” events. One may not forget 
that there is not only a difference in the scale of the event but also on the location 
(indoor/outdoor). 

The 4 types of cups under study are the reusable PC-cup, one-way PP-cup, one-
way PE-coated cardboard cup and one-way PLA-cup. 

Various methods are in use to assess the environmental effects of products, 
processes and systems. All these methods need some kind of weighting principle 
to give weight to different environmental aspects in order to calculate 1 single 
environmental indicator. These methods are not fully scientific and objective, but 
need some subjective choices. The Eco-indicator 99 method (Goedkoop et al., 
2000) is used for impact assessment in this study. 
According to ISO 14040 it must be stressed that the calculation of 1 single 
environmental indicator within a comparative LCA study disclosed to the public is 
not allowed. However, this part of the study is an analysis of the eco-efficiency. 
There do not exist ISO standards for eco-efficiency studies. 

Nevertheless for this eco-efficiency study we followed the methodological steps as 
described by ISO 14042: 
 selection of impact categories, category indicators and characterization 

models; 
 classification: assignment of inventory data to impact categories;  
 characterization: calculation of category indicator results; 
 normalization: calculating the magnitude of category indicator results relative to 

reference information 
 grouping: sorting and possibly ranking of the impact categories; 
 weighting (valuation): converting and possibly aggregating indicator results 

across impact categories using numerical values based on value-choices. 

LCAs do not represent a complete picture of the environmental impact of a system. 
They represent a picture of those aspects that can be quantified. Any judgments 
that are based on the interpretation of LCI data must bear in mind this limitation 
and, if necessary, obtain additional environmental information from other sources 
(hygienic aspects, risk assessment, etc.).  

The results of the weighting according to the Eco-indicator 99 method, using the 
Hierarchical version, are presented for the 4 types of cup systems that are used at 
small indoor events in the figure below. 

2 Executive summary 
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Eco-Indicator values for the use of cups on SMALL events
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According to the figure the eco-indicator values for the use of one-way cups (PP, 
PE-coated and PLA-cups) on small events (basic scenario) are very much 
comparable to each other. Since the difference between the eco-indicators of the 
one-way cups is less than 20% we consider it as not being significant. On the other 
hand the eco-indicator value for the reusable PC-cups, used on small events (basic 
scenario) is significantly (50%) lower. For all cup systems studied, the use of fossil 
fuels and the respiratory effects on human health caused by inorganics have the 
highest contribution to the total score. 

The results of the weighting according to the Eco-indicator 99 method, using the 
Hierarchical version, are presented for the 4 types of cup systems that are used at 
large outdoor events in the figure below. 

According to the figure the eco-indicator values for the use of cups on large events 
(basic scenario) are comparable for the 4 cup systems that have been studied. No 
significant ups or downs appear in the eco-indicator values for the 4 cup systems 
used on large events in the basic scenario. Besides this for all cup systems 
studied, the use of fossil fuels and the respiratory effects on human health caused 
by inorganics have the highest contribution to the total score. 
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Eco-Indicator values for the use of cups on LARGE events
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Despite the similarity of their names, Life Cycle Cost analysis (LCC) and LCA have 
major methodological differences. These differences stem from the fact that LCC 
and LCA are each designed to provide answers to very different questions. LCA 
evaluates the relative environmental performance of alternative product systems 
for providing the same function. This environmental performance is assessed as 
holistically as possible, aiming to consider all important causally-connected 
processes, all important resource and consumption flows, regardless of whether or 
not they eventually impact anyone. Life Cycle Cost compares the cost-
effectiveness of alternative investments or business decisions from the perspective 
of an economic decision maker such as a manufacturing firm or a consumer. 
These differences in their purpose have properly resulted in differences in their 
scope and method. 

For the Eco-efficiency study, during calculation of the cost indicator, the viewpoint 
of society as a whole is adopted. Mostly this matches the viewpoint of the event 
organizer; some elements were added however. For instance, if the waste is 
collected by the local authority at its own costs, these costs have been taken up in 
the cost analysis as well, because the waste collection phase lies entirely within 
the system boundaries. For the cost analysis, the question of adding up all cost 
data within the system boundaries is a lot easier than aggregating the 
environmental impacts. Costs are already expressed in the same units, namely 
euros. Therefore, no weighting is needed.  

The figure below summarizes the absolute values of cost indicators for the use of 
cups on small indoor events according to the basic scenario. 
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Cost indicator values for the use of cups on SMALL events
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We clearly see that the PP-cup system has the lowest cost indicator. The 
differences with the other one-way cup systems (cardboard and PLA-cup system) 
and the reusable PC-cup system are significant. The cost indicator of the PC-cup 
system is significantly higher than the 3 other cup systems studied.  
The cost indicator of the PC-cup system used on small events is mainly determined 
by the rental price (40%), the lower drink consumption (the introduction of reusable 
PC-cups during an event comprises a lost of income due to a lower drink 
consumption) (33%) and the collection cost of the cups during the event (16%). 
The other factors are less dominant. 
The cost indicators of the one-way cup systems used on small events are mainly 
determined by the cost price of the cup (purchase) and to a lower extent by the 
costs related to the collection of the cups at the event site. 

For large outdoor events the cost indicators are calculated and shown in the 
figure below. According to this figure using PP-cups on large events costs 
significantly less than using the other one-way cups (PE-coated cardboard and 
PLA-cups) and less than the reusable PC-cups. Although the cost indicator of the 
PC-cup system used at large events is significantly higher than the other 3 cup 
types, the absolute value is a factor 2 lower than the cost indicator that has been 
calculated for small events. This is mainly caused by the fact that at large events 
more PC-cups turn up as “waste”. From the viewpoint of the organizers this means 
that all cups that are not returned to the collection point yield the organizers a 
benefit of 1 Euro (net profit). This is visible by means of the negative value for the 
“deposit” step. 
The cost indicator of the PC-cup system used on large events is mainly determined 
by the lower drink consumption (the introduction of reusable PC-cups during an 
event comprises a loss of income due to a lower drink consumption) (35%), the net 
profit due to the deposit systems (because less PC-cups are brought to the cash 
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desk) (-29%), the cleaning after the event (machine cleaning on different location) 
(21%) and the cost price (purchase, no rental for large events) of the cups itself. 
The other cost factors are less dominant. 
The cost indicators of the one-way cup systems used at large events are mainly 
determined by the cost price of the cup (purchase) and to a lower extent by the 
costs related to the collection of the cups at the event site. The cost indicators of 
the one-way cups used at small events are very much comparable to the cost 
indicators of the respective one-way cup systems on large events (comparison of 
Figure 7 en Figure 9). Only small differences appear. 

Cost indicator values for the use of cups on LARGE events
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Eco-efficiency has been variously defined and analytically implemented by 
several workers. In most cases, eco-efficiency is taken to mean the ecological 
optimization of overall systems while not disregarding economic factors (von 
Weizsäcker et al., 1999). Eco-efficiency expresses the ratio of economic creation 
to ecological destruction. However, the improvement of purely ecological factors, 
for example better utilization of resources through more efficient processes, is also 
frequently referred to as increased eco-efficiency.  

In this eco-efficiency study, the environmental indicator is combined with the cost 
indicator in a portfolio analysis, per cup system studied. In a EE portfolio 
presentation both a single environmental score and an economic (cost) score are 
usually presented in a two-dimensional graph. The way how to present is definitely 
not standardized. Several ways of scaling the axes in EE portfolio’s are possible. 
One should realize that these are just ways of presenting the data in a graph with 
the aim to give an overview. In fact they are all possible, they all have in common 
that only relative scores are calculated and shown in the graph without dimensions 
on the axes. Evidently the underlying scores nor their accuracy change by using 
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these graphs.  
VITO has preferred to focus on the differences and therefore applies scaling 
making use of both the average and the standard deviation of the values of all 
alternatives. The center point of the graph gets the coordinates (0;0) and 
represents the average of the options and the difference between an individual 
score is expressed in the number of standard deviations. It is important to note that 
the size of the balls does not reflect a specific uncertainty. The uncertainty 
margins, for the eco-indicator as well as for the cost indicator, are graphically 
shown as the X and Y error bars in dotted lines. We consider for the absolute cost 
indicator an uncertainty margin of +/-10% (because of price differences among the 
suppliers). We take into account an uncertainty margin of +/-20% for the absolute 
environmental indicators, because of the uncertainty range of the inventory data in 
combination with the uncertainty range of the weighting methodology. These 
uncertainty margins are needed to show the significance of differences in cost and 
environmental indicator. For the portfolio these uncertainty margins on absolute 
values are scaled.  

In an EE portfolio the option that simultaneously scores the lowest cost and the 
lowest environmental score is considered to be the most eco-efficient. On the 
contrary the option that simultaneously is most expensive and causes the highest 
environmental impact is considered to be the least eco-efficient. As a help for 
interpretation a compass needle is added in the legend that indicates that 
whenever an option is located more in down left position compared to another 
option it is considered more eco-efficient. Of course one should check whether this 
difference is significant. 
VITO has chosen to derive conclusions about eco-efficiency from the EE portfolio 
considering both dimensions (environmental and economic) individually and in its 
combination and considering options to be most eco-efficient when both 
dimensions are better and considering options to be least eco-efficient when both 
dimensions are worse. When the best environmental option simultaneously is the 
most expensive option this will not lead to conclusions about whether the option is 
more, less or equally eco-efficient, but it does lead directly to environmental policy 
recommendations to consider the promotion of this option. This is only 
recommended when there is a significant difference between the options. 

The figure below shows the portfolio analysis for the use of cups (according to the 
basic scenario) on small indoor events.
The portfolio analysis clearly shows that the PP-, PLA- and PE-coated cardboard 
cup systems have approximately the same environmental impact (horizontal axis) 
but a different cost indicator value. The PP-cup system has the lowest costs 
related from the viewpoint of the organizers. The cost difference with the PLA- and 
the cardboard cup system are significant. The environmental indicator value of the 
reusable PC-cup systems is significantly lower, the cost indicator value of the 
reusable PC-cup system on the contrary is significantly higher than the 3 other cup 
systems. 
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Eco-efficiency for the use of cups on SMALL events
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The reusable PC-cup system clearly has the lowest environmental impact of the 4 
cup types, but the costs related to this system are much higher and therefore do 
not initiate organizers to use this type of cups. Therefore, from an environmental 
policy point of view, it can be considered to promote the use of reusable PC-cups 
on small events. One possibility would be to lower the costs for the organizers by 
giving subsidies for the use of reusable PC-cups, so that the costs approach the 
costs related to the use of PP-cups. Of course it is up to the policy makers to 
assess whether this policy option is worth the effort and compare them to other 
policy options with their environmental benefits and economic costs. 

The following figure presents the portfolio diagram for the use of cups (according to 
the basic scenario) on large outdoor events.
Taking account of the uncertainty areas the 4 cup systems do not differ 
significantly with regard to the environmental indicator values but the costs related 
to the 4 cup systems show significant differences. Using PP-cups on a large event 
costs significantly less than using cardboard cups and this difference becomes 
even higher if we compare the costs of the PP-cup system with the reusable PC-
cup system. The costs of the PC-cup system are significantly higher than the other 
3 cup types. 
Due to the insignificant environmental difference between all options there is no 
reason for a promoting or discouraging policy. 
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Eco-efficiency for the use of cups on LARGE events
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The eco-efficiency assessment (with it’s subjective choices and limitations, that the 
commissioner of the study should realize and support in the context of this study) 
has shown that in the base case for small events the PC cup system shows a 
significant more favorable environmental score than the other three cup systems 
on the market. As the costs of the re-usable PC cup system are higher, a policy of 
promoting the system can be considered based on the more favorable 
environmental score. Policy makers should agree on the subjective value choices 
made while weighting different impact or damage categories.  

The PLA material and the scale of it’s application is still changing rapidly. In the 
near future (within 1 or 2 years) the environmental score for the PLA cup system 
might improve significantly (see the portfolio diagram below for small indoor 
events). If this becomes reality the policy of promoting the use of PC re-usable 
cups should be reconsidered , taking into account the improvements that the PC 
cup system alternatively might achieve by that time. 
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Eco-efficiency for the use of cups on SMALL events
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OVAM, the Public Waste Agency for the Flemish Region, wishes to gain insight in 
the environmental aspects related to the use of cups on events in order to outline a 
well-founded policy on this topic. The main reason to commission a study on this 
topic is the introduction and use of the one-way cup in polylactide (PLA), a 
renewable material, at events in Belgium. OVAM is especially interested in the 
comparison between the reusable cups in polycarbonate (PC) on the one hand and 
on the other hand the one-way cups that are mostly used on events in Belgium, 
being the one-way cup in polypropylene (PP), in cardboard with a PE-coating, and 
in polylactide (PLA). 

Therefore OVAM commissioned VITO, the Flemish Institute for Technological 
Research, to conduct a study to assess and compare the environmental aspects 
related to the use of different cups on events. In addition the economical aspects 
are inventoried and related to the environmental aspects in an eco-efficiency 
analysis. The study has been carried out by An Vercalsteren, Carolin Spirinckx, 
Theo Geerken and Pieter Claeys, all from VITO. 
This report describes the eco-efficiency analysis. The life cycle analysis which 
forms the basis for the calculation of the environmental indicator (part of the eco-
efficiency) is discussed in a separate report. 

According to ISO 14040 it must be stressed that the calculation of 1 single 
environmental indicator within a comparative LCA study disclosed to the public is 
not allowed. However, this part of the study is an analysis of the eco-efficiency. 
There do not exist ISO standards for eco-efficiency studies, VITO performed this 
eco-efficiency study in the line of reasoning of ISO14040. 

The results of this study are communicated to stakeholders and the general public, 
which implies that a critical review by a third party must be conducted. This critical 
review is performed by TNO and a review panel. OVAM and VITO preferred to do 
the review of the study simultaneously with the study itself which enabled all 
parties (VITO, TNO as reviewer, OVAM as commissioner and stakeholders) to 
discuss and if necessary adjust possible aspects during the study. The review 
report of this eco-efficiency analysis can be found in Annex 3. 

Besides the review by the review panel also the stakeholders had an active role 
during the project. Each intermediate report that was sent to the review panel was 
also presented to the stakeholders who could comment on the report. Their 
comment were also taken into consideration as much as possible. 

3 Introduction 
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4.1 Introduction 

This document describes the approach, the methodology and the results of the 
Eco-efficiency analysis of the project and uses the report “Comparative LCA of 4 
types of drinking cups used at events” as an input to calculate the environmental 
indicator values within the eco-efficiency analysis. The results of the impact 
assessment form the basis for the calculation of the environmental indicator within 
the eco-efficiency analysis. The life cycle cost data are described in detail in Annex 
2 of this report. These are used for the calculation of the cost indicator within the 
eco-efficiency analysis.  

As already described in the report “Comparative LCA of 4 types of drinking cups 
used at events” the functional unit of this project is defined as: “the recipients 
needed for serving 100 liter beer or soft drinks on a small-scale indoor and a large-
scale outdoor event”. In the course of this report small indoor events are called 
“small” and large outdoor events are named “large” events. One may not forget 
that there is not only a difference in the scale of the event but also on the location 
(indoor/outdoor). 

The 4 types of cups under study are the reusable PC-cup, one-way PP-cup, one-
way PE-coated cardboard cup and one-way PLA-cup. 

The methodology that is applied for calculation of the environmental indicator is 
described in paragraph 4.2. Paragraph 4.3 describes the methodology that is used 
to calculate the cost indicator. The portfolio analysis, where both indicators are 
connected to each other is discussed in paragraph 4.4. In the following paragraph 
4.5 the calculation of turning point (trip rate) is described.  

It must be stressed that this document does NOT describe the “environmental”  
inventory data neither the environmental impact analysis again. The inventory data 
and the results of the impact assessment are extensively discussed in the “Final 
LCA report”. For a detailed overview of the life cycle cost data that have been 
considered for the study we refer to Annex 2 of this report.  

4.2 Calculation of 1 single environmental indicator 

4.2.1 Methodology 

Various methods are in use to assess the environmental effects of products, 
processes and systems. Almost all methods operate with a conceptual framework 
in which the product's entire life cycle is analyzed. All these methods need some 
kind of weighting principle to give weight to different environmental aspects in order 
to calculate 1 single environmental indicator. These methods are not fully scientific 
and objective, but need some subjective choices. One of the most used and widely 
accepted methods is the Eco-indicator 99 method (Goedkoop et al., 2000). This 
method is used for impact assessment in this study. For a more detailed 
description of the Eco-indicator 99 method, we refer to Annex 1 of this report. 

According to ISO 14040 it must be stressed that the calculation of 1 single 
environmental indicator within a comparative LCA study disclosed to the public is 
not allowed. 
However, this part of the study is an analysis of the eco-efficiency. There do not 
exist ISO standards for eco-efficiency studies. 

4 Eco-efficiency analysis 
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Nevertheless for this eco-efficiency study we will follow the methodological steps 
as described by ISO 14042: 
 selection of impact categories, category indicators and characterization 

models; 
 classification: assignment of inventory data to impact categories;  
 characterization: calculation of category indicator results; 
 normalization: calculating the magnitude of category indicator results relative to 

reference information 
 grouping: sorting and possibly ranking of the impact categories; 
 weighting (valuation): converting and possibly aggregating indicator results 

across impact categories using numerical values based on value-choices. 

The first three elements are mandatory for an LCA study, the last three are 
optional. In case of comparative assertions disclosed to the public, it is not allowed 
to group and weight the contributions to the different impact categories in order to 
calculate one final environmental index.  

As already stated in the report “Comparative LCA of 4 types of drinking cups used 
at events”, LCAs do not represent a complete picture of the environmental impact 
of a system. They represent a picture of those aspects that can be quantified. Any 
judgments that are based on the interpretation of LCI data must bear in mind this 
limitation and, if necessary, obtain additional environmental information from other 
sources (hygienic aspects, risk assessment, etc.). The LCIA results are relative 
expressions and do not predict impacts on category endpoints, exceedence of 
thresholds, safety margins or risks. 

4.2.1.1 Normalization of the individual environmental profiles 

Because the order of magnitude and units of the different effect scores can differ 
extensively, it is difficult to interpret the results from the classification and 
characterization stage. Thus, in practice there is a need to bring the contributions 
to the different impact categories to one denominator, in such a way that the 
interpretation of the comparison of environmental profiles will be simplified. As first 
a step to give an indication of the relevance of the results a normalization can be 
performed. By normalization, the environmental impacts of a product are being 
related to the impact of economic activities in a certain region over a certain time 
period. By doing so the contributions to the different environmental impact 
categories are expressed as a percentage of the total environmental impacts 
during one year in a certain region.  

As the Eco-indicator is developed for Europe (and also key parameters like for 
instance plastics (APME) are based on European averages), we will use the 
European normalization values. For this study normalization has been performed 
on damage category level (endpoint level in ISO terminology) on a European level 
(damage caused by 1 European per year), based on 1993 as base year, with some 
updates for the most important emissions (Goedkoop et al., 2000). An overview of 
the normalization values that are used in the study (totals for Europe and per 
inhabitant) can be found in Annex 1 of this report. 
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4.2.1.2 Grouping and weighting of the normalized environmental profiles 

After normalization the contributions to the different environmental impact 
categories can not be added up directly. There is no scientific agreement on the 
importance of the different impact categories amongst each other. So to reach the 
one-single environmental indicator weighting is unavoidable. 

The development of a common set of weighting factors is still under development. 
It consists of a value judgment that includes the social values and preferences of 
the society. The basis for weighting are the normalized environmental profiles. 
Each impact category considered should be weighted in order to allow a direct 
addition. Weighting factors (representing the relative seriousness of a particular 
impact category) may differ from country to country, or even within one country, 
due to differences in local conditions and values. 

Political views may also affect the weighting process due to different opinions 
concerning the relative importance of local or regional impact categories versus 
global issues.  

ISO 14042 does not specify any specific methodology or support the underlying 
value-choices used to group (weight) the impact categories. The value-choices and 
judgments within the grouping procedures are the sole responsibilities of the 
commissioner of the study (OVAM). These have been thoroughly discussed with 
the executors and the review panel of the study. 

The weighting in this study is based on weighting factors from a Dutch report on 
Eco-indicator 99 (Goedkoop et al., 2000). The Hierarchical version of the method 
was chosen using the average set of weighting factors. In the Hierarchical version 
facts that are backed up by scientific and political bodies with sufficient recognition 
are included. The hierarchical attitude is rather common in the scientific 
community, and among policy makers. PRé Consultants recommends using the 
Hierarchical version as the default method. The reason for this is that most models 
work according to consensus building processes, and a balanced view of long and 
short-term perspectives. This means most models implicitly or explicitly are based 
on the Hierarchical perspective.  

The other two perspectives can be used as a robustness or sensitivity analysis. If 
the conclusion drawn from an LCA remains the same, independently of the 
perspective, we can conclude the result is independent of the perspective and thus 
on assumptions of time frame, the required level of proof, age weighting etc. If the 
conclusions change, we can conclude that the answer depends on the perspective. 
This is also very important information.  

The conclusions and recommendations derived from grouping and weighting are 
based on value-choices. 

For defining the significance of differences in the environmental indicator values we 
base ourselves on probability distributions for key parameters, like the production 
of plastics. Besides this most of the other data are only available as single-point 
estimates. Regarding the plastics, we know that the production is one of the most 
important contributors to the environmental profiles of the cup systems (especially 
for the PP- and the PC-cups). Data for the production of plastics are taken from 
Plastics Europe (European average data). According to Plastics Europe the 
physical spread of data amongst the companies is typically +/-10%. On top of that 
there is the accuracy with which the companies can collect data, which is probably 
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about +/-5% (so the uncertainty may well be more like +/-15%). However these 
data-sets are snapshots in time that will change with capacity utilization, age of 
plant, technology, etc., so there is uncertainty with regard to any one number being 
totally representative of the physical situation at some future time. Nevertheless, as 
Plastics Europe has repeatedly gathered these kinds of data over the years and 
seen the same patterns, spread, and similar values they can confirm that the 
spread of their data is about +/-10%. Taking into account an uncertainty of the 
weighting method itself, we consider the uncertainty margins on the environmental 
indicator values at +/-20%. 

4.2.2 Environmental indicators for the use of cups on small events 

The normalized individual environmental profiles of the cup systems that are used 
at small events have been calculated and compared to each other. The results 
have already been presented in the report “Comparative LCA of 4 types of drinking 
cups used at events”.  

The contributions to the different environmental impact categories are weighted 
and aggregated in order to become a one-single environmental indicator per cup 
system studied. 

4.2.2.1 Basic scenarios 

The results of the weighting according to the Eco-indicator 99 method, using the 
Hierarchical version, are presented for the 4 types of cup systems that are used at 
small events in Figure 1. 

According to Figure 1 the eco-indicator values for the use of one-way cups (PP, 
PE-coated and PLA-cups) on small events (basic scenario) are very much 
comparable to each other. Since the difference between the eco-indicators of the 
one-way cups is less than 20% we consider it as not being significant. On the other 
hand the eco-indicator value for the reusable PC-cups, used on small events (basic 
scenario) is significantly (50%) lower. For all cup systems studied, the use of fossil 
fuels and the respiratory effects on human health caused by inorganics have the 
highest contribution to the total score. 
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Eco-Indicator values for the use of cups on SMALL events
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Figure 1: Eco-indicator values for the use of cups on small events (basic 
scenario) 

4.2.2.2 Sensitivity analyses 

In Figure 2 the environmental indicators that resulted from different sensitivity 
analyses are presented together with the eco-indicator result for the basic 
scenarios from Figure 1. Sensitivity analyses were performed to determine the 
influence of a change in the inventory data on the results of the impact 
assessment. For a detailed overview of the sensitivity analyses that are performed 
in this study, we refer to paragraph 1.6 of the “Final version impact analysis” 
document. For each sensitivity analysis the eco-indicator has been calculated 
according to the Eco-indicator 99 method, using the Hierarchical version. The 
results for the cups used at small events are presented in Figure 2. 
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Eco-Indicator values for the use of cups on SMALL events
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Figure 2: Eco-indicator values for the use of cups on small events (basic 
scenarios combined with results of sensitivity analyses) 

In Figure 2 we can see that for all cup systems, and for all scenarios, the use of 
fossil fuels (purple colored bars) and the respiratory effects on human health 
caused by inorganics (green colored bars) are given relatively most of the weight. 

PC-cup scenarios 

When only comparing the eco-indicators of different PC-cup scenarios (basic 
versus sensitivity analyses) we can conclude that the scenario in which the worst 
case scenario for the trip rate of the PC-cups is included has the highest 
environmental index. The difference with the other PC-cup scenarios is significant. 
The environmental index of this worst case trip rate scenario (0.997 Pt) is for 
example a factor 3 higher than the eco-indicator of the basic scenario (0.333 Pt). 

For the scenario where the cleaning of the cups after the event is done by means 
of a machine cleaning (instead of a manual cleaning for the basic scenario), the 
eco-indicator is relatively higher than the indicator for the basic scenario 
(respectively 0.418 Pt instead of 0.333 Pt for basic). The difference represents 
25%. So the contribution from machine cleaning can be considered significant. 
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The eco-indicator value for the scenario where the cleaning of the cups at the 
event is done manual, but with a double amount of water needed per cup and with 
soap (instead of only water in the basic scenario) does not differ significantly from 
the eco-indicator value of the basic scenario (only 5.5%).  

The scenario in which the best case scenario for the trip rate of the PC-cups is 
included has relatively the lowest environmental index. The difference with all other 
PC-cup scenarios is significant. The difference with the basic scenario represents 
60%.

And finally the scenario in which the transport distance between cup producer and 
distributor is in conformity with the market (instead of in the basic scenario where 
the transport distance between the producer of the cups and the distributor was for 
all cup systems set at 850 km), the difference in eco-indicator values is not 
significant (only 3%). 

PP-cup scenarios 

For the one-way PP-cup used on small events, two scenarios are defined: the 
basic scenario and the scenario in which the transport distance between cup 
producer and distributor is in conformity with the market. We can see in Figure 2 
that the difference between the two scenarios is not significant (only 3.5%). 

PE-coated cardboard cup scenarios 

For the one-way PE-coated cardboard cups used on small events, again two 
scenarios are defined: the basic scenario and the scenario in which the transport 
distance between cup producer and distributor is in conformity with the market. We 
can see again in Figure 2 that the difference between the two eco-indicators is not 
significant (only 4.7%). 

PLA-cup scenarios 

Comparing the eco-indicator value of the basic scenario for the PLA-cup with the 
other scenarios that have been defined in the sensitivity analyses, we can clearly 
see in Figure 2 that the eco-indicator value only significantly decreases for the 
future scenario. For all other sensitivity analyses that were performed the final eco-
indicator values are comparable to the eco-indicator value of the basic scenario.  

According to Figure 1 the eco-indicator values for the basic scenario of the one-
way cups (PP, PE-coated and PLA-cups) used on small events are comparable to 
each other. The eco-indicator value of the reusable PC-cup used on small events 
is about 50% lower. According to Figure 2 we can conclude that taken into account 
the best case trip rate for the PC-cup, the differences in eco-indicator values 
(compared to the basic scenarios of the one-way cup systems) are enlarged. 
On the other hand when the worst case trip rate for the PC-cup is considered in the 
comparison, this will even turn around the ranking. In that case the reusable PC-
cup has a significantly higher eco-indicator value (0.997 Pt) compared to the eco-
indicator values of the one-way cups from the basic scenario (approximately 40% 
higher), whereas for the basic scenario the PC-cup had a significantly lower eco-
indicator value. 
When the PLA future scenario is considered for the PLA system and the eco-
indicator value of this scenario is compared to the eco-indicator values of the basic 
scenario of the other cup systems studied (PC, PP and PE-coated cardboard), 
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Figure 2 shows that the PLA system has an eco-indicator value that is comparable 
to the eco-indicator value of the reusable PC-cup (basic) and which is significantly 
lower than the eco-indicator values of the PP and PE-coated cardboard cups 
(basic). 

4.2.2.3 Other perspective of weighting method 

Figure 3 presents the eco-indicator values of the basic scenarios using different 
perspectives for the damage model. Modeling uncertainties cannot be expressed 
as a range: a model assumption is correct or not. In order to cope with these 
uncertainties, a system referred to as Cultural Theory (Pré Consultants, 1999) has 
been used to separate three versions of the damage model. A simplified 
characterization of these versions is: 

 Egalitarian: long time perspective (even a minimum of scientific proof justifies 
inclusion). Egalitarians have a strong link to the group, but a weak link to their 
grid. In this environment there is no internal role differentiation, relations 
between group members are often ambiguous and conflicts can occur easily/ 

 Individualist short time perspective (only proven effects are included). 
Individualists are both free from strong links to group and grid. In this 
environment all limits are provisional and subject to negotiation. Although they 
are relatively free of control by others, they are often engaged in controlling 
others.

 Hierarchist: balanced time perspective (consensus among scientist determines 
inclusion of effects). Hierarchists have both a strong link to group and grid. In 
this environment people are both controlling others and are subject of control 
by others. This hierarchy creates a high degree of stability in the group. 

For more details on these perspectives we refer to Annex 1 attached to this report.  

For the basic scenario the hierarchical perspective has been chosen as a default 
method for the damage model. The egalitarian and the individualist perspective are 
respectively selected as method in two separate sensitivity analyses. In both 
sensitivity analyses the average set of weighting factors has been selected for 
calculation of the environmental eco-indicator values. 
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Eco-indicator values for the use of cups on SMALL events (basic scenario) - different weighting perspectives
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Figure 3: Eco-indicator values for the use of cups on small events (basic 
scenarios combined with other perspectives for weighting) 

In the Hierarchist perspective the eco-indicators of the one-way cup systems (PP, 
PE-coated cardboard and PLA) are comparable to each other; the eco-indicator 
value of the reusable PC-cup is significantly lower (50%). 

In the Egalitarian perspective (long time perspective) the reusable PC-cup still has 
the lowest eco-indicator value and the difference between the eco-indicator value 
of the PC-cup on the one hand and those of the one-way cups on the other hand 
remains significant and in the same ranking order. So the conclusions about 
ranking from the eco-indicator part of the LCA remain the same, independent of the 
perspective (Hierarchist vs. Egalitarian). 

Although the reusable PC-cup has still the lowest eco-indicator value in case of the 
Individualist perspective (short time) its value is now comparable to the eco-
indicator of the one-way PP-cup. Besides this in the comparison the PE-coated 
cardboard cup has significantly the highest eco-indicator value. The eco-indicator 
value of the PLA-cup is situated in between the indexes of the PC/PP-cups on the 
one hand and the PE-coated cardboard cup on the other hand. In both cases the 
difference is significant. These conclusions are different from the ones resulting 
from the Hierarchist and Egalitarian perspectives. 
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The Individualist perspective leads to significant changes in the ranking compared 
to the default approach (Hierarchist). These conclusions are different from the ones 
resulting from the comparison between the Hierarchist and Egalitarian 
perspectives. For the individualist perspective the chosen time perspective is short 
term (100 years or less). Substances are included if there is complete proof 
regarding their effect. Furthermore in the individualist perspective damages are 
assumed to be recoverable by technological and economic development. In the 
case of fossil fuels the assumption is made that fossil fuels cannot really be 
depleted. Therefore they are left out in weighting. That is why the eco-indicator 
values are lower when using the Individualist perspective. The difference between 
the Individualist perspective and the other two perspectives is more explicit for the 
PP-cup system, since we know from the impact assessment that the PP-cup 
system uses relatively more fossil fuels during its life cycle. On the other hand in 
the Individualist perspective minerals are getting a higher weight so that the 
decrease in eco-indicator value for the PE-coated cardboard cups becomes less 
high. Indeed, from the impact assessment we know that the PC-cup, the PP-cup 
and PLA-cup systems consume significantly less mineral resources compared to 
the minerals that are needed in the PE-coated cardboard cup system. For the PE-
coated cardboard cups the depletion of minerals is mainly caused by the 
exhaustion of nickel and aluminium which are mainly related to the production of 
solid bleached board (SBB) for the production of the cardboard. 

So it is important here to note that the result (answer of weighting procedure) is 
dependent of the perspective and thus on assumptions of time frame, the required 
level of proof, age weighting etc. The Hierarchist version is selected as default in 
the calculation of the eco-indicator values of the basic scenarios, while the other 
versions are only used for the above sensitivity analyses. 

4.2.3 Environmental indicators for the use of cups on large events 

The normalized individual environmental profiles of the cup systems that are used 
at large events have been calculated and compared to each other. The results 
have already been presented in the report “Comparative LCA of 4 types of drinking 
cups used at events”. These normalized environmental profiles are the basis for 
the weighting process in order to calculate one single environmental indicator. 

4.2.3.1 Basic scenarios 

The results of the weighting according to the Eco-indicator 99 method, using the 
Hierarchical version, are presented for the 4 types of cup systems that are used at 
large events in Figure 4. 

According to Figure 4 the eco-indicator values for the use of cups on large events 
(basic scenario) are comparable for the 4 cup systems that have been studied. No 
significant ups or downs appear in the eco-indicator values for the 4 cup systems 
used on large events in the basic scenario.  
Besides this for all cup systems studied, the use of fossil fuels and the respiratory 
effects on human health caused by inorganics have the highest contribution to the 
total score. 
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Eco-Indicator values for the use of cups on LARGE events
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Figure 4: Eco-indicator values for the use of cups on large events (basic 
scenario) 

4.2.3.2 Sensitivity analyses 

In Figure 5 the environmental indicator values that resulted from different sensitivity 
analyses are presented together with the eco-indicator results for the basic 
scenario from Figure 4. Sensitivity analyses were performed to determine the 
influence of a change in the inventory data on the results of the impact 
assessment. For a detailed overview of the sensitivity analyses that are performed 
in this study, we refer to paragraph 1.6 of the “Final version impact analysis” 
document. For each sensitivity analysis the eco-indicator has been calculated 
according to the Eco-indicator 99 method, using the Hierarchical version. The 
results for the cups used at large events are presented in Figure 5. 
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Eco-Indicator values for the use of cups on LARGE events
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Figure 5: Eco-indicator values for the use of cups on large events (basic 
scenarios combined with results of sensitivity analyses) 

In Figure 5 we can see that for all cup systems and for all scenarios, the use of 
fossil fuels (purple colored bars) and the respiratory effects on human health 
caused by inorganics (green colored bars) are given relatively most of the weight. 

PC-cup scenarios 

When only comparing the eco-indicator values of different PC-cup scenarios (basic 
versus the different sensitivity analyses) we can make the same conclusion as for 
the small events: the worst case scenario for the trip rate of the PC-cups has the 
highest eco-indicator value (1.74 Pt). The eco-indicator values for the other PC-cup 
scenarios are significantly lower. 

The eco-indicator values for the scenario where the cleaning of the cups during the 
event is done with a double amount of water AND soap and for the scenario in 
which the transport distance between cup producer and distributor is in conformity 
with the market, are comparable to the eco-indicator value of the basic scenario. 
No significant differences appear. 
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The best case scenario for the trip rate of the PC-cups has relatively the lowest 
environmental index, when comparing the PC-cup scenarios among themselves. 
The value is 43% lower than the eco-indicator value that results from the basic 
scenario. 

PP-cup scenarios 

According to Figure 5 for the one-way PP-cups used on large events, no significant 
differences in eco-indicator values appear among the different scenarios that have 
been considered for the PP-cups.  

PE-coated cardboard cup scenarios 

Similar conclusions can be drawn for the different scenarios for the PE-coated 
cardboard cups. No significant differences in eco-indicator values appear among 
the different scenarios that have been considered in the study for the PE-coated 
cardboard cups. 

PLA-cup scenarios 

Comparing the eco-indicator value of the basic scenario for the PLA-cup with the 
other scenarios that have been defined in the sensitivity analyses, we can clearly 
see in Figure 5 that the eco-indicator value only significantly decreases for the 
future scenario (2008). For all other sensitivity analyses that were performed the 
final eco-indicator values are comparable to the eco-indicator value of the basic 
scenario for the PLA-cup used on large events. 

According to Figure 4 the eco-indicator values for the use of cups on large events 
(basic scenario) are comparable for the 4 cup systems that have been studied. 
According to Figure 5 we can see that most of the scenarios for cups used at large 
scale events have comparable eco-indicator values. Only 3 scenarios break this 
rule. The eco-indicator of the best case trip rate scenario for PC-cups is 
comparable to the eco-indicator value of the future PLA scenario (2008). Both 
indicators are significantly lower than all other indicators calculated. And the eco-
indicator related to the worst case trip rate is significantly higher than all other 
scenarios considered in this study. 

4.2.3.3 Other perspective of weighting method 

Figure 6 presents the eco-indicator values of the basic scenarios using different 
perspectives for the damage model. A simplified description of these perspectives 
is described below: 

 Egalitarian: long time perspective (even a minimum of scientific proof justifies 
inclusion). Egalitarians have a strong link to the group, but a weak link to their 
grid. In this environment there is no internal role differentiation, relations 
between group members are often ambiguous and conflicts can occur easily. 
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 Individualist: short time perspective (only proven effects are included). 
Individualists are both free from strong links to group and grid. In this 
environment all limits are provisional and subject to negotiation. Although they 
are relatively free of control by others, they are often engaged in controlling 
others.

 Hierarchist: balanced time perspective (consensus among scientist determines 
inclusion of effects). Hierarchists have both a strong link to group and grid. In 
this environment people are both controlling others and are subject of control 
by others. This hierarchy creates a high degree of stability in the group. 

More details on these perspectives can be found in Annex 1 of this document. 

For the basic scenario the hierarchical perspective has been chosen as a default 
method for the damage model. The egalitarian and the individualist perspective are 
respectively selected as method in two separate sensitivity analyses. In both 
sensitivity analyses the average set of weighting factors has been selected for 
calculation of the environmental eco-indicator values. 

In the Hierarchist perspective the eco-indicator of the reusable PC-cup used at 
large events is comparable to the eco-indicators of the different one-way cup 
systems (PP, PE-coated cardboard and PLA), since the difference is lower than 
20%.

In the Egalitarian perspective (long time perspective) the eco-indicator values of 
the PC-cup and the PE-coated cardboard cup are comparable to each other. A 
difference appear for the PP-cup system, that has an eco-indicator value which is 
significantly lower compared to the value of the PLA-cup system, but on the other 
hand comparable to the PC-cup and PE-coated cardboard cup system. Visa versa, 
the eco-indicator value of the PLA-cup system is comparable to the eco-indicator 
values of the PC-cup and PE-coated cup systems, but significantly higher than the 
value of the PP-cup system. So the conclusions drawn from the eco-indicator part 
of the LCA slightly change and are dependent of the perspective (Hierarchist vs. 
Egalitarian). 

In case of the Individualist perspective (short time) the eco-indicator values of the 
PC-cup and the PLA-cup systems are comparable to each other. A difference 
appears for the PP-cup system, that has an eco-indicator value which is 
significantly lower compared to the eco-indicator values of all other systems. In 
case of the PE-coated cardboard cup, the conclusion is turned around: the PE-
coated cardboard cup system has an eco-indicator value which is significantly 
higher than the eco-indicator values of the other cup systems. These conclusions 
are different from the ones resulting from the Hierarchist and Egalitarian 
perspectives. The reasons are comparable to the ones explained for cups used on 
small events. Therefore, for an explanation of the causes for these differences we 
refer to paragraph 4.2.2.3.  

So it is important here to note here again that the result (answer of weighting 
procedure) is dependent of the perspective and thus on assumptions of time frame, 
the required level of proof, age weighting etc. 

The Hierarchist version is selected as default in the calculation of the eco-indicator 
values of the basic scenarios, while the other versions are only used to perform the 
above sensitivity analyses. 
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Eco-indicator values for the use of cups on LARGE events (basic scenario) - different weighting perspectives
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Figure 6: Eco-indicator values for the use of cups on large events (basic 
scenarios combined with other perspectives for weighting) 

4.3 Calculation of the cost indicator 

4.3.1 Methodology 

Despite the similarity of their names, Life Cycle Cost analysis (LCC) and LCA have 
major methodological differences. These differences stem from the fact that LCC 
and LCA are each designed to provide answers to very different questions. LCA 
evaluates the relative environmental performance of alternative product systems 
for providing the same function. This environmental performance is assessed as 
holistically as possible, aiming to consider all important causally-connected 
processes, all important resource and consumption flows, regardless of whether or 
not they eventually impact anyone. Life Cycle Cost compares the cost-
effectiveness of alternative investments or business decisions from the perspective 
of an economic decision maker such as a manufacturing firm or a consumer. 
These differences in their purpose have properly resulted in differences in their 
scope and method. 
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For the Eco-efficiency study, during calculation of the cost indicator, the viewpoint 
of society as a whole is adopted. Mostly this matches the viewpoint of the event 
organizer; some elements were added however. For instance, if the waste is 
collected by the local authority at its own costs, these costs have been taken up in 
the cost analysis as well, because the waste collection phase lies entirely within 
the system boundaries.  

Furthermore it has been assumed that all production costs of the cups are reflected 
in the price that is charged to the customer, i.e. the event organizer or the brewer 
(in order to be able to value “free” cups that are included in a package deal with the 
brewer). 

For the cost analysis, the question of adding up all cost data within the system 
boundaries is a lot easier than aggregating the environmental impacts. Costs are 
already expressed in the same units, namely euros. Therefore, no weighting is 
needed.  

The life cycle cost data that are inventoried and used for the calculation of the cost 
indicator within this eco-efficiency analysis are described in detail in Annex 2 of this 
report.  

We consider an uncertainty margin for the single-score cost indicator at +/-10% 
(because of price differences among different suppliers). 

4.3.2 Cost indicators for the use of cups on small events 

4.3.2.1 Basic scenarios 

Figure 7 summarizes the absolute values of cost indicators for the use of cups on 
small events according to the basic scenario. 

In Figure 7 we can clearly see that the PP-cup system has the lowest cost 
indicator. The differences with the other one-way cup systems (cardboard and 
PLA-cup system) and the reusable PC-cup system are significant. The cost 
indicator of the PC-cup system is significantly higher than the 3 other cup systems 
studied. For example the cost indicator value is a factor 3 higher compared to the 
cost indicator of the PE-coated cardboard cup system.  
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Cost indicator values for the use of cups on SMALL events
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Figure 7: Cost indicator values for the use of cups on small events 

The cost indicator of the PC-cup system used on small events is mainly determined 
by the rental price (40%), the lower drink consumption (the introduction of reusable 
PC-cups during an event comprises a lost of income due to a lower drink 
consumption) (33%) and the collection cost of the cups during the event (16%). 
The other factors are less dominant. 

The cost indicators of the one-way cup systems used on small events are mainly 
determined by the cost price of the cup (purchase) and to a lower extent by the 
costs related to the collection of the cups at the event site. 

4.3.2.2 Sensitivity analyses 

As described in the report “Comparative LCA of 4 types of drinking cups used at 
events” different sensitivity analyses were performed. The cost indicators related to 
the sensitivity analyses for use of cups on small events are presented in Figure 8 
next to the indicators related to the 4 basic scenarios. 
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PC-cup scenarios 

Regarding the cost indicator for the different PP-cup scenarios we can conclude 
that the cost indicator only differs significantly for the case where the worst case 
trip rate has been modeled (cost indicator is 57% higher than cost indicator of 
basic scenario) and where the cleaning of the cups after the event is done by 
means of a machine cleaning (cost indicator is 21% higher than cost indicator of 
basic scenario). For the sensitivity analysis where a volunteer cost has been 
doubled, the cost indicator raises with 13%. For the other sensitivity analyses the 
differences in cost indicator are not significant (lower than 10%). 

PP-cup scenarios 

According to Figure 8 for the one-way PP-cups used on small events, a difference 
in cost indicator value appears among the basic scenario and the scenario with the 
double volunteer cost. The scenario in which the volunteer cost has been doubled 
has a cost indicator which is 27% higher.  

PE-coated cardboard cup scenarios 

According to Figure 8 for the one-way PE-coated cardboard cups used on small 
events, only a small difference in cost indicator value appears between the basic 
scenario and the scenario with the double volunteer cost. The scenario in which 
the volunteer cost has been doubled has a cost indicator which is 13% higher.  

PLA-cup scenarios 

According to Figure 8 only the future scenario (2008) for the PLA-cups has a cost 
indicator which is comparable to the indicator of the basic scenario (1% less). The 
cost indicators of the other scenarios differ from the basic scenario. The cost 
indicator of the scenario that considers 100% composting as EOL treatment results 
in a cost indicator which is 15% higher than the one of the basic scenario because 
the collection of a clean PLA-cup flow requires amongst others more volunteers 
and thus costs more. On the other hand the cost indicator related to the scenario 
that considers 100% incineration as EOL treatment, is 15% lower than the indicator 
of the basic scenario. The scenario in which the volunteer cost has been doubled 
has a cost indicator which is 33% higher than the cost indicator of the basic 
scenario. 

For none of the sensitivity analyses the ranking of the cost indicator changes, in 
comparison to the ranking related to the basic scenarios.  
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Cost-indicator values for the use of cups on SMALL events
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Figure 8: Cost indicator values for the use of cups on small events (basic 
scenarios combined with results of sensitivity analyses) 

4.3.3 Cost indicators for the use of cups on large events 

4.3.3.1 Basic scenarios 

According to Figure 9 using PP-cups on large events costs significantly less than 
using the other one-way cups (PE-coated cardboard and PLA-cups) and less than 
the reusable PC-cups. Although the cost indicator of the PC-cup system used at 
large events is significantly higher than the other 3 cup types, the absolute value is 
a factor 2 lower than the cost indicator that has been calculated for small events. 
This is mainly caused by the fact that at large events more PC-cups turn up as 
“waste”. From the viewpoint of the organizers this means that all cups that are not 
returned to the collection point yield the organizers a benefit of 1 Euro (net profit). 
This is visible in Figure 9 by means of the negative value for the “deposit” step. 

The cost indicator of the PC-cup system used on large events is mainly determined 
by the lower drink consumption (the introduction of reusable PC-cups during an 
event comprises a loss of income due to a lower drink consumption) (35%), the net 
profit due to the deposit systems (because less PC-cups are brought to the cash 
desk) (-29%), the cleaning after the event (machine cleaning on different location) 
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(21%) and the cost price (purchase, no rental for large events) of the cups itself. 
The other cost factors are less dominant. 

The cost indicators of the one-way cup systems used at large events are mainly 
determined by the cost price of the cup (purchase) and to a lower extent by the 
costs related to the collection of the cups at the event site. The cost indicators of 
the one-way cups used at small events are very much comparable to the cost 
indicators of the respective one-way cup systems on large events (comparison of 
Figure 7 en Figure 9). Only small differences appear. 

Cost indicator values for the use of cups on LARGE events
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Figure 9: Cost indicator values for the use of cups on large events 

4.3.3.2 Sensitivity analyses 

As described in the report “Comparative LCA of 4 types of drinking cups used at 
events” different sensitivity analyses were performed. The cost indicators related to 
the sensitivity analyses for use of cups on large events are presented in Figure 10 
next to the indicators related to the 4 basic scenarios. 
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PC-cup scenarios 

Regarding the cost indicator for the different PC-cup scenarios we can conclude 
that the cost indicator only differs significantly for the case where the worst case 
trip rate has been modeled. The cost indicator related to this scenario is almost a 
factor 2 higher than cost indicator of basic scenario. 
For the case where the cost for volunteers has been doubled, the cost indicator 
raises with 13%. For the other sensitivity analyses the differences in cost indicator 
are less significant (lower than 10%). 

PP-cup scenarios 

According to Figure 10 for the one-way PP-cups used on large events, differences 
in cost indicator value appear for all sensitivity analyses. Other EOL treatment 
scenarios result for the 100% application in a cement kiln in a higher cost indicator 
(15%) and for the 100% application in an incinerator (MSWI) in a relatively lower 
cost indicator (15%), compared to the basic scenario. And finally the scenario in 
which the volunteer cost has been doubled has a cost indicator which is 32% 
higher.  

PE-coated cardboard cup scenarios 

For the one-way PE-coated cardboard cups used on large events, only small 
(insignificant) differences appear in cost indicator values. Only the scenario in 
which the volunteer cost has been doubled has a cost indicator which is 17% 
higher compared to the cost indicator of the basic scenario. 

PLA-cup scenarios 

According to Figure 10 only the future scenario (2008) for the PLA-cups has a cost 
indicator which is comparable to the indicator of the basic scenario (less than 1% 
less). The cost indicators of the other scenarios differ from the basic scenario. The 
cost indicator of the scenario that considers 100% composting as EOL treatment 
results in a cost indicator which is 11% higher than the one of the basic scenario. 
On the other hand the cost indicator related to the scenario that considers 100% 
incineration as EOL treatment, is 12% lower than the cost indicator of the basic 
scenario. The scenario in which the volunteer cost has been doubled has a cost 
indicator which is 25% higher than the cost indicator of the basic scenario. 
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Cost-indicator values for the use of cups on LARGE events
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Figure 10: Cost indicator values for the use of cups on large events (basic 
scenarios combined with results of sensitivity analyses) 

4.4 Portfolio analysis 

Eco-efficiency has been variously defined and analytically implemented by several 
workers. In most cases, eco-efficiency is taken to mean the ecological optimization 
of overall systems while not disregarding economic factors (von Weizsäcker et al., 
1999). Eco-efficiency expresses the ratio of economic creation to ecological 
destruction. However, the improvement of purely ecological factors, for example 
better utilization of resources through more efficient processes, is also frequently 
referred to as increased eco-efficiency.  

In this eco-efficiency study, the environmental indicator is combined with the cost 
indicator in a portfolio analysis, per cup system studied.  
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4.4.1 Methodology 

4.4.1.1 Presentation of EE portfolio 

In a EE portfolio presentation both a single environmental score and an economic 
(cost) score are usually presented in a two-dimensional graph. The way how to 
present is definitely not standardized and not always clearly and transparently 
explained in publications. Several ways of scaling the axes in EE portfolio’s are 
possible like f.i. : 

1. Scaling making use of averages for environmental and economic scores 
(like f.i. BASF): 
The center point of the graph represents the average of all options and 
gets the coordinates (1,1). The options to be compared get coordinates 
that are calculated as the individual score divided by the average score. 
Example: an option that is 30 % cheaper gets the score 0.7 whereas an 
option that is 30 % more expensive gets a score of 1.3. 

2. Scaling using the maximum scores of the options to be compared (like f.i. 
TNO): 
The coordinates of the options are given as the individual score divided by 
the maximum scoring option (environmental or economic). The axes have 
values from 0 to 1 and the center point of the graph has coordinates 
(0.5;0.5).

3. Scaling making use of both the average and the standard deviation of the 
values of the options: 
The center point of the graph gets the coordinates (0;0) and represents the 
average of the options and the difference between an individual score is 
expressed in the number of standard deviations. 

One should realize that these are just ways of presenting the data in a graph with 
the aim to give an overview. In fact they are all possible, they all have in common 
that only relative scores are calculated and shown in the graph without dimensions 
on the axes. Evidently the underlying scores nor their accuracy change by using 
these graphs. VITO has preferred the third option to focus more on the differences.  

For transparency reasons and fair interpretation VITO has also given the 
underlying scores expressed in environmental (Pt) and economic (Euro) terms and 
the significance intervals. It is important to note that the size of the balls does not 
reflect a specific uncertainty. The uncertainty margins, for the eco-indicator as well 
as for the cost indicator, are graphically shown as the X and Y error bars in dotted 
lines. We consider for the absolute cost indicator an uncertainty margin of +/-10% 
(because of price differences among the suppliers). As explained before (see 
par.4.2.1.2) we take into account an uncertainty margin of +/-20% for the absolute 
environmental indicators, because of the uncertainty range of the inventory data in 
combination with the uncertainty range of the weighting methodology. These 
uncertainty margins are needed to show the significance of differences in cost and 
environmental indicator. For the portfolio these uncertainty margins on absolute 
values are scaled.  
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4.4.1.2 Interpretation of the EE portfolio as used by VITO 

In an EE portfolio the option that simultaneously scores the lowest cost and the 
lowest environmental score is considered to be the most eco-efficient. On the 
contrary the option that simultaneously is most expensive and causes the highest 
environmental impact is considered to be the least eco-efficient. As a help for 
interpretation a compass needle is added in the legend that indicates that 
whenever an option is located more in down left position compared to another 
option it is considered more eco-efficient (see Figure 11). Of course one should 
check whether this difference is significant. 

more eco-efficientmore eco-efficient

less eco-efficientless eco-efficient

Figure 11. EE Compass needle 

Sometimes an option scores higher in cost and lower in environmental impact. 

In quite a lot of publications the so called iso-EE diagonal is given. The eco-
efficiency of an option is then interpreted as the distance from the option to this 
diagonal line. This interpretation is subjective because it chooses a balance 
between environmental impact and economic impact: should this be based on the 
balance between environmental and economic impact of the average of all options, 
or should it be related to the ratio between an economic and environmental impact 
of a region, should it include external environmental costs, should it be the ratio 
between the maximum scoring environmental option and the maximum scoring 
economic option, should it be the ratio between the environmental and economic 
differences? 

VITO has chosen to derive conclusions about eco-efficiency from the EE portfolio 
considering both dimensions (environmental and economic) individually and in its 
combination and considering options to be most eco-efficient when both 
dimensions are better and considering options to be least eco-efficient when both 
dimensions are worse. 

When the best environmental option simultaneously is the most expensive option 
this will not lead to conclusions about whether the option is more, less or equally 
eco-efficient, but it does lead directly to environmental policy recommendations to 
consider the promotion of this option. This is only recommended when there is a 
significant difference between the options. 

Another reason for not entering the rather academic debate how the iso-diagonal 
should be constructed is the context of this study which is an environmental policy 
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perspective taking into account the environmental scores and the costs of existing 
options on the market. On the so-called iso-EE diagonal options would be 
positioned that on the one hand would be environmentally better but more 
expensive and on the other hand environmentally worse but cheaper. So where 
would the conclusion that they are equally eco-efficient lead to? That they should 
not be addressed by policy? It is evident that one group could be subject to 
promoting (environmental) policy and the other to discouraging (environmental) 
policy.

It is important to bear in mind that the eco-efficiency analyses (shown in the 
portfolio diagrams) provide only comparative information and no absolute values. 
As soon as the position of one ball in the portfolio changes, for example because 
the input data change, the positions of the balls of the other alternatives change as 
well. This is due to the midpoint centering as explained above. 

The portfolio diagrams for the basic scenario for small and large events form the 
basis for all other portfolio diagrams. The portfolio diagrams that reflect the results 
of the sensitivity analyses are equal to those of the basic scenario, with additional 
points that mark the sensitivity analyses results. We have chosen for the option 
where these additional points do not influence the average and standard deviation 
as reflected on the diagram, because they represent a rather extreme value. The 
portfolio analysis is only performed for those sensitivity scenarios where either the 
cost indicator values or the environmental indicator values show significant 
differences between the cup systems. 

4.4.1.3 Framework for policy conclusions 

In general policy makers are always looking for good arguments to base their 
policy on. The needed arguments originate from the assessment of a large number 
of different aspects from a wide variety of domains like the socio-economic, 
environmental, political, institutional etc. Any scientific contribution to the 
assessment of these aspects can be helpful to define a policy.  

In this study the commissioner OVAM is mainly interested in the environmental and 
economic domain of several existing cup systems that are used on small and large 
scale events. Today OVAM already has the policy to promote the use of reusable 
PC-cups. The market introduction of PLA-cups was the main reason for this 
project, which gives input to the process of reconsidering the policy. 

General policy questions could be :  

- Is there a need and justification to promote the use of a certain cup system 
due to it’s environmental benefits ? 

- Is there a need and justification to discourage the use of a certain cup 
system due to it’s environmental burdens ?  

In the study, on the request of the commissioner, two methodologies were used to 
perform the assessment on the main existing cup systems on the market : Life 
Cycle Assessment according to ISO standards and the non-standardized eco-
efficiency methodology. Generally the information developed in an LCA study 
should be used as part of a much more comprehensive decision process or used 
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to understand the broad or general trade-offs. The eco-efficiency methodology 
(balance between environmental and economic aspects) can possibly show how 
market forces encourage or discourage the use of certain cup systems. 

The framework of the policy conclusions is therefore based on the perspective of 
OVAM as an environmental policy maker that wonders whether it should develop 
or maintain a policy for promoting or discouraging certain existing cup systems on 
the market. Wherever (economic) market forces create the right stimulus for 
promotion of environmental alternatives there is no need for additional 
environmental policy by subsidizing for instance the most environmental friendly 
but most costly alternative. 

In general one could conclude that looking at the positions of the different options 
in the eco-efficiency portfolio, a promoting policy could be considered when there is 
a significant winner in terms of environmental score but it is not the cheapest 
option. This is the case when one system is located clearly in the more upper left 
position compared to the others. While considering this promotion policy one 
should of course further take into account amongst other things the costs of the 
policy versus the environmental benefits as well as a comparison with other policy 
options.  

In general one could also conclude that a promoting policy might not be necessary 
when the best environmental option is also the most cost-effective one (so located 
in the more down left position compared to the others), as the market might create 
the driving force. This conclusion of course also depends on the significance of the 
price difference. 

4.4.2 Portfolio analysis for the basic scenario 

As defined in the functional unit, we make a distinction between the use of the cups 
on small indoor and large outdoor events and we will discuss the respective 
portfolio diagrams separately.  

Small events 

The absolute and scaled values of the environmental and cost indicators for the 
use of cups on small events according to the basic scenario are summarized in the 
table below. The portfolio diagram presented in Figure 12 shows the positions of 
the 4 cup systems, relative to each other. 

small events LCA-result: LCC-result: LCA-result: LCC-result:

environmental 
indicator [Pt] cost indicator [€]

scaled environmental 
indicator scaled cost indicator

PC-cup BASIC 0,333 71,160 -1,499 1,477

PP-cup BASIC 0,654 12,490 0,467 -0,721

PE-coated cardboard cup BASIC 0,656 23,919 0,479 -0,293

PLA-cup BASIC 0,668 19,362 0,553 -0,463

average 0,578 31,733 0,000 0,000

standard deviation 0,163 26,702 1,000 1,000
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Eco-efficiency for the use of cups on SMALL events
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Figure 12: Portfolio diagram for the basic scenario for small events 

The portfolio analysis clearly shows that the PP-, PLA- and PE-coated cardboard 
cup systems have approximately the same environmental impact (horizontal axis) 
but a different cost indicator value. The PP-cup system has the lowest costs 
related from the viewpoint of the organizers. The cost difference with the PLA- and 
the cardboard cup system are significant. The environmental indicator value of the 
reusable PC-cup systems is significantly lower, the cost indicator value of the 
reusable PC-cup system on the contrary is significantly higher than the 3 other cup 
systems. 

The reusable PC-cup system clearly has the lowest environmental impact of the 4 
cup types, but the costs related to this system are much higher and therefore do 
not initiate organizers to use this type of cups. Therefore, from an environmental 
policy point of view, it can be considered to promote the use of reusable PC-cups 
on small events. One possibility would be to lower the costs for the organizers by 
giving subsidies for the use of reusable PC-cups, so that the costs approach the 
costs related to the use of PP-cups. Of course it is up to the policy makers to 
assess whether this policy option is worth the effort and compare them to other 
policy options with their environmental benefits and economic costs. 

Large events 

As for the small events, the absolute and scaled values of the environmental and 
cost indicator for the use of cups on large events according to the basic scenario 
are summarized in the table below. The portfolio diagram (see Figure 13) shows 
the positions of the 4 cup systems, relative to each other. 
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large events LCA-result: LCC-result: LCA-result: LCC-result:

environmental 
indicator [Pt] cost indicator [€]

scaled environmental 
indicator scaled cost indicator

PC-cup BASIC 0,618 49,165 0,350 1,436

PP-cup BASIC 0,563 13,304 -0,977 -0,790

PE-coated cardboard cup BASIC 0,578 24,508 -0,615 -0,095

PLA-cup BASIC 0,655 17,153 1,243 -0,551

average 0,604 26,032 0,000 0,000

standard deviation 0,041 16,107 1,000 1,000

Eco-efficiency for the use of cups on LARGE events
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Figure 13: Portfolio diagram for the basic scenario for large events 

One striking aspect of this portfolio diagram is the apparent higher uncertainty 
margin for the environmental indicator, compared to the diagram for the small 
events. In absolute value however the uncertainty margins are comparable 
between small and large events, but since the environmental indicators of the 4 
cup systems on large events do not differ much the standard deviation is small. 
This explains the apparent large uncertainty area for the environmental indicator on 
the figure. 

Taking account of the uncertainty areas the 4 cup systems do not differ 
significantly with regard to the environmental indicator values but the costs related 
to the 4 cup systems show significant differences. Using PP-cups on a large event 
costs significantly less than using cardboard cups and this difference becomes 
even higher if we compare the costs of the PP-cup system with the reusable PC-
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cup system. The costs of the PC-cup system are significantly higher than the other 
3 cup types. 

Due to the insignificant environmental difference between all options there is no 
reason for a promoting or discouraging policy. 

4.4.3 Portfolio analysis – sensitivity analyses 

4.4.3.1 Portfolio analysis for the sensitivity analysis where other weighting methods 
are used 

In the next paragraphs we discuss the sensitivity analyses applied on the basic 
input data and analyze the impact of this on the final eco-efficiency results.  
Before discussing these sensitivity analyses on basic input data we first check the 
influence of another weighting method on the portfolio results. 2 other versions of 
the damage model are applied to check the influence of this damage model on the 
final eco-efficiency results. A simplified description of these perspectives is 
described in paragraph 4.2.2.3 (small events) and in paragraph 4.2.3.3 (large 
events). In these paragraphs the portfolio results using the 3 damage models are 
compared. 

Small events 

Figure 14 presents the portfolio analysis for the Individualist perspective, Figure 15 
gives the portfolio results according to the Egalitarian perspective. 
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Figure 14: Portfolio diagram for the basic scenario for small events using the 
Individualist perspective 
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Eco-efficiency for the use of cups on SMALL events
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Figure 15: Portfolio diagram for the basic scenario for small events using the 
Egalitarian perspective 

The results of the portfolio analysis using the Individualist perspective in the 
damage model are slightly different from the default Hierarchist perspective. The 
reusable PC-cup system still has the best environmental indicator value, the PP-
cup system has the best cost indicator value. The difference between the 
environmental indicator value of the reusable PC-cups and the other 3 cup 
systems however becomes smaller. 

If we compare the portfolio results of the Egalitarian perspective with the default 
Hierarchist perspective only minor changes exist. Overall the results are not 
significantly different. 

Based on this sensitivity analysis we may conclude that the subjective values of 
the damage model do have an important impact on the results: some changes are 
visible. However looking at the overall results of the 3 weighting methods the 
conclusion remains the same. In 2 perspectives (Hierarchist and Egalitarian) there 
is a significant winner (PC-cup system) considering the environmental indicator, in 
the individualist perspective the same cup system scores the best environmental 
indicator but the difference is not significant. It is safe to consider environmental 
policy implications to promote the use of reusable PC-cups on small events. 

Large events 

Figure 16 presents the portfolio analysis for the Individualist perspective, Figure 17 
gives the portfolio results according to the Egalitarian perspective. 
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Eco-efficiency for the use of cups on LARGE events
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Figure 16: Portfolio diagram for the basic scenario for large events using the 
Individualist perspective 

Eco-efficiency for the use of cups on LARGE events
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Figure 17: Portfolio diagram for the basic scenario for large events using the 
Egalitarian perspective 
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If we compare the results of the portfolio analysis between the Individualist and the 
default Hierarchist perspective there is a difference for the cardboard and the PLA-
cup systems. The cardboard cups have a worse environmental indicator value, the 
PLA-cups a better environmental indicator value compared to the default 
Hierarchist perspective. Given the non-significant differences between the 
environmental scores there is no justification for considering a promoting or 
discouraging environmental policy. Even not taking into account the uncertainty 
areas we may conclude that no environmental policy is needed because the 
cheapest alternative (PP-cup system) is also the most environmentally friendly and 
thus an economy-based market will automatically use the environmentally best 
alternative.

The results using the Egalitarian perspective are comparable to the results using 
the default Hierarchist perspective and as such the conclusions remain valid. 

For the sensitivity analyses on input data (as discussed in the next paragraphs), 
the Hierarchist model for weighting is applied. 

4.4.3.4 Portfolio analysis for the sensitivity analysis on trip rate and cleaning 
(reusable PC-cup) 

As described in the documents “Final version inventory phase” and the “Final 
version impact analysis”, a sensitivity analysis is performed with regard to the trip 
rate of the reusable PC-cups (best and worst case) and the cleaning during and 
after the event. In addition to the worst-case trip rate, the worst-case scenario is 
also based on the fact that 400 cups are needed for 400 consumptions (basic 
scenario: 160 cups). For more information on the data used is referred to the 
above-mentioned documents. 

This paragraph discusses the impact of this sensitivity analysis on the eco-
efficiency results, for small and for large events. The portfolio analysis are based 
on the basic scenario, the sensitivity analysis are indicated as additional points on 
the diagram. 

Small events 

The table below summarizes the absolute and scaled values of the environmental 
and cost indicators for the use of cups on small events according to the basic 
scenario and the sensitivity analysis. The portfolio diagram (see Figure 18) shows 
the positions of the 4 cup systems, relative to each other. 
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small events LCA-result: LCC-result: LCA-result: LCC-result:

environmental 
indicator [Pt] cost indicator [€]

scaled environmental 
indicator scaled cost indicator

PC-cup BASIC 0,333 71,160 -1,499 1,477

PC-cup sensitivity trip rate: best case 0,203 72,349 -2,295 1,521

PC-cup sensitivity trip rate: worst case 0,997 111,825 2,568 3,000

PC-cup sensitivity: machine cleaning 
after event (basic trip rate)

0,418 86,012 -0,978 2,033

PC-cup sensitivity: cleaning during event 
with 2*water and soap (basic trip rate)

0,349 72,806 -1,401 1,538

PP-cup BASIC 0,654 12,490 0,467 -0,721

PE-coated cardboard cup BASIC 0,656 23,919 0,479 -0,293

PLA-cup BASIC 0,668 19,362 0,553 -0,463

average 0,578 31,733

standard deviation 0,163 26,702
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Figure 18: Portfolio diagram for the sensitivity analysis on trip rate and 
cleaning for small events 

Looking at Figure 18 it is clear that the trip rate has a significant influence on the 
eco-efficiency of the reusable PC-cup system (see arrows on portfolio). If the best 
case trip rate is applied on the PC-cup system, the costs remain unchanged but 
the environmental impact decreases significantly. The stagnation of the costs is 
due to the fact that the organizers hire as much cups as in the basic scenario, but 
less cups fall out during the event. This results in a lower fee for lost cups, but this 
does not outweigh all the other costs that remain the same. The cost price of the 
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cup itself is only a small percentage of the total cost price. The environmental 
impact decreases however since, from the perspective of the cups, less new cups 
must be produced. This causes a significant increase of the eco-efficiency. 

The worst-case scenario results in a significantly higher environmental AND cost 
indicator value. In this scenario the costs increase because more cups need to be 
hired (400 instead of 160), transported and washed before and after the event and 
to a lesser extent because more cups fall out during the event. These are also the 
reasons for the even higher increase of the environmental impact. The worst-case 
scenario results in a significantly worse eco-efficiency (see arrow on portfolio). 

During the inventory phase the data used for cleaning the cups during the event 
were largely discussed (amount of water consumed, use of soap or only water). 
This sensitivity analysis shows that a variation of these data only influences the 
eco-efficiency results marginally. The use of a machine cleaning instead of a 
manual cleaning after the event however significantly influences the eco-efficiency 
score. The environmental and cost indicator value for this scenario are higher 
compared to the basic scenario. This is due to the electricity use, the extra 
transport step and the higher consumption of water and soap. In any case, even 
with a machine cleaning after the event the reusable PC-cup system remains the 
most favorable with regard to the environmental impact and therefore still justifies 
the promotion of the reusable PC-cups. 

This sensitivity analysis already gives an indication of the turning point for small 
events. A lower and thus worse trip rate causes an increase of the environmental 
and cost indicator value (and as such a worse eco-efficiency rating). A higher and 
thus better trip rate results in a decreasing environmental indicator value. This 
turning point will be more thoroughly modeled and discussed in par. 4.5. 

With regard to environmental policy implications, it is important to understand that 
an environmental policy for promoting the use of reusable PC-cups can only be 
considered if the trip rate of the cups reaches the turning point. It is important to set 
up efficient collecting systems for the reusable PC-cups on small events in order to 
ensure this trip rate. 

Large events 

The table below summarizes the absolute and scaled values of the environmental 
and cost indicators for the use of cups on large events according to the basic 
scenario and the sensitivity analysis. The portfolio diagram (see Figure 19) shows 
the positions of the 4 cup systems, relative to each other. 
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large events LCA-result: LCC-result: LCA-result: LCC-result:

environmental 
indicator [Pt] cost indicator [€]

scaled environmental 
indicator scaled cost indicator

PC-cup BASIC 0,618 49,165 0,350 1,436

PC-cup sensitivity trip rate: best case 0,352 53,394 -6,068 1,699

PC-cup sensitivity trip rate: worst case 1,74 95,839 27,422 4,334

PC-cup sensitivity: cleaning during event 
with 2*water and soap (basic trip rate)

0,633 50,811 0,712 1,538

PP-cup BASIC 0,563 13,304 -0,977 -0,790

PE-coated cardboard cup BASIC 0,578 24,508 -0,615 -0,095

PLA-cup BASIC 0,655 17,153 1,243 -0,551

average 0,604 26,032

standard deviation 0,041 16,107
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Figure 19: Portfolio diagram for the sensitivity analysis on trip rate and 
cleaning for large events 

The conclusions with regard to the influence of the trip rate and the inventory data 
for the cleaning during the event on the environmental and cost indicator value are 
the same as for the small events. We refer to the paragraph above for a more 
detailed discussion. 

If we compare the 4 cup systems with each other the portfolio diagram clearly 
shows that the PC-cup system only has a significantly better environmental score 
when the best-case trip rate is applied and even then the significance is 
questionable taking into account the uncertainty margins. This best-case scenario 
is however an exception and certainly not applicable for all large events. Therefore 
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this does not justify any promotion policy (environmental) for the use of PC-cups on 
large events (policy can not be set up for exceptional situations). 

4.4.3.5 Portfolio analysis for the sensitivity analysis on the future PLA-cup system 
(2008) 

The PLA-cup system is a relatively new development compared to the other cup 
systems. Therefore a sensitivity analysis was performed to assess the 
environmental impact of the future developments within the PLA-cup system. In 
this sensitivity analysis the developments that can be expected by 2008 are 
included. For more detailed information on the data that are applied is referred to 
the document “Final version inventory”.  

The cost data for the future PLA-cup system are only changed little. In agreement 
with NatureWorks we consider no decrease of the price of PLA-cups (difficult to 
predict), which implies that the decreasing transport distance of the PLA-pellets, 
the lower weight of the cup and the developments of the production facility are not 
reflected in the cost indicator, since these aspects are included in the cost price of 
the cups. The small change in cost indicator is due to the lower transport weight of 
the cups to the event and from the event to the waste treatment facility. 

An important remark for this sensitivity analysis is the fact that we did not consider 
future improvements of the other options, however these are nonetheless possible.  

Small events 

The table below summarizes the absolute and scaled values of the environmental 
and cost indicators for the use of cups on small events according to the basic 
scenario and this sensitivity analysis. The portfolio diagram (see Figure 20) shows 
the positions of the 4 cup systems, relative to each other. 

From the portfolio diagram it is clear that the future development of the PLA-cup 
system leads to a significantly better environmental indicator value for the PLA-cup 
system. It’s eco-efficiency also improves significantly. The environmental indicator 
value of the PLA-cup system becomes then comparable to the reusable PC-cup 
system. The cost indicator value for the PLA-cup system is significantly lower than 
the cost indicator value for the PC-cup system.  

small events LCA-result: LCC-result: LCA-result: LCC-result:

environmental 
indicator [Pt] cost indicator [€]

scaled environmental 
indicator scaled cost indicator

PC-cup BASIC 0,333 71,160 -1,499 1,477

PP-cup BASIC 0,654 12,490 0,467 -0,721

PE-coated cardboard cup BASIC 0,656 23,919 0,479 -0,293

PLA-cup BASIC 0,668 19,362 0,553 -0,463

PLA-cup SENSITIVITY - future scenario 
(2008)

0,309 19,140 -1,646 -0,472

average 0,578 31,733

standard deviation 0,163 26,702
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Eco-efficiency for the use of cups on SMALL events
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Figure 20: Portfolio diagram for the sensitivity analysis on the future PLA-
cup system for small events 

Even if this future scenario for the PLA-cups becomes reality and the other cup 
systems are not able to improve we can’t draw unambiguous conclusions with 
regard to the mutual eco-efficiency score of the 4 cup systems. We can conclude 
that the PP-cup system has the lowest cost indicator value and the PLA- and PC-
cup systems have the lowest environmental indicator value.  

Compared to the basic scenario we can conclude that an environmental policy to 
promote the use of reusable PC-cups on small events can not longer be 
considered if this future scenario becomes reality. 

Large events 

The table below summarizes the absolute and scaled values of the environmental 
and cost indicators for the use of cups on large events according to the basic 
scenario and this sensitivity analysis. The portfolio diagram (see Figure 21) shows 
the positions of the 4 cup systems, relative to each other. 
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large events LCA-result: LCC-result: LCA-result: LCC-result:

environmental 
indicator [Pt] cost indicator [€]

scaled environmental 
indicator scaled cost indicator

PC-cup BASIC 0,618 49,165 0,350 1,436

PP-cup BASIC 0,563 13,304 -0,977 -0,790

PE-coated cardboard cup BASIC 0,578 24,508 -0,615 -0,095

PLA-cup BASIC 0,655 17,153 1,243 -0,551

PLA-cup SENSITIVITY - future scenario 
(2008)

0,297 17,014 -7,395 -0,560

average 0,604 26,032

standard deviation 0,041 16,107
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Figure 21: Portfolio diagram for the sensitivity analysis on the future PLA-
cup system for large events 

The impact of the future scenario for the PLA-cup on large events is identical to the 
small events. The cost indicator value remains the same, the environmental 
indicator value improves significantly, which causes an increase of the eco-
efficiency of this system. 

We can conclude that if this future scenario for the PLA-cups becomes reality and 
the other cup systems are not able to improve, the PLA-cup system becomes the 
environmentally best option and a promoting policy might be considered.
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4.4.3.6 Portfolio analysis for the sensitivity analysis on the reduced weight of the 
PLA-cups 

Since the weight of the PLA-cups can be reduced in short term (at this moment 
already on the market in other countries, in Belgium from 2006) we analyzed the 
impact of this weight reduction on the environmental impact (see document on life 
cycle impact analysis) and on the eco-efficiency. 

Small events 

The table below summarizes the absolute and scaled values of the environmental 
and cost indicators for the use of cups on small events according to the basic 
scenario and this sensitivity analysis. The portfolio diagram (see Figure 22) shows 
the positions of the 4 cup systems, relative to each other. 

The portfolio diagram indicates that the environmental indicator value for the PLA-
cup system becomes smaller (lower environmental impact), but not significantly 
different from the PP- and cardboard cup systems. The environmental indicator 
value of the PC-cup systems still is significantly better than the other 3 systems.  

In this case the same conclusions as for the basic scenario apply. An 
environmental policy aimed at promoting the use of reusable PC-cups on small 
events can be considered because the reusable PC-cups have the lowest 
environmental impact (significantly lower than the other 3), but the cost indicator is 
higher. 

small events LCA-result: LCC-result: LCA-result: LCC-result:

environmental 
indicator [Pt] cost indicator [€]

scaled environmental 
indicator scaled cost indicator

PC-cup BASIC 0,333 71,160 -1,499 1,477

PP-cup BASIC 0,654 12,490 0,467 -0,721

PE-coated cardboard cup BASIC 0,656 23,919 0,479 -0,293

PLA-cup BASIC 0,668 19,362 0,553 -0,463

PLA-cup SENSITIVITY - reduced weight 
of PLA-cup

0,581 19,362 0,020 -0,463

average 0,578 31,733

standard deviation 0,163 26,702
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Eco-efficiency for the use of cups on SMALL events
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Figure 22: Portfolio diagram for the sensitivity analysis on the reduced 
weight of the PLA-cup system for small events 

Large events 

The table below summarizes the absolute and scaled values of the environmental 
and cost indicators for the use of cups on large events according to the basic 
scenario and this sensitivity analysis. The portfolio diagram (see Figure 23) shows 
the positions of the 4 cup systems, relative to each other. 

large events LCA-result: LCC-result: LCA-result: LCC-result:

environmental 
indicator [Pt] cost indicator [€]

scaled environmental 
indicator scaled cost indicator

PC-cup BASIC 0,618 49,165 0,350 1,436

PP-cup BASIC 0,563 13,304 -0,977 -0,790

PE-coated cardboard cup BASIC 0,578 24,508 -0,615 -0,095

PLA-cup BASIC 0,655 17,153 1,243 -0,551

PLA-cup SENSITIVITY - reduced weight 
of PLA-cup

0,57 17,153 -0,808 -0,551

average 0,604 26,032

standard deviation 0,041 16,107
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Eco-efficiency for the use of cups on LARGE events
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Figure 23: Portfolio diagram for the sensitivity analysis on the reduced 
weight of the PLA-cup system for large events 

The impact of the reduced weight on the cost indicator value is nil, the 
environmental indicator value decreases. If we compare the 4 cup systems the PP-
cups have the best cost indicator value, the reusable PC-cups the worst cost 
indicator value and the environmental scores are not differing significantly. 

This portfolio diagram shows an interesting trend. The basic trend (looking only at 
the points on the figure, not taking into account the uncertainty areas) shows that 
the cup system with the lowest cost indicator value also has the lowest 
environmental indicator value (lowest environmental impact), the cup system with 
the highest cost indicator value corresponds to the highest environmental indicator 
value. This implies that maybe no environmental policy is needed because the 
normal economy-based market will automatically choose for the cheapest, and in 
this case also environmentally best, cup system. 

4.4.3.7 Portfolio analysis for the sensitivity analysis on the EOL scenario of the cups 

Sensitivity analyses are performed for the EOL-scenario of the different cup types. 
These sensitivity analyses are in detail discussed in the documents “Final version 
inventory” and “Final version impact analysis”. In this paragraph we discuss the 
impact of other EOL-scenarios on the eco-efficiency of the 4 cup systems. 
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Small events 

The table below summarizes the absolute and scaled values of the environmental 
and cost indicators for the use of cups on small events according to the basic 
scenario and this sensitivity analysis. The portfolio diagram (see Figure 24) shows 
the positions of the 4 cup systems, relative to each other. 

For small events there is only a change in EOL-scenario for the PLA-cups. We 
consider one scenario where all the PLA-cups are treated in a MSWI and one 
scenario where all the PLA-cups go to a composting installation. 

small events LCA-result: LCC-result: LCA-result: LCC-result:

environmental 
indicator [Pt] cost indicator [€]

scaled environmental 
indicator scaled cost indicator

PC-cup BASIC 0,333 71,160 -1,499 1,477

PP-cup BASIC 0,654 12,490 0,467 -0,721

PE-coated cardboard cup BASIC 0,656 23,919 0,479 -0,293

PLA-cup BASIC 0,668 19,362 0,553 -0,463

PLA-cup SENSITIVITY - 100% 
composting

0,666 22,169 0,540 -0,358

PLA-cup SENSITIVITY - 100% MSWI 0,671 16,554 0,571 -0,568

average 0,578 31,733

standard deviation 0,163 26,702
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Figure 24: Portfolio diagram for the sensitivity analysis on the EOL-scenarios 
for cups on small events 
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The figure clearly shows that a change in EOL-scenario for PLA-cups on small 
events only has a minor impact on the cost indicator value and a negligible impact 
on the environmental indicator value. The cost indicator value for 100% 
composting increases slightly because composting requires a “clean” flow of PLA-
cups and this requires at his turn a selective system for the collection of the cups 
during and after the event. For this more volunteers are necessary and thus this 
costs more than the scenario where the PLA-cups are treated in a MSWI, which 
does not require a “clean” flow. 

In any case a change of the EOL-scenario for PLA-cups on small events does not 
have any implications for the conclusions of the comparison. Only the reusable PC-
cup system has a significantly better environmental indicator value than the other 3 
cup systems. Therefore it can be considered to implement an environmental policy 
to promote the use of reusable PC-cups on small events. 

Large events 

For large events the EOL-scenario changes for the PP-, the PE-coated cardboard 
and the PLA-cup system. Again we consider a 100% waste cup stream going to a 
MSWI and a 100% waste cup stream going to a cement kiln (PP and PE-coated 
cardboard cups) or a composting installation (PLA-cups).  

The table below summarizes the absolute and scaled values of the environmental 
and cost indicators for the use of cups on large events according to the basic 
scenario and this sensitivity analysis. The portfolio diagram (see Figure 25) shows 
the positions of the 4 cup systems, relative to each other. 

large events LCA-result: LCC-result: LCA-result: LCC-result:

environmental 
indicator [Pt] cost indicator [€]

scaled environmental 
indicator scaled cost indicator

PC-cup BASIC 0,618 49,165 0,350 1,436

PP-cup BASIC 0,563 13,304 -0,977 -0,790

PP-cup SENSITIVITY - 100% cement kiln 0,484 15,327 -2,883 -0,665

PP-cup SENSITIVITY - 100% MSWI 0,643 11,281 0,953 -0,916

PE-coated cardboard cup BASIC 0,578 24,508 -0,615 -0,095

PE-coated cardboard cup SENSITIVITY - 
100% cement kiln

0,517 26,518 -2,087 0,030

PE-coated cardboard cup SENSITIVITY - 
100% MSWI

0,639 22,499 0,857 -0,219

PLA-cup BASIC 0,655 17,153 1,243 -0,551

PLA-cup SENSITIVITY - 100% 
composting

0,654 19,083 1,218 -0,431

PLA-cup SENSITIVITY - 100% MSWI 0,656 15,223 1,267 -0,671

average 0,604 26,032

standard deviation 0,041 16,107
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Figure 25: Portfolio diagram for the sensitivity analysis on the EOL-scenarios 
for cups on large events 

As was the case for the small events, a change in the EOL-scenario of the PLA-
cup has no important impact in the environmental nor the cost indicator value of 
the PLA-cup system. On the contrary, the environmental and cost indicator values 
of the PP- and the cardboard cups are sensitive for changes in the EOL-scenario 
of the respective cup systems. When more cup waste is going to a cement kiln the 
environmental indicator value decreases (lower environmental impact), the cost 
indicator value however increases slightly. The lower environmental indicator value 
is due to the fact that the incineration of cup waste in a cement kiln saves on fuels 
and this gives more environmental benefits than the savings on electricity in case 
of the MSWI. The cost indicator value increases in this case because the waste 
stream that goes to a cement kiln must be “clean” which requires a selective 
system and thus more volunteers for the collection of the cup waste at the event. 
This results in a lower cost indicator value notwithstanding the fact that the 
treatment of the waste in a cement kiln costs less than in a MSWI. 

If we look at the comparison of the 4 cup systems, we can conclude that even with 
the significant shifts due to the changing EOL-scenarios no significant winner in 
terms of environment can be defined. However we may conclude that the 
treatment of PP- and PE-coated cardboard cup waste in a cement kiln is 
demonstrably better from an environmental point of view.  

The overall conclusions remain the same as for the basic scenario, this forms no 
reason to implement any environmental policy in this matter. 
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4.4.3.8 Portfolio analysis for the sensitivity analysis on volunteer cost 

With regard to the cost indicator we also performed a sensitivity analysis on the 
cost that is related to volunteer work. For a more detailed discussion on the 
modeling of this cost in the basic scenario is referred to the document “Final 
version inventory”. For this sensitivity analysis we consider a double volunteer cost 
compared to the basic scenario (8€ compared to 4€/h).  

This paragraph discusses the impact of this sensitivity analysis on the eco-
efficiency results, for small and for large events. The portfolio analysis are based 
on the basic scenario, the sensitivity analysis are indicated as additional points on 
the diagram. 

Another sensitivity analysis (with regard to costs) was done for the number of 
volunteers needed for the different cup systems. The results of the EE-analysis for 
a doubling of the number of volunteers corresponds however completely to the 
doubling of the cost for the volunteers, and is therefore not discussed separately. 

Small events 

The table below summarizes the absolute and scaled values of the environmental 
and cost indicators for the use of cups on small events according to the basic 
scenario and this sensitivity analysis. The portfolio diagram (see Figure 26) shows 
the positions of the 4 cup systems, relative to each other. 

small events LCA-result: LCC-result: LCA-result: LCC-result:

environmental 
indicator [Pt] cost indicator [€]

scaled environmental 
indicator scaled cost indicator

PC-cup BASIC 0,333 71,160 -1,499 1,477

PC-cup sensitivity: double volunteer cost 0,333 80,648 -1,499 1,832

PP-cup BASIC 0,654 12,490 0,467 -0,721

PP-cup sensitivity: double volunteer cost 0,654 15,903 0,467 -0,593

PE-coated cardboard cup BASIC 0,656 23,919 0,479 -0,293

PE-coated cardboard-cup: double 
volunteer cost

0,656 27,332 0,479 -0,165

PLA-cup BASIC 0,668 19,362 0,553 -0,463

PLA-cup sensitivity: double volunteer 
cost

0,668 25,701 0,553 -0,226

average 0,578 31,733

standard deviation 0,163 26,702
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Figure 26: Portfolio diagram for the sensitivity analysis on volunteer cost for 
small events 

It is clear that doubling the volunteer cost has no impact on the environmental 
indicator value, which is also clear in the portfolio diagram. The impact on the cost 
indicator value is for the one-way cups (PP, PLA and PE-coated cardboard) not 
significant and lies within the uncertainty area of the basic scenario indicator 
values. For the reusable PC-cup the impact on the cost indicator value is not 
negligible. This is due to the fact that for the reusable cups more volunteers are 
needed than for the one-way cup systems. The reusable cups need volunteers per 
time of use (cleaning, collecting, …), the one-way cups only need volunteers for 
the waste collection. 

With regard to the eco-efficiency, no significant differences occur due to the 
doubling of the volunteer costs, compared to the basic scenario for small events. 
The same conclusions with regard to environmental policy implications can be 
drawn as for the basic scenario. 

Large events 

The same sensitivity analysis is applied on large events, the impact of the doubling 
of the volunteer costs is comparable to the impact for small events and is therefore 
not in detail discussed again. One important difference is however that for large 
events the impact of the doubling of the volunteer costs on the cost indicator value 
becomes significant. 
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Since no significant differences occur compared to the basic scenario, we can 
draw the same conclusions as in the basic scenario being that no environmental 
policy can be considered for large events based on these results. 

large events LCA-result: LCC-result: LCA-result: LCC-result:

environmental 
indicator [Pt] cost indicator [€]

scaled environmental 
indicator scaled cost indicator

PC-cup BASIC 0,618 49,165 0,350 1,436

PC-cup sensitivity: double volunteer cost 0,618 55,842 0,350 1,851

PP-cup BASIC 0,563 13,304 -0,977 -0,790

PP-cup sensitivity: double volunteer cost 0,563 17,618 -0,977 -0,522

PE-coated cardboard cup BASIC 0,578 24,508 -0,615 -0,095

PE-coated cardboard-cup: double 
volunteer cost

0,578 28,823 -0,615 0,173

PLA-cup BASIC 0,655 17,153 1,243 -0,551

PLA-cup sensitivity: double volunteer 
cost

0,655 21,467 1,243 -0,283

average 0,604 26,032

standard deviation 0,041 16,107
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Figure 27: Portfolio diagram for the sensitivity analysis on volunteer cost for 
large events 
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4.5 Calculation of turning point (trip rate) 

A very important factor in this eco-efficiency study is the trip rate. We define the trip 
rate as “the number of times (on average) one cup can be used over its entire life”. 
This implies that we define the trip rate from the perspective of the cup and its use 
over a number of events, not on one specific event. The trip rate is an average 
over a large number of cups, some cups fall out more quickly, other can be used 
more times than the defined trip rate. It was not simple to define the trip rate of 
reusable cups in the basic scenario. Between specific events, the loss rate can 
differ significantly. Per event, the relation between sales of beer and soft drinks on 
the one hand and the number of used cups indicate the trip rate for that event only! 
For the data and the references that are used during the definition of the trip rate 
for both large scale events as well as small scale events, we refer to the 
inventarisation document “Final version inventory”. 

The initial goal for the calculation of the turning point based on the portfolio 
analysis is to know how many times the reusable PC-cup must be used minimal in 
order to be more eco-efficient (better environmental AND cost indicator value) than 
the one-way cup systems that have been studied. Because the trip rate is different 
for large scale and small scale events, the turning point must be calculated for both 
event types. Some conditions that are defined for the calculation of the turning 
point: the turning point relates to the basic scenario and we consider that per event 
each cup is used 2.5 times on average (constant figure). A higher trip rate thus 
implies that cups are used over more events. 

Calculation of the turning point in trip rate 

We have defined a more eco-efficient cup system as the system that scores better 
both on costs and environmental indicator value, taking into account the 
significance of the indicator values.  

As can be seen from the sensitivity analysis of the trip rate for both small and large 
scale events (see par. 4.4.3.4) the reduction in total costs of the reusable cup 
system is slowing down when the trip rate keeps on increasing. This is due to the 
fact that the fixed costs (like purchase cost of cup) are only a small contribution 
compared to the variable costs like collection, cleaning and transport. The 
consequence is that a reusable PC cup system will never be cheaper than the 
cheapest one-way option (PP).  

The only for (environmental) policy interesting turning point is the one where the 
environmental score gets significantly better than the best environmental one-way 
option. For that trip rate and higher trip rates a promoting policy can be considered. 
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By varying the trip rate we have determined this trip rate as: 

 for small events: Trip rate 32 

The figure below shows the portfolio for this turning point. This portfolio also shows 
that the cost indicator value for the reusable PC-cup can not reach the level of the 
PP-cup. 
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Figure 28. Portfolio with the turning point for small events 
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 for large events: Trip rate 37 

The figure below shows the portfolio for this turning point. 
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Figure 29. Portfolio with the turning point for large events 

Conclusions 

The turning point for small events (trip rate 32) is lower than the trip rate in the 
basic scenario (trip rate 45) and thus is realistic and feasible. On the other hand 
the turning point for large events (trip rate 37) is much higher than the basic trip 
rate (trip rate 20) and thus less realistic and difficult to achieve. 
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The following policy conclusions can be derived from the LCA according to ISO 
and eco-efficiency assessments. 

Policy conclusions from LCA according to ISO 

From this comparative LCA study according to ISO, none of the four considered 
cup systems has overall superior or inferior performance neither on small nor large 
events. This means that there are no scientific arguments for a policy of 
encouraging or discouraging one of the four cup systems. A policy development 
would need subjective values in it’s decision process. 

Policy conclusions from Eco-efficiency analysis 

The eco-efficiency assessment (with it’s subjective choices and limitations, that the 
commissioner of the study should realize and support in the context of this study) 
has shown that in the base case for small events the PC cup system shows a 
significant more favorable environmental score than the other three cup systems 
on the market. As the costs of the reusable PC cup system are higher, a policy of 
promoting the system can be considered based on the more favorable 
environmental score. Policy makers should agree on the subjective value choices 
made while weighting different impact or damage categories.  

The PLA material and the scale of it’s application is still changing rapidly. In the 
near future (within 1 or 2 years) the environmental score for the PLA cup system 
might improve significantly. If this becomes reality the policy of promoting the use 
of PC reusable cups should be reconsidered , taking into account the 
improvements that the PC cup system alternatively might achieve by that time. 

5 Policy conclusions 
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Annex 1: 

The Eco-indicator 99 - a damage oriented 
method for life cycle impact assessment 

The following is based on” The Eco-indicator 99 methodology report: A 
damage oriented method for Life Cycle Impact Assesment”, 17 April 2000, 
Second edition 
Mark Goedkoop and Renilde Spriensma 
PRé Consultants b.v., Amersfoort, The Netherlands 

Summary

The most critical and controversial step in Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA) is the 
weighting step. With this in mind the Eco-indicator 99 methodology has been developed top 
down: the weighting step was the starting point. From there, damage models for the most 
important impact categories have been developed. 

There are two important requirements for the weighting step, if a panel is used: 

1. The number of subjects to be weighted should be as small as possible. In most LCIA 
methods a panel is asked to weigh ten or more subjects; this number is clearly too high. 

2. The subjects to be weighted should be easy to explain to a panel. In most LCIA methods 
the panel is asked to weigh rather abstract impact categories. It is very difficult to give a 
meaningful assessment. 

From these requirements it was concluded that the panel should only weigh the following 
three types of environmental damages (endpoints): 

 Human Health 
 Ecosystem Quality 
 Resources 

The following damage models have been established to link these damage categories with 
the inventory result. 

o Damages to Human Health are expressed as DALY (Disability Adjusted Life Years). 
Models have been developed for respiratory and carcinogenic effects, the effects of 
climate change, ozone layer depletion and ionising radiation. In these models for Human 
Health four sub steps are used: 
 Fate analysis, linking an emission (expressed as mass) to a temporary change in 

concentration. 
 Exposure analysis, linking this temporary concentration to a dose. 
 Effect analysis, linking the dose to a number of health effects, like the number and 

types of cancers. 
 Damage analysis, linking health effects to DALYs, using estimates of the number of 

Years Lived Disabled (YLD) and Years of Life Lost (YLL). 
o Damages to Ecosystem Quality are expressed as the percentage of species that have 

disappeared in a certain area due to the environmental load. This definition is not as 
homogeneous as the definition of Human Health: 
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 Ecotoxicity is expressed as the percentage of all species present in the environment 
living under toxic stress (PAF). As this is not an observable damage, a rather crude 
conversion factor is used to translate toxic stress into real observable damage. 

 Acidification and eutrophication are treated as a single impact category. Here the 
damage to target species (vascular plants) in natural areas is modelled. 

 Land-use and land transformation is based on empirical data of the occurrence of 
vascular plants as a function of the land-use type and the area size. Both the local 
damage on the occupied or transformed area as well as the regional damage on 
ecosystems is taken into account. 

o Resource extraction is related to a parameter that indicates the quality of the remaining 
mineral and fossil resources. In both cases the extraction of these resources will result in 
higher energy requirements for future extraction. 

In Figure A.1. 1 the different procedures and (intermediate) results are shown. A clear 
distinction is made between intermediate results (white boxes) and the procedures (grey 
boxes) to go from one intermediate result to the other. 

A limiting assumption is that in principle all emissions and land uses are occurring in Europe 
and that all subsequent damages occur in Europe, except for the damages to Resources and 
the damages created by climate change, ozone layer depletion, air emissions of persistent 
carcinogenic substances, inorganic air pollutants that have long-range dispersion, and some 
radioactive substances. 

Two types of uncertainties are separated: 

 Data uncertainties: this refers to technical problems of measuring and assessing factors 
 Model uncertainties: this refers to the uncertainty if the model is configured correctly 

Data uncertainties are presented as the squared geometric standard deviation. In some 
cases, especially for toxicity, these uncertainties are substantial. Modelling uncertainties 
cannot be expressed as a range: a model assumption is correct or not. In order to cope with 
these uncertainties, a system referred to as Cultural Theory has been used to separate three 
versions of the damage model. A simplified characterisation of these versions is: 
 E (Egalitarian): Long time perspective (even a minimum of scientific proof justifies 

inclusion)

 I (Individualist): Short time perspective (only proven effects are included) 

 H (Hierarchist): Balanced time perspective (consensus among scientist determines 
inclusion of effects) 

The H (Hierarchist) version is chosen as default, while the other version can be used in a 
robustness analysis. 

The weighting procedure was executed with a written panel procedure among a Swiss LCA 
interest group. The results can be used as a default, but should not be considered to be 
representative for the average European. Those who do not want to use the weighting step, 
can follow an alternative approach by using a weighting triangle (see Figure A.1. 10). 

Stay updated via the Eco-indicator 99 e-mail user group 
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Figure A.1. 1: General representation of the methodology. The grey boxes below refer to procedures; the other boxes refer to 
intermediate results. 
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1.1 Background 

According to ISO 14040 and 14042, Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA) is 
essentially meant to improve the understanding of the results of the inventory 
phase. Until now many methodologies have been suggested and described. These 
methodologies can be divided into theme oriented methods and damage oriented 
methods. The first category converts the inventory results into a number of themes 
[HEIJUNGS ET AL 1992; HAUSCHILD ET AL 1998], the second type models the 
damages caused by the inventory results. The predecessor of this project, the Eco-
indicator 95 methodology was an example of a method based on a damage 
approach. 

The Eco-indicator 99 impact assessment methodology-project was carried out 
under the authority of the Dutch Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the 
Environment, under the label of the Integrated Product Policy. The authors 
collaborated intensively with a number of Swiss and Dutch LCA experts and the 
Dutch RIVM (National Institute of Public Health and the Environment). The Swiss 
experts were supported by the Priority Programme Environment from the Swiss 
National Science Foundation. 

1.2 Matching goal and scope with the inventory 

An important aspect in any LCA is the goal and scope definition. Part of the goal 
and scope definition is dealing with the impact assessment. The most important 
requirement is that the impact assessment method suits the goal of the study. 

1. The methodology can be used as an impact assessment tool in any LCA study. 
This tool enables the user to determine scores for environmental damages and 
to aggregate them up to a single score if desired. When deciding on the degree 
of aggregation of damage scores to be included in the study, the user will have 
to take into account to what extent he wants to comply with the 
recommendations of ISO 14042 or other recommendations. He should also be 
aware of the underlying assumptions that were used in the methodology for 
each step of damage aggregation. 

2. The pre-calculated set of standard indicator values, consisting of a single score 
damage indicator per unit of material or process, can be used as a quick tool 
for product development or ecological benchmarking of production processes. 
This is essentially for internal use in companies. 

In all applications the following characteristics and constraints should be kept in 
mind when the Eco-indicator 99 method is applied in an LCA: 

 All emissions and all forms of land-use are assumed to occur within Europe. 
The damages for most impact categories are also assumed to occur in Europe, 
with the following exceptions: 
 The damages from ozone layer depletion and greenhouse effects are 

occurring on a global scale, as European emissions are influencing the 
global problem and not just the European. 

 The damages from some radioactive substances are also occurring on a 
global scale. 

1 Introduction 
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 The damages to Resources are occurring on a global scale. 
 The damages from some persistent carcinogenic substances are also 

modelled in regions adjoining Europe. 
 The method models emissions as if they are emitted at the present time. 
 The method is based on a specific definition of the environment (see paragraph 

2.2). If other definitions of the environment are intended, for instance definitions 
that include human welfare or the preservation of cultural heritages, the 
methodology is not complete or valid. 

 There are special rules for modelling the effect of land use, pesticides and 
fertilisers.

 The results of the damage models must be seen as marginal results, that is 
they reflect the increase of the damage when one functional unit is added to the 
current damage level. Also the normalisation levels are based on the marginal 
model.

 If compatibility with ISO 14042 is required, the last step, the weighting, is not 
allowed when the results are to be used as comparative assertions disclosed to 
the public. 

1.3  How to use a single score 

The practical goal of this method is the calculation of single scores. Such scores 
should always be used for internal purposes and are not suitable to use in public 
comparisons, marketing and ecolabelling, as they lack the necessary transparency. 
The situation may be different if the single scores are presented with a full 
documentation of the underlying data and intermediate results. 

It is very important to clearly document the limitations, uncertainties and 
assumptions when the single scores are presented. This is especially important if 
the single scores are used by non-experts.  
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2.1 Technosphere, Ecosphere, Valuesphere 

Suppose we can calculate that during the lifecycle of product A, a number of toxic 
emissions are released that will have significant impact on Human Health, while in 
the life cycle of product B significant amounts of SO2 are emitted that cause 
significant acidification which will damage ecosystems. A nature lover may prefer 
product A, while another person will perhaps prefer product B. 

This simple example shows that we are dealing with three problems: 

 First we must analyse the life cycles of the products and determine how much 
SO2 and toxic substances are emitted. 

 Secondly we must analyse to what extent the SO2 emission causes acidification 
and to what extent this acidification causes damage to ecosystems. 
Alternatively, we must analyse to what extent the emission of toxic substances 
indeed causes damage to Human Health. 

 Thirdly we must assess how serious damage to ecosystems is compared to 
damage to Human Health. This is clearly a valuation. 

In Life Cycle Impact Assessment we have to deal with three fields of scientific 
knowledge and reasoning. We refer to these fields as “spheres” [HOFSTETTER 
1999]:

 Technosphere: the description of the life cycle, the emissions from processes, 
the allocation procedures as far as they are based on causal relations. 

 Ecosphere: the modelling of changes (damages) that are inflicted on the 
“environment”. 

 Valuesphere: the modelling of the perceived seriousness of such changes 
(damages), as well as the management of modelling choices that are made in 
Techno- and Ecosphere. 

The first two spheres can be considered to be in the technical and natural science 
paradigms, the third sphere is clearly in the social science world, as natural science 
cannot deal with a term like “seriousness”. 

Although the spheres are partially overlapping, they have very different characters. 
For instance in Technosphere we are used to relatively low uncertainties (in the 
order of a few percents) and we assume measurements can be verified and 
reproduced. In the Ecosphere we are used to rather uncertain models, which are 
hard to verify, and data that can have uncertainties of several orders of magnitude. 

An important problem is that the models are partially based on value choices, such 
as the selection of the time perspective. In the Valuesphere there is a clear 
understanding that a single truth does not exist. 

With these spheres in mind we can construct the basic three-stage approach of the 
Eco-indicator method: 

 The life cycle model is constructed in the Technosphere. The result is the 
inventory table. 

  Ecosphere modelling is used to link the inventory table to three damage 
categories or “endpoints”. 

 Valuesphere modelling is used to weight the three endpoints to a single 
indicator, and to model the value choices in the Ecosphere. 

2 General framework 
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This three-stage method is represented in Figure A.1. 2 below. 

Figure A.1. 2: The core concept of the Eco-indicator 99 methodology. Apart 
from the inventory phase, there are two new parts. The development process 

was performed in a top down approach: starting from the definition of the 
indicator and the weighting process 

Although it is simple to characterise the three phases as if they belong to a single 
sphere, in reality the distinction is not so clear. Both in Technosphere and 
Ecosphere we are confronted with normative modelling assumptions and 
simplifications. This means that Valuesphere is also present in these phases. 

As the modelling of the life cycle is not part of the project, the Eco-indicator 
methodology thus consists of two parts: 

 In Ecosphere we use mainly natural science to calculate changes in the 
environment caused by the environmental flows from a product life cycle. 

 A valuation procedure is used to establish the seriousness of these changes. 
To make our description less abstract we refer to these changes as damages, 
although strictly speaking changes is a better term, as a change is not a 
damage before it has been valued. In the ISO 14042 standard the term 
Endpoints is used. We do not use this term in this context. 

2.2 The “Eco” we indicate 

PRé Consultants has chosen the following definition of the term environment: 

A set of biological, physical and chemical parameters influenced by man, that are 
conditions to the functioning of man and nature. These conditions include Human 
Health, Ecosystem Quality and sufficient supply of Resources. 
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In the Eco-indicator 99 we only look at environmental problems as they occur in 
Europe. In the Dobris Assessment [DOBRIS 1996], a description of the most 
serious environmental problems is given. 

From this definition it follows that there are basically three damage categories: 

 Human Health 
 Ecosystem Quality 
 Resources 

The three terms are not sufficiently self-explaining; a description of what is included 
in each of the three terms is necessary for building up the methodology, and will be 
supplied later. 

 “Human Health” contains the idea that all human beings, in present and future, 
should be free from environmentally transmitted illnesses, disabilities or 
premature deaths. 

 “Ecosystem Quality” contains the idea that non-human species should not 
suffer from disruptive changes of their populations and geographical 
distribution, 

 “Resources” contains the idea that the nature’s supply of non-living goods, 
which are essential to the human society, should be available also for future 
generations. 

2.3 From inventory results to damage categories 

2.3.1 Procedures 

The method uses four different procedures to establish the link between the 
inventory table and the potential damages: 

1) In the model for Human Health four sub-steps are used: 

a) Fate analysis, linking an emission (expressed as mass) to a temporary 
change in concentration. 

b) Exposure analysis, linking this temporary concentration to a dose. 

c) Effect analysis, linking the dose to a number of health effects, like the 
number and types of cancers, and respiratory effects. 

d) Damage analysis, links health effects to the number of years lived 
disabled (YLD) and Years of Life Lost (YLL). 

2) For ecosystem health two different approaches are used: 

a) Toxic emissions and emissions that change acidity and nutrients levels go 
through the procedure of: 

i) Fate analysis, linking emissions to concentrations 
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ii) Effect analysis, linking concentrations to toxic stress or increased 
nutrient or acidity levels. 

iii) Damage analysis, linking these effects to the increased potentially 
disappeared fraction for plants. 

b) Land-use and land transformation is modelled on the basis of empirical 
data on the quality of ecosystems, as a function of the land-use type and the 
area size. 

3) Resource extraction is modelled in two steps: 

a) Resource analysis, which can be regarded as a similar step as the fate 
analysis, as it links an extraction of a resource to a decrease of the resource 
concentration. 

b) Damage analysis, linking lower concentration to the increased efforts to 
extract the resource in the future. 

In Figure A.1. 1 (see before) the different procedures and (intermediate) results are 
shown. A clear distinction is made between intermediate results (white boxes) and 
the procedures (grey boxes) to go from one intermediate result to the other. 

2.3.2 The damage category Human Health 

The health of any human individual, being a member of the present or a future 
generation, may be damaged either by reducing its duration of life by a premature 
death, or by causing a temporary or permanent reduction of body functions 
(disabilities). According to current knowledge, the environmental sources for such 
damages are mainly the following: 

 Infectious diseases, cardiovascular and respiratory diseases, as well as forced 
displacement due to the climate change. 

 Cancer as a result of ionising radiation. 
 Cancer and eye damages due to ozone layer depletion. 
 Respiratory diseases and cancer due to toxic chemicals in air, drinking water 

and food. 

These damages represent the most important damages to Human Health caused 
by emissions from product systems. The damage category is not complete. For 
instance, damage from emissions of Cd and Pb, endocrine disrupters etc. cannot 
yet be modelled. Furthermore health damages from allergic reactions, noise and 
odour cannot yet be modelled. 

To aggregate different types of damages to Human Health (which is highly 
desirable in view of the large number of different types of sickness), a tool for 
comparative weighting of disabilities is needed. 

PRé Consultants has chosen to use the DALY (Disability Adjusted Life Years) 
scale, which has been developed by [MURRAY ET AL 1996] for the WHO and 
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World Bank. The original purpose of the DALY concept was to have a tool to 
analyse the rationale of national health budgets. 

The core of the DALY system is a disability weighting scale. This scale has been 
developed in a number of panel sessions. The scale lists many different disabilities 
on a scale between 0 and 1 (0 meaning being perfectly healthy and 1 meaning 
death).

For example: Carcinogenic substances cause a number of deaths each year. In the 
DALY health scale, death has a disability rating of 1. If a type of cancer is (on 
average) fatal ten years prior to the normal life expectancy, we would count 10 lost 
life years for each case. This means that each case has a value of 10 DALYs. Or: 
During a summer smog period, many people have to be treated in hospital for a 
number of days. This type of treatment in a hospital has a rating of 0.392 on the 
DALY scale. If the hospital treatment lasts 0.01 years on average (3.65 days), each 
case would be weighted 0.004 DALYs.

With this system, we can calculate the number of Disability Adjusted Life Years if 
we know how many people in Europe are exposed to a certain background 
concentration of toxic substances in air, drinking water and food. 

The unit for the damage category Human Health is DALY. This can easily be 
explained. A flow of toxic substances in tons per year will result in a number of 
DALY per year. If we leave out the "per year" we find a mass loading is equivalent 
to a number of DALYs (see also paragraph 0)  

2.3.3 The damage category Ecosystem Quality 

Ecosystems are very complex, and it is very difficult to determine all damages 
inflicted upon them. An important difference with Human Health is that even if we 
could, we are not really concerned with the individual organism, plant or animal. 
The species diversity is used as an indicator for Ecosystem Quality. We express 
the ecosystem damage as a percentage of species that are threatened or that 
disappear from a given area during a certain time. 

Ecotoxicity

For ecotoxicity, we use a method recently developed by RIVM for the Dutch 
Environmental Outlook [MEENT AND KLEPPER 1997]. This method determines 
the Potentially Affected Fraction (PAF) of species in relation to the concentration of 
toxic substances. The PAFs are determined on the basis of toxicity data for 
terrestrial and aquatic organisms like micro-organisms, plants, worms, algae, 
amphibians, molluscs, crustaceans and fish. The PAF expresses the percentage of 
species that is exposed to a concentration above the No Observed Effect 
Concentration (NOEC). The higher the concentration, the larger the number of 
species that is affected. The PAF damage function has a typical shape as shown in 
Figure A.1. 3. 
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Figure A.1. 3: A logistic PAF-curve expressing the potential affected fraction 
of species at different concentrations of a substance 

When an emission (mass) is released, the concentration in an area will be 
increased temporarily. This change in concentration will cause a change in the PAF 
value. The damage caused by the emission of this substance depends on the 
slope of the curve in a suitably chosen working point.  

In [MEENT ET AL 1999] it is postulated that the marginal damage to Ecosystem 
Quality from a specific emission depends on the present level of damage caused 
by the present mixture of substances in the environment. This means that we 
cannot use the background concentrations of single substances. 

Instead we have to use the combined toxic stress resulting from the present 
mixture of substances in the environment, the so-called combi-PAF, to find the right 
working point and slope. 

Being based on NOEC, a PAF does not necessarily produce observable damage. 
Therefore, even a high PAF value of 50% or even 90% does not have to result in a 
really observable effect. PAF should be interpreted as toxic stress and not as a 
measure to model disappearance or extinction of species. 

Acidification and eutrophication

For acidification and eutrophication, we cannot use the PAF concept directly, since 
damage from acidification and eutrophication is caused by an entirely different and 
complex biochemical mechanism. 

Instead, we will have to look at observed effects from acidification and 
eutrophication on plants. From these observations the probability that a plant 
species still occurs in an area can be determined. This is called the Probability Of 
Occurrence or POO [WIERTZ ET AL 1992], which is translated for this project into 
Potentially Disappeared Fraction (PDF): PDF = 1 - POO 

The computer model “Nature Planner” developed by RIVM is used for both the fate 
modelling and the damage modelling for NOx, SOx and NH3 depositions. A 
particular problem is the fact that acidification and eutrophication do not necessarily 
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reduce the number of species. In fact very often the number of plant species are 
increased. The solution used by the RIVM is the use of target species. These are 
the species that should occur on a specific type of ecosystem if there would have 
been no man-made changes in the nutrient level or the acidity [BAL ET AL 1995]. 
The “Nature Planner” contains a very detailed grid with an exact description of the 
type of ecosystem and the associated set of target species. The same grid is also 
used for a site specific fate analysis. 

The damage model calculates to what extent the number of target species 
increases or decreases if an additional deposition is added to the background. 
Interestingly, it is not possible to determine whether a damage is caused by 
changes in the nutrient level or the acidity. For this reason the impact categories 
have been combined. 

Although the “Nature Planner” is a very sophisticated instrument it is still only 
available for the Netherlands. The crude assumption was made that the Dutch 
situation is representative for Europe. 

Another problem of this impact category is that only damages to natural systems 
can be modelled and only if these damages occur through airborne depositions. So 
far it was not possible to include the effect of phosphate and other eutrophying 
emissions to water. 

Land use

For land use, we also use the Potentially Disappeared Fraction (PDF) as indicator. 
In this case however, we do not consider target species but all species. The 
damage model is rather complex, as we need four different models: 

1. The local effect of land occupation 
2. The local effect of land conversion 
3. The regional effect of land occupation 
4. The regional effect of land conversion 
5.  
The local effect refers to the change in species numbers occurring on the occupied 
or converted land itself, while the regional effect refers to the changes on the 
natural areas outside the occupied or converted area.  

Unlike other damage models, the data on the species numbers are based on 
observations, and not on models. The problem with this type of data is that it is not 
possible to separate the influence of the type of land-use from the influence of 
emissions. For this reason some special care must be taken to avoid double 
counting of effects which are included in land-use and which could be included also 
in other damage models. 

The Ecosystem Quality damage category is the most problematic of the three, as it 
is not completely homogeneous. A temporary solution is proposed to combine PAF 
and PDF. 

The unit for the damages to Ecosystem Quality is the PDF times area times year 
[PDF.m².yr]. For land-use this unit is easy to explain: the damage increases with an 
increase in area size, an increase in occupation time or an increase in restoration 
time for a formerly converted area. 

For ecotoxicity and for acidification/eutrophication some additional explanation is 
needed. Four logical steps are needed: 
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1.  Let us consider a steady state flow of x kg per year per m². This flow will 
result in a steady state concentration y on a m². 

2.  Now in LCA, we do not know the flow, but only the mass. A mass can be 
interpreted as a flow during a certain time t. 

3. This means, a mass can only be responsible for concentration y on a m², 
during that certain time. 

4. As the damage can be linked to the concentration, the flow can only be 
linked to a certain damage in a certain area, during a certain time. 

2.3.4 The damage category Resources 

In the Eco-indicator 99 methodology we only model mineral resources and fossil 
fuels. The use of agricultural and silvicultural biotic resources and the mining of 
resources such as sand or gravel, are considered to be adequately covered by the 
effects on land use. Biotic resources which are extracted directly from nature, like 
fish and game or wild plants, are not modelled in Eco-indicator 99 so far. 

In the case of non-renewable resources (minerals and fossil fuels), it is obvious 
that there is a limit on the human use of these resources, but it is rather arbitrary to 
give figures on the total quantity per resource existing in the accessible part of the 
earth crust. If we sum up only the known and easily exploitable deposits, the 
quantities are quite small in comparison to current yearly extractions. If we include 
occurrences of very low concentrations or with very difficult access, the resource 
figures become huge. It is difficult to fix convincing boundaries for including or not-
including occurrences between the two extremes, as quantity and quality are 
directly linked. 

Because of this problem, the Eco-indicator 99 methodology does not consider the 
quantity of resources as such, but rather the qualitative structure of resources. We 
have chosen to take the concentration of a resource as the main element of 
resource quality. 

Market forces assure that the deposits with the highest concentrations of a given 
resource are depleted first, leaving future generations to deal with lower 
concentrations. Thus in theory, the average ore grade available for future 
generations will be reduced with the extraction of every kilo. This decreasing 
concentration is the basis for the resource analysis. 

The resource analysis is very comparable to the fate analysis: instead of modelling 
the increase of the concentration of pollutants, the decrease of the concentration of 
mineral resources is modelled. 

[CHAPMAN and ROBERTS 1983] developed an assessment procedure for the 
seriousness of resource depletion, based on the energy needed to extract a 
mineral in relation to the concentration. As more minerals are extracted, the energy 
requirements for future mining will increase. The damage is the energy needed to 
extract a kg of a mineral in the future. 

For fossil fuels we also use the concept of surplus energy.  
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The unit of the Resources damage category is the “surplus energy” in MJ per kg 
extracted material. This is the expected increase of extraction energy per kg 
extracted material, when mankind has extracted an amount that is N times the 
cumulative extracted materials since the beginning of extraction until 1990. 

A value of 5 is chosen for N. As the surplus energy is dependent on the choice of 
N, the absolute value of the surplus energy has no real meaning. Surplus energy is 
used to add the damages from extracting different resources. 

2.4 Normalisation and damage assessment 

2.4.1 Normalisation 

The three damage categories all have different units. In order to use a set of 
dimensionless weighting factors from the panel we must make these damage 
categories dimensionless. The obvious way to do this is to use a normalisation 
step. As the Eco-indicator is developed for Europe, we will use the European 
normalisation values. 

It should be noted that normally in LCA the normalisation takes place after 
characterisation, as usually the normalised effect scores are presented to the 
panel. In Eco-Indicator 99 the modelling is extended to the damage categories and 
the damage categories are presented to the panel for weighting. It is thus not more 
than logical that the normalisation also is moved to this stage. The ISO 14042 
standard allows for this change. 

2.4.2 Damage assessment 

In the previous paragraph it was shown how the damage to the three damage 
categories Human Health, Ecosystem Quality and Resources can be calculated. In 
this process the best available scientific knowledge was used. However, as 
indicated in the introduction, use natural science cannot be used to determine how 
serious this damage is perceived. 

There are basically two methods to determine values in society: 

 Observation of actual behaviour, in this context often referred to as revealed 
preference method. 
The core of this method is to analyse how decisions on comparable issues are 
taken. For instance the value of a human life is based on life insurance, and the 
value of biodiversity is based on governmental expenditure on this issue. 

 Questioning representatives of society (a panel) on the specific issue. 

[METTIER 1999] performed a carefully conducted panel procedure among 365 
members of a Swiss LCA interest group. The procedure contained a ranking and a 
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weighting procedure. The results cannot be considered to be representative for the 
views of European population, but they generate a useful first default weighting-
set. Next to this default weighting-set the concept of the weighting triangle is 
described. The weighting triangle can be used to clarify discussions if alternatives 
for the default weighting-set are to be used. (see Figure A.1. 10) 

2.5 Sources of uncertainty 

In the development of a scientific methodology there are several types of 
uncertainty to consider, namely fundamental uncertainty and operational 
uncertainty. The fundamental uncertainty is the reflection of the doubt on the 
correctness of choices made in the development of the method. The choice of a 
concept implies that the assumptions that are the basis of this concept are fixed. 
This uncertainty can not be quantified in an easy way. Operational uncertainty is 
the variation in the result of the calculations, caused by the variation of the 
parameters involved. This uncertainty can be quantified.  

In the Eco-indicator 99 methodology a third type of uncertainty must be added. This 
is the uncertainty whether the model includes all important damages that fall under 
our definition of the term “Eco”. We have found some impact categories that are 
probably relevant, but for which we have not been able to find an adequate 
damage model or sufficient data. Also within some impact categories we have 
found that there are more damage types than we are able to describe. For instance 
in climate change we can only model a limited set of all the health problems that 
can probably be related to this impact category. 

This means we have three fundamentally different types of uncertainty: 

1. Operational, or data uncertainty, which deals with technical uncertainties in the 
data. Such uncertainties are relatively simple to document by adding the 
information on the statistical distribution (e.g. standard deviation). 

2. Fundamental, or model uncertainties are caused by unavoidable ethical and 
thus value based choices. Adding a standard deviation or a range on the 
calculated figures cannot cover this type of uncertainty. 

3. Uncertainty on the completeness cannot be documented at all, except for 
providing a specification of possibly important, but not included damages. 

2.5.1 Operational or data uncertainties 

In the Eco-indicator 99 it is intended to give quantitative uncertainty estimates for 
operational uncertainty whenever they are relevant. Some of the sources used 
include uncertainty analysis in their results.  
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2.5.2 Fundamental or model uncertainties 

During the development of this methodology many modelling choices must be 
made on issues like: 

 What shall be included and excluded in the model, 
 What level of scientific proof is required to accept a theory or hypothesis, 
 What time frame is taken into account, 
 Are health problems among young people as serious as health problems 

among elderly people, 
 Are future damages just as serious as damages that occur today or in other 

words should there be discounting, 
 Are potential damages, that could be avoided if proper management is applied, 

less serious, or should manageable problems be disregarded (see also 
[HOFSTETTER 1998] on “manageability index”). 

The basis for making such choices is often rather subjective. This can create 
serious problems, as in most cases such choices have significant effects on the 
result.

For instance, if we want to assess the damage caused by carcinogenic 
substances, we will see that there are 3 groups in the IARC classification. Group 1 
contains the substances for which the carcinogenic effects to humans are proven, 
while group 3 contains only substances which are "not classifiable as to their 
carcinogenicity to humans" [WHO 1987]. The question of course is, which groups 
do we take into account. If we follow the precautionary principle, we would include 
all groups. If we were very pragmatic and we were to believe only in "hard scientific 
facts", we would probably only take group 1. 
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THE CONCEPT OF CULTURAL THEORY 

Hofstetter [HOFSTETTER, 1998] has analysed the problem of modelling 
subjectivity thoroughly and he proposes to use the Cultural Theory [THOMPSON et 
al 1990] to distinguish five basic value systems.  

Thompson derives these value systems by looking at the strength of the relation 
people have with their group and the degree an individual’s life is circumscribed by 
externally imposed prescriptions (their “grid”), as shown in Figure A.1. 4. The viable 
combinations of the position of each individual in this group-grid typology and their 
cultural bias are called way of life. The assumption is that these viable 
combinations have a large influence on the value system of individuals and their 
groups. 

Figure A.1. 4: The grid-group dependency of the five archetypes 
distinguished in Cultural Theory. The Autonomist has no fixed position in 
this figure, because the Autonomist does not have social relations, and 

should be seen as floating over the other archetypes. Only the hierarchist, 
Egalitarian and Individualist perspectives will be used. 

These value systems have been used by several authors in risk perception studies. 
Experiences show that this distinction is very valuable in explaining people's 
attitudes. It is important to stress that this theory does not imply there are only five 
types of people. Almost nobody really conforms to the viewpoints of a single group 
in a consistent way. People can switch between different attitudes dependent on 
their context. 
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We can summarise an interpretation of the most important characteristics of the 
five archetypes: 

1. Individualists, who are both free from strong links to group and grid. In this 
environment all limits are provisional and subject to negotiation. Although they 
are relatively free of control by others, they are often engaged in controlling 
others.

2. Egalitarians, who have a strong link to the group, but a weak link to their grid. 
In this environment there is no internal role differentiation, relations between 
group members are often ambiguous and conflicts can occur easily. 

3. Hierarchists, who have both a strong link to group and grid. In this environment 
people are both controlling others and are subject of control by others. This 
hierarchy creates a high degree of stability in the group. 

4. Fatalists, who have a strong link to grid, but not to a group. These people act 
individually, and are usually controlled by others. 

5. Autonomists are assumed to be the relatively small group that escapes the 
manipulative forces of groups and grids. 

There is sufficient evidence to assume that the representatives of the first three 
archetypes have distinctly different preferences as to modelling choices that have 
to be made. 

The last two cannot be used. The Fatalist tends to have no opinion on such 
preferences, as he is guided by what others say. The Autonomist cannot be 
captured in any way, as he thinks completely independent. 

The real value of the Cultural Theory is that a wide range of basic attitudes and 
assumptions can be predicted for the three remaining archetypes. From these 
predictions the perspectives can be used to provide a basis for important modelling 
choices per archetype. As a result, three different set of value choices, and thus 
three versions of the damage models can be developed. 

The basic attitudes related to the value systems that can be used in Eco-indicator 
99 are summarised in Table A.1. 1. 

Table A.1. 1: Typical values in the three different perspectives [THOMPSON 
et al., 1990, taken from [Hofstetter 1998] 

Archetypes: 

Predictions: 

Egalitarian Individualist  Hierarchist 

Criteria Argument Experience Evidence 

Management style Preventive Adaptive Control 

Distribution Parity Priority Proportionality 

Perception of time Long term dominates 
short term 

Short term dominates 
long term 

Balanced distinction 
between short and 
long term 

Intergeneration 
responsibility 

Present < future Present > Future Present = future 
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View of resources Depleting Abundant Scarce 

Perception of needs 
and resources 

Can manage needs, 
but not resources 

Can manage needs 
and resources 

Can manage 
resources, but not 
needs 

Energy future Low growth (radical 
change now) 

Business as usual Middle of the road 
(technical fix) 

Attitude to nature Attentive Laissez-faire Regulatory 

Attitude towards 
humans

Construct Egalitarian 
society 

Channel rather than 
change 

Restrict behaviour 

Attitude towards 
resources 

Need reducing 
strategy

Manage needs and 
resources 

Increase resources 

Perception (myth) of 
nature 

Nature ephemeral Nature benign Nature 
perverse/tolerant 

Perception of human 
nature 

Born good, malleable Self-seeking Sinful 

Attitude towards risk Risk-aversive Risk-seeking Risk-accepting 

The use of Cultural Theory has wide implications for the methodology. The most 
visible effect is that we will not have one model but three versions of the model 
[HOFSTETTER, 1998]: 

1. In the Individualist version, we choose to include only proven cause effect 
relations, when we have the choice we will use the short-term perspective. The 
preference for proven relationships is the attitude of individualists to consider 
each limit as negotiable. Of course also an individualist will accept that a limit is 
not negotiable if sufficient proof is given. Similarly it is not proven that long term 
effects cannot be corrected by the progress of science and societal 
developments. For human health issues age-weighting is used, since in the 
Individualist perspective a person is valued higher at the age between 20 and 
40 years. 

2. In the Hierarchical version we choose to include facts that are backed up by 
scientific and political bodies with sufficient recognition. The hierarchical 
attitude is rather common in the scientific community, and among policy 
makers.

3. In the Egalitarian version, we consistently use a precautionary principle. We try 
not to leave anything out and if in doubt we include it, as egalitarians do not 
accept guidance from internationally accepted scientific or political 
organisations. Similarly we use the very long time perspective, as egalitarians 
do not accept that future problems can be avoided. It will be clear that this 
version is the most comprehensive version, but it also has the largest data 
uncertainties, as we sometimes have to include data on which consensus is 
lacking.

As a consequence, we will not have a single score for a material or process, but we 
will have three scores depending on the perspective. This may seem like a 
nuisance, but it actually correctly reflects the fact that the judgement of 
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environmental problems is not objective. By presenting three choices, the user can 
choose the most adequate perspective. Of course it is possible to make an 
average of the three perspectives. It is even possible to make a weighted average, 
as there is data on the distribution of people with a certain perspective for many 
European countries. However, one must be aware that the average has a rather 
limited meaning. It is the average of fundamentally different views. As a result the 
uncertainties in the result will become very large, and it will become very difficult to 
explain the meaning of the result. 

PRé Consultants recommends using the Hierarchical version as the default 
method. The reason for this is that most models work according to consensus 
building processes, and a balance view of long and short-term perspectives. This 
means most models implicitly or explicitly based on the Hierarchical perspective. 

The other two perspectives can be used as a robustness or sensitivity analysis. If 
the conclusion drawn from an LCA remains the same, independently of the 
perspective, we can conclude the result is independent of the perspective and thus 
on assumptions of time frame, the required level of proof, age weighting etc. If the 
conclusions change, we can conclude that the answer depends on the perspective. 
This is also very important information. 
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CULTURAL THEORY IN THE FINAL WEIGHTING 

So far the use of Cultural Theory in the damage models was discussed. The 
concept of Cultural Theory was also used in the damage assessment phase. 
Earlier experiences [KORTMAN et al 1994] and [HOFSTETTER in chapter 8 in 
BRAUNSCHWEIG et al 1996] show that the behaviour of each panel is very much 
determined by the basic value system a person is using. In order to analyse the 
influence of the perspectives, we included a number of standard questions that 
should reveal the perspective each respondent adhered to while answering the 
questions. Although the sample size was rather small statistical significant 
differences were found between the weights given by respondents and the 
perspective they seemed to adhere to [METTIER 1999]. However, due to the small 
sample sizes it is recommended to use the averaged weighting factors. Only in the 
sensitivity analysis as described above it is recommended to use the weights per 
perspective. 

2.5.3 Uncertainty due to incompleteness of the model 

The ambition of the Eco-Indicator 99 project was to develop the damage models for 
all relevant effects that can contribute to the three damage categories, but that task 
can never be completely finished. Mechanisms that could no (yet) be modelled had 
to be left out. The problem is that, as they cannot be modelled, it is difficult to state 
how important these omissions are, although it is possible to get an impression 
sometimes. Of course the importance depends also on the application. For 
instance the lack of a damage model for phosphate in water is much more 
important for an LCA of detergents than for an LCA on transport systems. 

As the three perspectives have different criteria for inclusion of the damage 
mechanisms, not all perspectives would include all models, even if they were 
available. The table below gives some examples of damage models that are 
missing or yet incomplete. ‘Relevance’ indicates the probability that exclusion of a 
damage mechanism can lead to distorted results in an average LCA. A plus 
indicates whether the exclusion of a specific effect can cause a distortion of the 
results. Again this list is just intended to give some examples. 
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Table A.1. 2: Some examples of missing damage models and the expected 
relevance. Not all perspectives would consider inclusion of these models 

relevant. Egalitarians would not exclude anything. Individualists would only 
include models for which sufficient proof is available that there is indeed a 
significant effect of damage. Hierarchists would exclude damages that can 

easily be avoided if proper management is applied. 

Relevance 

Human Health 

Effect of Noise  +

Other toxic effects from heavy metals and persistent organics.  + 

Effects on hormonal systems (Endocrine disrupters)  ? 

Effects on the immune system from increased UV  ? 

Other diseases from climate change  ? 

Ecosystem Quality 

Phosphate in aquatic systems  + 

Effect of climate change and increased UV on plants  + 

Effect of increased ozone levels on plants  + 

Effects on higher animals  ? 

Effects on other ecosystem functions besides the species diversity  ? 

Resources 

Silvicultural resources  ? 

Other minerals  ?

Effect on other resource parameters besides surplus energy  ? 
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3.1 Description of the problem 

An important feature of the inventory result is the lack of spatial and temporal 
information. The inventory result of an LCA only specifies a mass, without 
specifying where, and with what rate this mass is released1. 

Lead emissions that occur in the raw material extraction phase are added to lead 
emissions that occur from electricity generation (in a usually large number of power 
plants). Next they are added to emissions from leachates from future 
decomposition of the products in many landfills over hundred or more years. This 
means we only know the total quantity of an emission, without knowing when and 
where the emissions occur and what the concentrations in the environment are. 

This lack of information on concentrations is a major obstacle in damage modelling, 
as damages are not caused by releases (expressed as a mass unit), but by 
concentrations, or in a marginal model, changes in concentrations. A procedure is 
needed to convert discrete releases (in mass units) into concentrations. 

3.1.1 Fate models 

There are numerous models available to establish a relation between a flow of a 
substance and a concentration. These models are called Fate models, as they 
model the fate of a substance. This is important as substances degrade, or are 
transferred to areas that can be regarded as sinks. A sink is a place that can be 
seen as a final destination. 

As all substances ultimately disappear from the environment, a steady state 
concentration can only be related to a flow, and not to a discrete mass release. The 
problem with most fate models is that it is difficult to model dynamic situations. 
Basically they are designed as steady state models that can be used to calculate 
the steady state concentration as a result of a steady state emission. 

Even with fate models that calculate dynamic changes, there is still a problem, as 
the inventory result does not contain information on the shape of a pulsed release. 
Suppose a factory makes 1000 electric razors per hour, and has an emission rate 
of 1 kg per hour of a certain substance. If the effects of a single razor are to be 
modelled, it is permitted to say that one razor produces an emission of 1 kg during 
3,6 seconds, but one could also state it produces a flow of 1 gram per hour, or 1/24 
grams per day. The problem becomes even more complicated if the emissions 
from the other life cycle stages are added, such as the intermittent electricity use 
every morning, or the steady flow of emissions from a land-fill after disposal. 

Clearly, a solution is needed for this fundamental so-called flux-pulse problem. 

                                                     

1 For ionising radiation, the unit of becquerel is meant here, for land-use the unit is area times time, but 
in order to keep the text readable, the case of mass is described. 

3 Fate analysis for mass loads 
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3.1.2 The flux-pulse problem 

When we make an LCA of an electric razor that is to be produced next year, we 
can assume that the emissions from the mining process have already occurred, 
while the emissions during use will occur in the next ten to twenty years. The 
emissions from disposal, especially if the razor is put in a landfill, will probably 
occur in the next century. This is shown in Figure A.1. 5. 

Figure A.1. 5: General representation of the flows from a life cycle 

It is meaningless to determine the actual flows to the environment from this razor, 
as it is impossible to know where and when they take place. For instance we can 
assume that the razor creates a pulse as large as the total emission from the 
factory during a second, or that the production of a razor results in an emission 
pulse that is one thousands of the total emission during 1000 seconds. Both 
assumptions are correct, but would lead to completely different pulses. 

Figure A.1. 6: Transient concentration from a pulse 

A mass loading will only cause a temporary increase of the concentration, as all 
substances in the environment will be degraded, immobilised permanently or 
diluted to natural background concentrations sooner or later. Although we cannot 
model the real flow into the environment, we can assume the mass specified in the 
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inventory table will be released in the form of a pulse. The product of flow and time 
period is equal to the mass. In Figure A.1. 6 a possible transient response of the 
pulse is plotted. 

The fate models used here can only calculate steady state concentrations from a 
steady state flow. This means we cannot calculate the transient increase. Instead 
we have to find another solution. This solution can be described in both a practical 
as a more mathematical way. We shall use both explanations. 

It is estimated that there are at least many millions of different mass-produced
product designs in the world. Many of these designs are mass produced. This 
means there must be billions to trillions of individual product life cycles taking place 
now. All these product life cycles contribute to a more or less steady state flow of 
substances into the environment. 

Let us simplify this situation and split up the world production into three types of 
product groups, each type representing 2 million product designs. Suppose that for 
each of the three main product groups, one generic life cycle is operational. The 
three product groups emit flows at different times and at different magnitudes. 
Since those three product life cycles represent the total world production, the 
combined effect is in reality more or less a steady state flow. This can be illustrated 
by Figure A.1. 7, which shows the steady state concentration that is the result of 
the steady state flow of all the products in the three product groups. Furthermore it 
shows which product is responsible for which part of the concentration. 

Figure A.1. 7: A constant flow caused by three fictional product life cycles 

As in LCA we disregard the information on when an emission occurs, this figure 
can also be presented in an alternative way, as in Figure A.1. 8. 
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Figure A.1. 8: Alternative representation of the flows from three product life 
cycles.

In this presentation we have the same steady state concentration, but it is allocated 
in a different way to the three product groups. We may do this, as all the fate 
models and the following damage models are in principle linear. It is important to 
state that we do not assume the concentration “pulse” caused by product 1 has the 
actual shape as presented in figure 3.4. The “pulse” depicted here is the result of 
rearranging all the small pulses a product produces over its lifetime. The “pulse” is 
the result of an allocation procedure. 

The advantage of working with this allocation procedure is that now we can say 
that a mass load will be held responsible for a certain steady state during a certain 
time. This can be done for the large mass loadings resulting from one of three main 
product groups, but also for an individual product, which is a small part of this total 
group of product. The fate model links the mass to the product of pulse height and 
pulse length. Again as all models are linear, it is not necessary to know the 
duration or the pulse height. Only the product of pulse height and duration is 
important.

Having developed this principle for the concentration, we can also develop the 
same concept for the damages. All damage models link a steady state 
concentration to a steady state damage. As a mass loading can only be held 
responsible for a temporary concentration, it can also be held responsible for a 
certain amount of damage during a certain period of time. 

In algebraic terms we can describe the model with the simple equation: 

F= M/T = a*A*PEC 

with:

F  flow [kg/yr] 

M  mass [kg] 

T  time [yr] 

a  model constant, determined through EUSES [m/yr] 

A  Area [m²] 

PEC  predicted environmental concentration [kg/m³ ] 
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The equation can easily be adapted by multiplying the left and right hand side with 
T:

M = a*PEC*A*T 

The mass is causing a concentration over an area over a certain time. As the 
damage is proportional to concentration, we can say a mass is causing a damage 
over a certain area, during a certain time.  

3.2 Fate models 

Different fate models are used for different substances. Substances with 
carcinogenic effects and substances with ecotoxicological effects are modelled with 
EUSES [EUSES 1996], substances that cause respiratory effects are modelled 
with atmospheric deposition models and empirical observations, etc. For more 
detailed information, we refer to the complete Eco-Indicator 99 methodology report 
(Goedkoop et al, 2000). 
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4.1 Description of the damage category 

The World Health Organisation defines health in a very comprehensive way: 
Human health is "a state of complete physical, mental and social well being, and 
not merely the absence of disease or infirmity". 

Further WHO states that environmental health (of humans) "includes both the 
direct pathochemical effects of chemicals, radiation and some biological agents, 
and the effects (often indirect) on health and well-being of the broad physical, 
psychological, social and aesthetic environment, which includes housing, urban 
development, land-use and transport” [WHO 1995, P 24]. 

In LCA we can only deal with some of these aspects: 

 LCA only accounts for anthropogenic emissions in air, water and soil, thus 
excluding unhealthy conditions at workplaces and homes, traffic accidents, 
drinking or smoking. 

 LCA also does not deal with health problems caused by natural disasters, 
climate, micro-organisms or volcanic eruptions. 

 LCA in general does not address economical aspects [ISO14040, p.4]; thus the 
consequences of low income are not taken into account. 

 All other aspects of welfare apart from absence of disease. 

These limitations in the scope of an LCA require us to define the damage category 
Human Health much more restrictive than the WHO does. Human health means 
the absence of premature death, sickness or irritations caused by emissions from 
industrial and agricultural processes to air, water and soil.

4.2 The concept of DALYs 

If we want to quantify the damage category Human Health, it is important to find a 
scale to measure health of a population. 

There are several factors that should be included: 

 The number of individuals affected by the problem. 
 The time humans suffer from the limitation, or the lifetime lost by premature 

death.
 The severity of the health problem, ranging from premature death to irritation. 

On the international level, a single indicator to quantify the total burden of disease 
was developed by Murray for the Global Burden of Disease study, collaboratively 
undertaken by the World Bank and the World Health Organisation. It is intended to 
be used in health economics as an objective tool to allocate money to health care 
[WORLD BANK 1993]. 

4 Human Health 
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This health-indicator, expressed as the number of Disability-Adjusted Life Years 
(DALYs), measures the total amount of ill health, due to disability and premature 
death, attributable to specific diseases and injuries. The DALY concept thus 
compares time lived with disability (YLD: Years Lived Disabled) and time lost due 
to premature mortality (YLL: Years of Life Lost). Health is simply added across 
individuals. That is, two people each losing 10 years of disability-free life are 
treated as the same loss as one person losing 20 years [MURRAY ET AL 1996]. 

4.3 Discussion on DALYs in the Eco-indicator 99 

Not everyone appreciates the ethical dimension of health status indicators. 
However, most choices in allocating resources in health care deal with a number of 
variables and are the implicit choices of decision makers. The intention of the 
designers of the Eco-indicator 99 is to provide an integrative, comprehensive 
methodology to make explicit choices that are open for debate and public scrutiny. 

In the Eco-indicator 99 methodology the DALY quantification method for the 
damage category Human Health is used to value the different disabilities caused 
by environmental impacts. The health scale is used to estimate DALYs due to 
disease caused by environmental conditions. 

Some adjustments of the complete method have been made by [HOFSTETTER 
1998] who revised the DALY method in the light of cultural theory for use in LCA. 
According to [HOFSTETTER 1998] the lack of time information in LCA sensu 
stricto compels us to refrain from discounting future health states.  

Age weighting is included only in the perspective of the Individualist. It is assumed 
that Individualists assign greater importance to being healthy at younger years than 
the group-bounded Egalitarians and Hierarchists. In Table A.1. 3 the characteristics 
for each perspective are demonstrated. 

Table A.1. 3: Characteristics of the DALY-concept according to the three 
cultural perspectives. 

Discounting Age-weighting 

Egalitarian No No 

Hierarchist No No 

Individualist No Yes 
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THE TECHNICAL BASIS FOR DALYs 

The following text is derived from [Murray 1994] and [Murray et al 1996].  

The DALY concept is based on several principles: 

 To the extent possible, any health outcome that represents a loss of welfare 
should be included in an indicator of health status. This concurs with the WHO 
definition of health. 

 Individual characteristics affected by a health outcome that should be 
considered in calculating the associated burden of disease, should be restricted 
to age and sex. This means that only distinctions between individuals are made 
based on these two variables. 

 Treating like health outcome alike. This means that, for example, the premature 
death of a 40 year old woman expressed in DALYs should always be the same 
regardless of her social position and living conditions.  

 The unit of measure is time. The use of the general measure of time provides a 
simple and intuitive method to combine the time lived with disability, with the 
time lost due to premature mortality. 

According to Murray [MURRAY 1994] four key social preferences or values must 
be incorporated into the indicator of burden of disease "DALY": 

Duration of time lost due to premature death 
Duration of time lost due to a death at each age, which is used to measure years of 
life lost due to premature mortality. This measurement requires defining the 
potential limit of life; in the case of DALYs, standard years of life lost are used. The 
potential limit of life expresses an ideal situation and therefore the standard has 
been chosen to match the highest national life expectancy observed, which is that 
of Japanese women (82 years). 

For a specific standard, the expectations are based on a model life-table (West 
Level 26), which has a life expectancy at birth for females of 82.5. The potential life 
expectancy at birth for males has been set at 80. According to [MURRAY ET AL 
1996] a sex distinction is made because of the, scientifically established, biological 
difference between men and women. A sex distinction can only be applied if the 
statistics are specific enough about this. 

Non-fatal health outcomes 
Disability weights or degrees of incapacity or suffering associated with different 
non-fatal conditions are necessary to make comparisons across diseases and for 
comparing time lived with a disability with time lost due to premature mortality. 
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Table A.1. 4: Revised disability classes for the Global Burden of Disease 
Study

 [MURRAY ET AL 1996] 

Severity weights Indicator conditions 

1  0.00-0.02 Vitiligo on face, weight-for-height less than 2 SDs 

2  0.02-0.12 Watery diarrhoea, severe sore throat, severe anaemia 

3  0.12-0.24 Radius fracture in a stiff cast, infertility, erectile 
dysfunction, rheumatoid arthritis, angina 

4  0.24-0.36 Below-the-knee amputation, deafness 

5  0.36-0.50 Rectovaginal fistula, mild mental retardation, Down 
syndrome

6  0.50-0.70 Unipolar major depression, blindness, paraplegia 

7  0.70-1.00 Active psychosis, dementia, severe migraine, 
quadriplegia 

Disability weighting was done for 22 indicator conditions by estimating the extent of 
loss of physical functioning associated with a certain indicator condition. Based on 
these weights seven disability classes were formed. Subsequently, a group of 
independent experts established weights, ranging from 0 (perfect health) to 1 
(death), for 100 indicator conditions. The disability classes were adjusted according 
to this detailed estimate (see 
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Table A.1. 4). Sensitivity analysis showed that changes up to 0.1 in the specific 
weights of class 3 through 6 have only a minor effect on the estimated total DALYs 
by cause. Class 1 and 2 however are more sensitive to changes. 

Time preference 
Time preference is the value of health gains today compared to the value attached 
to health gains in the future (in standard economic theory, the latter is assumed to 
be lower than the former). It is standard practice in economic appraisal of projects 
to use the discount rate to discount benefits in the future. The process of 
discounting future benefits converts them into net present-value terms. The 
discount rate used in the DALY formula is 3 percent. 

Time discounting is not used however in the Eco-Indicator 99 method, as there is 
very little information on the time an impact occurs in the LCA framework. In the 
Eco-indicator 99 calculations the 0 discounting is indicated by the first zero in 
DALYs (0,0). 

Social value of the time lived at different ages 
In all societies social roles vary with age. The young, and often the elderly, depend 
on the rest of society for support. Therefore the DALY concept includes age-
weights, which indicate the relative importance of healthy life at different ages. The 
age weights used in the World Bank report rise from birth until age 25 and decline 
slowly thereafter (see Figure A.1. 9). 

Figure A.1. 9: The age-weight function 

Age weighting is only applied in the Individualist perspective. Age weighting is 
indicated in the Eco-indicator 99 calculations by the second number in DALYs 
(0,1), whereas calculations without age-weighting are referred to as DALYs (0,0). 
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4.4 Damage models 

Models have been developed for the following causes of damage to Human 
Health:

 Carcinogenic substances; 
 Respiratory effects; 
 Climate change; 
 Ionising radiation; 
 Ozone layer depletion. 

For each of the above, the emission of the substances in question caused by one 
functional unit is expressed in DALYs through four sub steps: 

 Fate analysis, linking an emission (expressed as mass) to a temporary change 
in concentration; 

 Exposure analysis, linking this temporary concentration to a dose; 
 Effect analysis, linking the dose to a number of health effects, like the number 

and types of cancers; 
 Damage analysis, linking health effects to DALYs, using estimates of the 

number of Years Lived Disabled (YLD) and Years of Life Lost (YLL). 

Impact categories which are not included in the Eco-Indicator 99 are non-
carcinogenic effects caused by heavy metals, toxic effects from many substances, 
noise, … . 

It would lead us too far to discuss the structure of the models in this annex, therefor 
we refer to the Eco-Indicator 99 methodology report (Goedkoop et al., 2000) for a 
detailed explanation of the methodology. 
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5.1 Description of the damage category 

Ecosystems are heterogeneous and very complex to monitor. There are a number 
of treaties and declarations (UNCED, UNEP, Council of Europe) that list attributes 
that are important to mankind, such as: biodiversity, aesthetic and cultural values, 
ecological functions and services, ecological resources and information functions 
(in genes). 

One way to describe Ecosystem Quality is in terms of energy, matter and 
information flows. If we want to characterise Ecosystem Quality in terms of these 
flows, we could say that a high Ecosystem Quality is the condition in which the 
flows are not noticeably disrupted by anthropogenic activities. In contrast, a low 
Ecosystem Quality is the condition in which these flows are disrupted by 
anthropogenic activities. The level of disruption is thus the most important 
parameter to monitor Ecosystem Quality. 

To complicate things further these flows can exist on many different levels. For 
instance the 

information flow can be described on the level of ecosystems, species and genes. 
The material and energy flow can be described in terms of free biomass 
production, as is proposed in [LINDEIJER ET AL 1998]. 

It is clear we cannot model all these attributes on all these levels and dimensions. 
For our purpose, we concentrate on the information flow, on the species level. This 
means we assume the diversity of species is an adequate representative for the 
quality of ecosystems. 

5.1.1 Reversible damages 

Practically all species groups can be affected by anthropogenic influence. It is 
impossible to monitor them all. It was necessary to choose the species groups that 
can be used as an appropriate representative for the total Ecosystem Quality. 
Furthermore it was important to choose between:  

1. The complete and irreversible extinction of species. 
2. The reversible or irreversible disappearance or stress on a species in a certain 

region during a certain time. 
Although the first type of damage is probably the most fundamental damage to 
ecosystems, it is extremely difficult to model in the LCA context, since it requires 
information on the exact location of the last representatives of a species in relation 
to the location of an impact. In fact we can assume that complete extinction usually 
occurs as a result of many different factors. This means no single product life cycle 
causes the extinction, but all the product life cycles together are responsible for the 
full extinction. 

In the second option we assume the damage caused by a product life cycle results 
in a temporary stress on ecosystems. This stress can be one of the factors that 
result in a full extinction of a species, but we do not know. The stress caused by a 
product life cycle is temporary as long as a functional unit is used with a limited 
time perspective. Such an LCA results in emissions that are expressed as a mass 

5 Ecosystem Quality 
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loading and a temporary occupation of an area. Even if habitats are destructed by 
land conversions we assume this damage will be restored. 

The damage to Ecosystem Quality now can be expressed as: the relative decrease 
of the number of species (fraction)* area * time 

5.1.2 Modelling the effect on species groups 

The crucial parameter in the model for Ecosystem Quality is the parameter that 
represents the effect on a species group. Unfortunately it was not possible to find a 
uniform parameter for this purpose, such as the DALY for Human Health. Two 
different expressions are used: 

 For toxicity the PAF, the Potentially Affected Fraction of species is used. The 
PAF is used to express the effect on (mostly lower) organisms that live in water 
and soil, such as fish, crustaceans, algae, worms, nematodes, micro-organisms 
and several plant species. The PAF can be interpreted as the fraction of 
species that is exposed to a concentration equal to or higher than the No 
Observed Effect Concentration (NOEC). It is a measure for toxic stress, and in 
fact not a real damage, as defined here. 

 For acidification, eutrophication and land-use the PDF of species, the 
Potentially Disappeared Fraction is used. The PDF is used to express the 
effects on vascular plant populations in an area. The PDF can be interpreted as 
the fraction of species that has a high probability of no occurrence in a region 
due to unfavourable conditions. The PDF is based on the POO, the Probability 
Of Occurrence. The PDF is in fact represented by 1-POO. This means the 
fraction of species that does not occur can also be described as the fraction of 
the species that has disappeared. For this project the PDF concept is also used 
for land-use. 

This means there is no uniform damage unit for the damage category Ecosystem 
Quality, as there is in the damage category Human Health. There are two 
problems: 

1. We use different species groups as representatives for the total ecosystem: 
vascular plants for acidification, eutrophication and land-use and a broad range 
of (mostly lower) aquatic and benthic organisms for toxic effects. 

2. We use different levels to determine the effects, the level at which species are 
affected and the level at which species disappear. 

The reasons for modelling damage for different impacts on different species groups 
are as follows: 

 The different impacts are based on separate models. For each model the 
relation between a specific impact and an effect on the species level is 
described in a different way, providing the best scientific basis for that specific 
dose-response relationship. 

 For toxic effects in soil and water, the relation between the diversity of aquatic 
and benthic species and the NOEC derived from laboratory testing is at present 
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the best scientific basis to translate from emissions to toxic effects on the 
ecosystem level. 

 For land-use, acidification and eutrophication the observed occurrence of 
vascular plants derived from field monitoring is at present the best scientific 
basis to determine the relation between impact and damage. 

Modelling the effect on higher organisms, such as birds and mammals or reptiles is 
even more difficult, as the species migrate, have complex food patterns, as they 
are usually at the end of the food chain. 

Perhaps most importantly, these species are all very different in their response to 
stresses and therefore it is hard to treat them as a group. We assume that the 
occurrence and health of a selection of aquatic and benthic species and vascular 
plants, which are usually essential providers for adequate food supply and other 
habitat characteristics, are a good indicator for the health and occurrence of the 
higher species. 

The reasons for differentiating between potentially affected and disappeared 
fractions is partially pragmatic: the different models have different results, and 
partially fundamental : 

 In ecotoxicity the NOEC is widely in use to determine the toxic effect. 
Alternative measures are the Lethal Concentrations, such as LC50 or LC5. 
These are concentration levels at which 50 or 5% of the population has died. A 
problem with the LC values is that lower species can rather easily adapt to 
higher toxic stress levels. This means the laboratory test used to determine LC 
values are difficult to translate to conditions in the field, where long-term 
exposure is dominant. Not enough information from field observations is 
available to use real observed damage that can be related to the disappearance 
of these species. 

 It is difficult to establish a measure at which we can say a vascular plant is 
affected by a certain condition. It is much easier to determine if a species has 
disappeared or simply cannot exist under measurable field conditions. 

5.1.3 Combining PAF and PDF 

As PAF and PDF are very different, we cannot simply add damage expressed as 
PAF and PDF. The fact that different species pools are used is acceptable when 
we assume all species have equal importance. This means we assume an orchid 
species is just as important as a fish, algae or nematode. 

The biggest problem is the difference between the level at which species become 
affected and at which level they disappear. In paragraph 0 an attempt is made to 
develop a conversion factor. 

The damage to Ecosystem Quality will thus be expressed as PDF*area*time 
[PDF.m².yr].

One additional complication arises in the model for eutrophication and acidification. 
For eutrophication and acidification we will see that this assumption of equality 
among species is not always justified. This is because eutrophication and 
acidification do not always decrease the number of species, but they merely shift 
the species composition. In fact eutrophication will very often tend to increase the 
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number of species. In that case we still consider eutrophication to be damaging, as 
very often rare and unique species will be replaced by common species. In other 
words, for acidification and eutrophication the reference will not be the percentage 
of species, but the percentage of “target” species.  

Table A.1. 5 summarises the approaches. 

Table A.1. 5 : Differences between damage units of impact categories 

Species Damage unit Definition of 
“threatened” 

Assumption on 
equality among 
species

Ecotoxicity Several species PAF*m² *yr Toxic stress 
(above NOEC) 

All organisms 
equal

Acidification Vascular plants PDF*m² *yr Probability of 
disappearance 

Only target 
species included 

Eutrophication Vascular plants PDF*m² *yr Probability of 
disappearance 

Only target 
species included 

Land use Vascular plants PDF*m² *yr Probability of 
disappearance 

All vascular 
plants equal 

These differences show that the damage category Ecosystem Quality is not as 
homogenous as the other damage categories. As a result we are introducing a 
considerable uncertainty when these impact categories are combined to a total 
indicator for Ecosystem Quality. 

5.1.4 Conversion factor for PAF and PDF 

There are basically two different definitions of the damage to ecosystems: 

1. Toxic stress, expressed as Potentially Affected Fraction of species (PAF) 
2. The disappearance of plant species, expressed as the Potentially disappeared 

Fraction (PDF) 

The question is if, and how, PAF and PDF can be combined. The solution for this 
problem as proposed here is an intermediate one, as there is not enough scientific 
information to make such a combination in an elegant way. 

Combining the effects of land-use and eutrophication/acidification is relatively 
straightforward, as both measures of damage express the relative number of 
(target) vascular plant species that will disappear on a certain area. Apart from this 
similarity, there are also a number of differences: 

 In eutrophication/acidification modelling, a plant species is considered to have 
been disappeared if the PDF was higher than 97.5% (the probability of 
occurrence was less than 2,5%). In the case of land-use, no such data is 
available. The disappearance is determined by using empirical data, and not by 
using models. 
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 In land-use modelling, no difference between target and other species is made, 
but also the definition of disappearance of species is practically the same. 

In spite of these differences, it seems reasonable to combine the damage from 
land-use and acidification/eutrophication directly. 

The combination of toxic pressure on a broad range of (mostly lower) organisms 
and the potentially disappeared fraction of plant species is very difficult for a 
number of reasons: 

 The selected species groups for the calculation of toxic pressure play a different 
role in ecosystems than plants. It is unclear if we can give the same value to the 
disappearance of 10% of the vascular plant species, as to the disappearance of 
10 of the selected species groups for PAF calculation. 

 Toxic pressure (based on NOECs) does not represent real damage, as even at 
a very high PAF only a small number of species (if any) may disappear 
completely. 

The first point is a valuation problem. For the time being we propose to treat both 
cases equal.  

The second point seems a mere scaling problem. For instance if the PAF curves 
would have been based on LC50 values, instead of NOECs, a damage expressed 
in PAF would have a closer similarity to the potentially disappeared fraction of plant 
species. A PAF based on LC50 expresses real damage, since an LC50 means 
50% of the population has died. Although it is difficult to make general statements 
about the relation between NOECs and LC50 values, the following table, compiled 
from a random selection of examples, suggests that the PAF curve based on a 
LC50 values would be positioned at a concentration level that is 5 times the 
original PAF. 
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Table A.1. 6 : Selection of NOEC and LC50 toxicity data for several toxic 
substances 

Substance  Selection LC50 / 
NOEC

Number 
of tests* 

Benzene  all data on aquatic species 1.7 36 

Toluene  all data on aquatic species 4 28 

Naphthalene  all data on aquatic species 1.7 17 

Cadmium  data on crustaceans 2.8 17 

 all data on aquatic species 4.9 47 

Mercury  data on crustaceans 17 19 

Nickel  all data on aquatic species 3.0 15 

PCP  all data on aquatic species 4.6 62 

Fluoranthene  all data on aquatic species 4.3 31 

Average   4.9  

A PAFLC50 of 50% could be interpreted as the situation in which for 50% of the 
species the population is halved. An average PAFLC50 for all species means that for 
50% of the species 50% has died, resulting in a total of 25% loss of individual 
organisms. When we consider the meaning of a PAFLC50, we could expect a 
relation between the effects on the population size (more than 50% of the 
population has died) and the number of species that have merely disappeared. 

Knowing this relation cannot be proven, PRé Consultants postulates that a PAFLC50

of 50% means that 25% of the species have almost completely disappeared. In 
general terms, a PAFLC50 value of x% indicates that x/2% of the species have 
disappeared. 

Combining these two postulates, it is proposed to divide the PAF results by a factor 
10, before they can be added to the damages from eutrophication/acidification and 
land-use. As a result: 

PDF=PAF/10 

An uncertainty estimate is difficult to make, because most of the uncertainties are 
not related to data uncertainties, but to conceptual uncertainties. Cultural 
perspectives are not useful here. 
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5.2 Damage models 

Models have been developed for the following causes of damage to Ecosystem 
Quality:

 Ecotoxic substances; 
 Acidification and eutrophication by airborne emissions; 
 Land-use; 

For ecosystem health two different approaches are used to calculate the impact in 
[PDF*m²*yr]: 

a) Toxic emissions and emissions that change acidity and nutrients levels go 
through the procedure of: 

i) Fate analysis, linking emissions to concentrations 

ii) Effect analysis, linking concentrations to toxic stress or increased 
nutrient or acidity levels. 

iii) Damage analysis. Linking these effects to the increased potentially 
disappeared fraction for plants. 

b) Land-use and land transformation is modelled on the basis of empirical data on 
the quality of ecosystems, as a function of the land-use type and the area size. 

Until now models that would express the damage caused by climate change, 
increased UV radiation, Photochemical Smog and Changes in the groundwater 
table in terms of PDF or PAF, have not been found (see also table A.1.2). 

It would lead us too far to discuss the structure of the models in this annex, therefor 
we refer to the Eco-Indicator 99 methodology report (Goedkoop et al., 2000) for a 
detailed explanation of the methodology. 
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6.1 Description of the problem 

The damage category Resources is new to the Eco-indicator methodology. Unlike 
the damage categories Human Health (DALY) and Ecosystem Quality 
(Biodiversity), we have not found an internationally accepted standard to express 
the damage to Resources. A new concept had to be developed. Before damages 
can be calculated, it is necessary to analyse the meaning of “damage to 
Resources”. 

The first part of the model, the “Resource Analysis” can be compared with a kind of 
inverse fate modelling where the decrease in resource concentration due to 
extractions is modelled. The second part is the actual damage model, where 
decreased concentrations are translated into the concept of surplus energy. 

There are different ways to group resources: 

 Mineral resources, like metals 
 Bulk materials, such as sand, gravel and lime 
 Energy resources, such as fossil fuels 
 Flow resources, such as solar energy, hydropower etc. 
 Environmental resources, like soil, water and air 
 Biotic resources, such as biodiversity and silvicultural products (wood, fish, etc.) 

This rather wide definition of resources partially overlaps with the other damage 
categories, especially in the field of environmental resources. The availability of 
clean water and air as well as biodiversity are covered in the other damage 
categories. In the Eco-indicator 99 methodology we only model mineral resources 
and fossil fuels. The use of agricultural and silvicultural biotic resources and the 
mining of bulk resources such as sand or gravel are considered to be adequately 
covered by the effects on land-use. 

In general there are three important problems when resource depletion is 
described: 

 The stock size (or in the case of flow resources: the supply rate) is very much 
dependent on the effort mankind would like to make to get a resource. As will 
be shown later, we cannot determine the stock size or the maximum flow of 
most resources without specification of the efforts to extract the resource. 

 To some extent, most resources can be substituted by other resources. Even 
between the categories of resources substitution is often possible (replace steel 
by wood). Because of this it is difficult to determine the essential property of a 
resource, and thus why depletion of such a resource would be a problem. The 
essential property determines the primary function the resource has to mankind. 
Usually this is an economic function. 

 Some resources are not really used in the sense that they disappear after use. 
In principle all minerals stay on earth, and can theoretically be recycled. This is 
not the case for fossil fuels. Although they do not disappear, their useful 
essential property is lost. Following [MÜLLER-WENK 1998-1] we distinguish 
dissipative and non-dissipative use of resources. 

6 Resources 
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6.2 Description of the damage category Resources 

After this critical analysis, a number of requirements for the method that deals with 
mineral resources and fossil fuels can be defined: 

1. The method should not be based on the estimated quantity of the remaining 
stocks, as it is impossible to determine quantity without defining the quality 
requirements for the resource. This means that not the quantity of the resource 
is the limiting factor, but the quality. 

2. The method should not be based directly on speculative future scenarios, as 
these are impossible to predict in a meaningful way. Of course it is impossible 
to avoid looking in the future when we discuss damage to the resource base. 

3. The method should reflect the “real” reason why mankind is worried about the 
depletion of mineral resources and fossil fuels. 

PRé Consultants proposes a method that only takes into account the long-term 
trends of lowering resource quality. 

The primary assumption in this method is that if the resource quality is reduced, the 
effort to extract the remaining resource increases. Plain market forces will ensure 
that mankind always exploits the resources with the highest quality. This means 
each time a kg of a resource is used, the quality of the remaining resources is 
slightly decreased and thus the effort to extract the remaining resources is 
increased. This decrease of quality and thus increase of future effort is used to 
express the damage to Resources. 

A complicating factor in the modelling of decreasing quality of our resources, is the 
fact that the geological processes leading to mineral and fossil resources are 
completely different. Mineral resource formation started through a series of very 
complex processes from the early stages of the formation of the earth. Fossil 
resources formation occurred through a series of much better understood 
processes in a much more recent period in history, “only” half a billion year ago. 
Because of this difference, we will treat the resource analysis of mineral and fossil 
resources separately: 

 For mineral resources (including uranium), the most important quality parameter 
is the concentration. The lower the concentration, the greater the effort to 
extract the resource. 

 For fossil fuels the concentration parameter is not really useful. Instead we will 
use the necessary “effort” to extract the resource. 

The proposal has some weak points: 

 The assumption that there will be no sudden and discontinuous changes in the 
gradual decrease of resource quality. Geostatistical models indicate that such 
sudden decreases in mineral resource grades are unlikely. However in the case 
of oil and gas some abrupt changes are to be expected. 

 All mineral resources are considered to be of equal importance to mankind. We 
do not take into account that it would perhaps be more useful to mankind to 
conserve copper instead of mercury, or the other way around . 

 The possibilities of substitution of a mineral by another are not taken into 
account. Likewise, the possibilities of future recycling of minerals which are 
used in a non dissipative way are excluded. Of course in a proper LCA, the 
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recycling rate of a particular product is included, but one could argue that it is a 
more serious matter if copper is dispersed as a fungicide in wine fields or 
“stored” as copper tubes on a landfill. In the later case future reclamation may 
become possible, in the first case this seems highly unlikely. 

On the other hand there are some important strong points: 

1. The model is not directly dependent on estimates of future annual 
consumption, which will be very much influenced by recycling, substitution and 
other economic changes, and the model is also not dependent on the public 
communications of mining companies on their prospecting results. 

2. The expected increase in the effort to extract resources seems to reflect a real 
concern of mankind. 

6.3 Resource analysis, using geostatistical models 

Geostatistical models can be used to analyse the relation between availability and 
quality of minerals and fossil fuels. This step could be described as “resource 
analysis” in analogy with the fate analysis. Instead of modelling an increase of a 
concentration resulting from an emission, we model the “decrease” of a 
concentration as a result of an extraction. 

The explanation of the procedure would lead us too far, so for more information we 
refer to the full methodology report (Goedkoop et al., 2000). 

6.4 Damage to Resources caused by depletion of 
minerals and fossil fuels 

Unlike the damage categories Human Health and Ecosystem Quality a more or 
less accepted unit to express damages to Resources was not found. If the 
resource quality decreases, economic factors and environmental burdens 
associated with mining low grade ores will become the real problem. The latter 
includes the land-use for the mining operation and the amount of energy to extract 
the resource from the low-grade ore. The availability of land and energy could thus 
form the real limitations and land-use and energy use will probably be the most 
important factors. This is the basis for the proposal of [BLONK 1996]. 

When we look at alternative energy resources, another additional option is to 
translate increased energy consumption into increased future land use, as most 
non-fossil energy sources use a relatively large area. [ROS 1993] proposes some 
land-use values for the most important solar and wind based technologies. 

[MÜLLER-WENK 1998-1] follows this line of thought. However, instead of land use, 
he uses the concept of surplus energy. The surplus energy is defined as the 
difference between the energy needed to extract a resource now and at some point 
in the future. He calculates the future surplus energy at Q*N, in which Q represents 
the total amount that has been extracted by mankind before 1990 and N 
represents the number of times this amount is extracted. Müller-Wenk uses N=5 
and N=10. 

The choice of the factor 5 for the Eco-Indicator 99 method is arbitrary. PRé 
Consultants could also have selected the point on the damage curve at 10*Q or 
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2*Q, as the damage curve is assumed to be linear. The consequence of this 
arbitrary choice is that the absolute value of the surplus energy has no significance. 
The only purpose of the surplus energy concept is to have a relative measure for 
the damage the depletion of a mineral or fossil resources creates. In a way the 
surplus energy is used as a characterisation method, since the choice of N is only 
used as a reference. 

As we will see later in the damage assessment, the lack of absolute meaning of the 
damage to Resources does create some problems in the presentation of questions 
to the panel. 

6.4.1 Surplus energy for minerals 

[CHAPMAN AND ROBERTS 1983] analyses the relation between energy use and 
the lowering of ore grades for the most common minerals. Chapman states there 
are three effects: 

1. The amount of energy needed to change the chemical bonds in which the 
mineral is found is by definition constant. It is not possible to reduce this 
energy requirement by efficiency improvements or technological 
developments. 

2. The energy requirements needed to extract, grind and purify an ore goes up as 
the grade goes down. 

3. The energy requirements needed to extract, grind and purify an ore goes down 
with efficiency increases and technological developments. 

Chapman shows convincingly that until now the 3rd mechanism is stronger than 
the second. This means that although the grade of all ores decreases, historically 
the energy requirements also decrease. Chapman shows that this trend will 
continue many decades from now. In the case of copper we can extract about 100 
times more than mankind has done so far before the actual energy requirements 
get higher than the present values. For most other metals the situation is even 
better.

Future efficiency increases are not taken into account in LCA. This is consistent 
with the other damage models. For instance we do not take into account the 
possibility that the treatment methods of cancer will be improved, when we look at 
long term exposure. It is also common practice in LCA not to take possible 
remediation technologies into account. 

6.4.2 Surplus energy for fossil fuels 

In the case of fossil fuels we need to discuss two specific problems: 

1. The discontinuous or stepwise character of the quality decrease for fossil 
resources. 

2. The possibility of substitution between fossil resources. 
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In the case of minerals, we could assume that the decrease of mineral resource 
concentrations is almost a straight and continuous line. In the case of oil and gas 
extraction, we are faced with the problem that the extraction will cause rather 
abrupt steps in the resource quality, when the marginal production of oil and gas 
switches from conventional to unconventional resources. 

In an annex to his earlier report [Müller-Wenk 1999] calculated surplus energy for 
minerals at a time when the extraction has reached a quantity equal to 5 times the 
historical extraction before 1990 (5*Q). 

For fossil fuels he demonstrates that at a similar point (5*Q0), there will be no gas 
and oil, but only coal, shale and tar sands. 

In mineral resource analysis we did not take substitution between resources into 
account, as the possibilities for substitution are dependent on future changes in 
demand and technology development. In the case of fossil fuels the possibility for 
substitution is much more logical to assume, as all the fossil fuels share the same 
essential property, that is that they supply energy. It is even possible to produce an 
oil replacement from coal. This is in contrast with the case of minerals: we cannot 
say that mercury and iron have the same essential properties.  

Again we have two alternatives here: 

a) We assume full substitution, and argue that the future energy mix will be 
a combination of oil and shale, possibly including the need to convert 
some coal to a liquid oil replacement for transport equipment. As a result 
we will calculate a single score for surplus energy, per MJ of fossil 
energy, independent of the source of energy. 

b) We do not assume full substitution, and assume unconventional gas and 
oil or shale will replace conventional gas and oil, while coal will basically 
be extracted as it is now. As a result the extraction of coal will be seen 
as having a low surplus energy, while the extraction of oil and gas will 
get a high surplus energy score. 

In case we assume full substitution, we are faced with the problem that we will 
have to assume a future fuel mix, as without such a mix, it is not possible to 
calculate the future surplus energy. 

Müller-Wenk argues that it is fair to assume that, in the case of substitution, about 
50% of the fuel will be a liquid, as such fuels are easy to handle and transport. He 
also shows that coal liquefaction is very energy intensive; about 50% of the energy 
produced is lost. He therefore argues that it is not likely that in a future energy mix 
coal will be converted on a large scale. As a result, coal will have a share of less 
than 50%. Therefore he proposes to assume an energy mix of 50% shale, and 
50% coal. He also assumes that coal mining will be mainly practised in a mode that 
has the same approximate energy requirements as underground mining of hard 
coal or mining of lignite. Müller-Wenk does not include the foreseen increase of 
alternative energy sources within this future energy mix. 
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6.5 The role of cultural perspectives 

Resource depletion is a typical subject in which cultural perspectives can lead to 
different approaches. Table A.1. 1 (see before) summarises the most relevant 
views of the three archetypes. 

The most direct observation is under “energy future”. 

Individualists do not consider fossil fuel resources as a problem and they advocate 
a business as usual attitude. Furthermore, Individualists would argue that ,based 
on experience (especially after the so-called oil crisis), fossil fuel depletion is not 
really an issue. Furthermore, as the long time perspective is not relevant for him, 
he would not give much weight to future problems that might occur. 

In the case of mineral resources we assume that the Individualist would accept the 
steady decrease of resource concentrations as a fact. Therefore we propose to 
exclude the whole issue of fossil fuels, but to include mineral resource depletion for 
the Individualist perspective. One could argue that it is not consistent to use 
surplus energy as a basis for characterisation of mineral resources, while the 
depletion of fossil fuels is not an issue. However, also to Individualists, an 
increased use of energy will be regarded as a problem, although perhaps a minor 
one.

For the other perspectives mineral and fossil resources are considered to be a 
serious problem. The only difference of opinion is in the assumption of substitution 
between fossil resources. 

Egalitarians have a different conceptual difference with the Hierarchists in the 
“View of needs and resources”. Egalitarians assume resources cannot be 
managed, while needs can. For them it is logical to assume substitution, as they 
are not really interested in the differences between resources: fossil fuels are all 
belonging to the same “unmanageable’ group of resources. For them it is important 
to implement a need reducing strategy for fossil fuels as a group, for instance by 
stimulating alternative energy sources. Hierarchists assume needs cannot be 
managed, but resources can. For them it is important to look carefully at the 
differences between the resources in order to develop management strategies. 

Although Egalitarians are very much in favour of eliminating the need for fossil 
resources, we cannot assume this to happen in their perspective. The main reason 
is that also other societal aspects, such as the distribution of wealth are important. 
As long as alternative energy sources are more costly they would argue that fossil 
fuels could not be excluded. 

Based on these characteristics, PRé Consultants proposes to assume substitution 
for Egalitarians, while for Hierarchists we do not assume substitution. 

Table A.1.7 shows the consequences of this choice. 
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Table A.1. 7 : Assumed fossil fuels that will replace the current fuels for the 
three archetypes. The surplus energy calculation is based on this table. The 

coal-shale mix is the assumed future energy mix for the Egalitarian 
perspective. 

6.5.3.4.1.1.1 Current fuel  
Hierarchists  Egalitarians  Individualists 

Conventional natural gas  oil shale  coal-shale mix  conventional gas 

Conventional oil,  oil shale  coal-shale mix  conventional oil 

Hard coal, open pit mining  brown coal  coal-shale mix  hard coal, open pit 

Crude oil, secondary 
extraction

brown coal  coal-shale mix  oil, secondary 

Hard coal, underground 
mining

brown coal  coal-shale mix  hard coal, underground 

Brown coal, open pit mining  brown coal  coal-shale mix  brown coal, open pit 

Crude oil, tertiary extraction  oil shale  coal-shale mix  oil, tertiary 

Crude oil from oil shale  oil shale  oil shale  oil shale 

Crude oil from tar sand  tar sand  tar sand  tar sand 

The surplus energy can now be calculated by subtracting the current energy 
requirement for a fuel from the energy requirement for the replacing fuel or mix. 
Tar-sand and oil shale are special cases, as for the time being we would not like to 
consider what the next fossil resource would be. As both types of fuels will not be 
encountered in most LCA’s we choose to assume these resources replace 
themselves. The net result is that the surplus energy is zero. 

6.6 Sources of uncertainty 

The uncertainties in resource models are considerable for minerals. It appears that 
there are very significant differences of opinion between the two sources used by 
[Müller-Wenk 98-1] for some minerals, while for other minerals there is a 
considerable level of agreement. 

For fossil resources there are not very big uncertainties, except for the important 
choices made in the previous paragraph. This is because the energy requirements 
for oil shale and coal are well known for the present level of technology, and 
because there is a reasonable high certainty that there will be sufficient resources 
when 5 times the present resource extraction is extracted. 

The Egalitarian perspective has a big uncertainty in the assumption of the future 
coal-shale mix. 
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7.1 Description of the problem 

The calculation of the total scores for the three damage categories concludes the 
environmental modelling. In some cases these results provide sufficient information 
and further steps are not needed.  

Such situations occur if all damage scores for product A are higher than for product 
B, or if the predefined aim of a study was limited to analyse only one damage 
category. 

In the ISO 14042 documents, the normalisation and weighting steps are referred to 
as "optional elements". In fact, the documents do not only refer to normalisation 
and weighting, but also to ranking. Ranking is a procedure in which the impact 
categories are put in an order of descending importance. In some applications, 
especially in the case of comparative assertions, disclosed to the public, the 
weighting step is not allowed. However, ranking is allowed in this case. 

It is up to the user of the methodology to decide if and how the damage 
assessment is applied, and if it is necessary to follow or deviate from the ISO 
standards.  

Before the weighting step is performed a normalisation procedure takes place. In 
the normalisation step the results of the damage calculations are divided by a 
reference (“normal”) value. The result of this step is a set of factors that have the 
same (or no) dimension, and that reflect the relative share of the calculated 
damages to the reference. 

It is clear that the reference needs to be carefully defined. A new feature in this 
methodology is that we can actually give a meaning to the normalisation factors for 
Human Health and Ecosystem Quality. This is because many studies have 
quantified the actual damage caused by environmental pollution.  

Weighting factors are by definition normative and cannot be true or false. The only 
judgement can be if they are properly reflecting the views of the appropriate 
stakeholders. Basically this means there are two quality criteria for weighting 
factors: 

 The stakeholder group is properly defined and represented in the methodology 
used. 

 The methodology and procedure is designed, performed and interpreted in a 
carefully conducted consistent and scientifically valid procedure. The term 
scientific refers here to the social sciences. 

Users that do not want to use the default weighting factors can use the mixing 
triangle developed by [HOFSTETTER 1999]. This triangle (see Figure A.1. 10) can 
be used to graphically depict the outcome of product comparisons for all possible 
weighting sets. Each point within the triangle represents a combination of weights 
that add up to a 100%. 

7 Damage assessment 
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Figure A.1. 10: The mixing triangle: The marked weighting point is positioned 
where Human Health is weighted 50%, Ecosystem Quality 40% and energy 
Resources 10%. The point is defined by following each side until the dotted 
flashes leave towards the point in the triangle (based on Hofstetter 1998). 

7.2  Normalisation 

In normalisation, the relative contribution of the calculated damages to the total 
damage caused by a reference system is determinded. The purpose of 
normalisation can be manifold, such as:  

1.  Error checking. By comparing the impact category result with a reference, one 
could check if the results have the correct order of magnitude. 

2.  Providing information on the relative significance of the impact category 
results. 

3.  Preparing for additional procedures such as grouping and weighting. 

The last application is clearly the most relevant. 

The reference system can be chosen in many ways. Usually the reference system 
is the sum of all emissions and all resource extractions in the world or in a given 
part of the world, during a certain time. 

For instance [BLONK ET AL 1997] describe normalisation values on the level of 
the European and Dutch geographical area, as well on the level of the total 
consumption of the average consumer. In each case the period is a year, and in 
each case the results are divided by the number of inhabitants of the region. 
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The calculation of normalisation values consists of two steps: 

1.  Find the total emissions and resource consumption caused by the reference 
system during a reference period (usually a year); 

2.  Calculate the impact categories and, if applicable, the damage scores, using 
the characterisation and damage factors. 

If desired, the results can be divided by the number of inhabitants, to get personal 
equivalents. The main reason for that is pragmatic; the usually very high 
normalisation values get a value that is easier to relate to when personal 
equivalents are calculated. Furthermore it becomes easier to compare 
normalisation sets from different regions. 

7.3  Weighting 

As stated before, weighting is a purely normative step. In this step we assign 
weighting factors to the normalised results. These weights should represent the 
views of society or a group of stakeholders. For our project the weights should, as 
far as possible, reflect the views of the European society, as the Eco-indicator is 
intended to be used for emissions and land-use changes in Europe. 

There are basically two ways to get information on the views of a society: 

 Observation of the actual choices being made by society in other, but related 
situations. This is often referred to as a revealed preference approach. 
Revealed preference methods are usually based on targets set by 
governmental organisations or at costs society appears to be prepared to make. 

 Direct questioning of a representative group in the society. In many cases such 
a group is referred to as a panel. We refer to this as the panel approach. 

We do not use the revealed preference method, mainly for the following reasons: 

1) It is often hard to isolate and interpret the basic values that are underlying the 
decisions of society. Very often the decisions made are complex and in very 
few cases a single issue is at stake. For instance policy targets set by 
governments are often a compromise between the need to reduce loads and 
the preparedness to make the necessary sacrifices. 

2) The use of revealed preference causes problems if we want to include a 
normalisation step, as after normalisation, the results have lost their unit. There 
are two ways to solve this, but neither solution is easy or satisfactory: 
 Include normalisation, and assess the total expenditure society makes for 

very broadly defined issues, such as protecting Human Health, Ecosystem 
Quality and Resources. Such an estimate will be very difficult to make. As far 
as we know, no targets set by governmental organisations for these issues 
are available. 

 Skip normalisation and convert the damages directly to monetary values. 
Although we feel we might be able to get some realistic data on the value of 
DALYs, we do not think it is possible to give a meaningful valuation to the 
threatening of plant species or the future surplus energy. This solution has a 
high price, as normalisation is seen by many as a very useful step providing 
much additional information without needing to weight. 
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PRé Consultants opts for the panel approach for a number of reasons: 

1) The basic questions on the importance of Human Health, compared to 
Resources or Ecosystem Quality are abstract. Many ordinary citizens will not 
be able to understand these questions, let alone answer these questions. 

2) The exact phrasing of such questions is very important, as this can influence 
the perception of the questions. 

3) Experiences from other experiments show that there is a wide distribution in 
the answers, and the meaning of an average value in such a distribution is 
limited.

4) There are difficulties in selecting the proper normalisation basis. 

A unique property of the Eco-Indicator 99 methodology is that only three weighting 
factors are required. In other Life Cycle Impact Assessment methodologies weights 
had to be generated for 10 or more impact categories. It is clear that assigning so 
many weights at the same time can give serious cognitive stress for those who are 
asked to give such weights. 

Another clear advantage is the possibility to use the weighting triangle, as this 
concept would become difficult to use if there were more than three damage 
categories. 

Another important advantage assigning weights to damage categories instead of 
impact categories, is that the damage categories are much easier to understand. 
Giving weights to greenhouse effect or acidification requires a great deal of 
background knowledge on the mechanisms, the effects, the probabilities that the 
effects will occur, and the way the effects will really cause damage. In the case of 
the Eco-indicator 99, the panellists can concentrate on the question of the 
seriousness of the damage. They are asked to give values based on their views, 
and not on their knowledge. This is essential. 

Panel procedure:

The panel procedure used in the Eco-Indicator 99 project was designed and 
executed by Thomas Mettier. Earlier [BRUNNER, 1998] had analysed the problem 
and some earlier attempts to use a panel for this application. 

For a description on how the procedure was executed, we refer to the Eco-
Indicator 99 Methodology report. 

The procedure resulted in the following weighting factors per cultural perspective 
(see Table A.1. 8): 

Table A.1. 8: Weighting factors per cultural perspective 

Average Individualist Egalitarian Hierarchist 

Ecosystem Quality  40% 25 % 50 % 40 % 

Human Health  40% 55 % 30 % 30 % 

Resources  20% 20 % 20 % 30 % 
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The panel procedure has not produced a statistically representative result as the 
panel size and the rate of return was too low. On the other hand PRé Consultants 
believes that the panel procedure has been carefully conducted and that the 
results are very acceptable default weights. It is interesting to see that both the 
ranking and the weighting show that Resources are to be weighted lower than 
human and Ecosystem Quality. 

It was seen that there are some significant differences between the cultural 
perspectives, and it was possible to develop separate weighting sets for the 
perspectives. However, as the sample size for the perspectives was very low, the 
validity of the weights per perspective is questionable. 

There are two ways to interpret the results of the weighting result: 

 The three damage models can be combined with their particular weighting set in 
Table A.1. 8. 

 The three damage models can be combined with the default weighting set in 
Table A.1. 8 as the average and shown in Figure A.1. 11. 

In theory the first option is the most consistent, but given the very low number of 
respondents in the hierarchist set, we propose to use the second option. The first 
option can still be used in a sensitivity analysis. 

Figure A.1. 11: Projection of the average result and the result for the three 
perspectives over the results from the questionnaires. 
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Scaling factor:

Experience shows that in most LCA’s a typical product life cycle creates a much 
smaller environmental damage than the normalisation value (the damage created 
by an average European during one year). This means for the Eco-indicator 99 that 
most LCA’s results are in micropoints or even nanopoints. In our experience this is 
not very practical. Therefore we propose to use a scaling factor of 1000. This 
means that, in stead of weights of 0.4 and 0.2, as proposed in Table A.1. 8, we use 
weights of 400 and 200. The result is that most LCA’s will have a result in 
millipoints or micropoints. 

7.4 The European LCA 

Normalisation values for Europe are calculated using the report from [BLONK ET 
AL 1996]. In Table A.1. 9 the normalisation values for Europe are summarised.  
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Table A.1. 9: Normalisation values for Europe (totals for Europe and per inhabitant) 

Egalitarian

Air Water Industrial

soil

Agricultural

soil

Total per

inhabitant

Carcinogenic effects [DALY/yr] 1.99E+05 3.10E+05 1.83E+05 6.77E+04 7.60E+05 2.00E-03

Respiratory (inorganic) [DALY/yr] 4.09E+06 4.09E+06 1.08E-02

Respiratory (organic) [DALY/yr] 2.60E+04 2.60E+04 6.84E-05

Climate Change [DALY/yr] 9.08E+05 9.08E+05 2.39E-03

Radiation [DALY/yr] 1.01E+04 9.84E+01 1.02E+04 2.68E-05

Ozone depletion [DALY/yr] 8.32E+04 8.32E+04 2.19E-04

Total Human health [DALY/yr] 5.31E+06 3.10E+05 1.83E+05 6.77E+04 5.88E+06 1.55E-02

Ecotoxicity [PAFm2yr/yr] 7.02E+11 7.87E+09 2.37E+12 4.32E+08 3.08E+12 8.11E+03

Ecotoxicity [PDFm2yr/yr] 7.02E+10 7.87E+08 2.37E+11 4.32E+07 3.08E+11 8.11E+02

Acidification/nutrification [PDF m2yr/yr] 1.43E+11 1.43E+11 3.75E+02

Land-use [PDF m2yr/yr] 1.50E+12 1.50E+12 3.95E+03

Total Ecosytem Quality [PDF.m2.yr/yr] 1.71E+12 7.87E+08 2.37E+11 4.32E+07 1.95E+12 5.13E+03

Minerals [MJ/yr] 5.69E+10 1.50E+02

Fossil [MJ/yr] 2.20E+12 5.79E+03

Total Resources [MJ/yr] 2.26E+12 5.94E+03

Hierarchist

Air Water Industrial

soil

Agricultural

soil

Total per

inhabitant

Carcinogenic effects [DALY/yr] 1.99E+05 3.10E+05 1.83E+05 6.77E+04 7.60E+05 2.00E-03

Respiratory (inorganic) [DALY/yr] 4.05E+06 4.05E+06 1.07E-02

Respiratory (organic) [DALY/yr] 2.60E+04 2.60E+04 6.84E-05

Climate Change [DALY/yr] 9.08E+05 9.08E+05 2.39E-03

Radiation [DALY/yr] 1.01E+03 9.84E+01 1.02E+04 2.68E-05

Ozone depletion [DALY/yr] 8.32E+04 8.32E+04 2.19E-04

Total Human health [DALY/yr] 5.27E+06 3.10E+05 1.83E+05 6.77E+04 5.84E+06 1.54E-02

Ecotoxicity [PAFm2yr/yr] 7.02E+11 7.87E+09 2.37E+12 4.32E+08 3.08E+12 8.11E+03

Ecotoxicity [PDFm2yr/yr] 7.02E+10 7.87E+08 2.37E+11 4.32E+07 3.08E+11 8.11E+02

Acidification/nutrification [PDF m2yr/yr] 1.43E+11 1.43E+11 3.75E+02

Land-use [PDF m2yr/yr] 1.50E+12 1.50E+12 3.95E+03

Total Ecosytem Quality [PDF.m2.yr/yr] 1.71E+12 7.87E+08 2.37E+11 4.32E+07 1.95E+12 5.13E+03

Minerals [MJ/yr] 5.69E+10 1.50E+02

Fossil [MJ/yr] 3.14E+12 8.26E+03

Total Resources [MJ/yr] 3.20E+12 8.41E+03

Individualist

Air Water Industrial

soil

Agricultural

soil

Total per

inhabitant

Carcinogenic effects [DALY/yr] 1.40E+04 6.20E+04 3.06E+03 0.00E+00 7.91E+04 2.08E-04

Respiratory (inorganic) [DALY/yr] 2.09E+06 2.09E+06 5.50E-03

Respiratory (organic) [DALY/yr] 2.42E+04 2.42E+04 6.37E-05

Climate Change [DALY/yr] 8.72E+05 9.09E+06 2.29E-03

Radiation [DALY/yr] 9.38E+02 5.74E+01 9.95E+02 2.62E-06

Ozone depletion [DALY/yr] 6.73E+04 6.73E+04 1.77E-04

Total Human health [DALY/yr] 3.07E+06 6.21E+04 3.06E+03 0.00E+00 3.13E+06 8.25E-03

Ecotoxicity [PAFm2yr/yr] 7.37E+10 5.10E+09 6.14E+11  4.32E+08 6.93E+11 1.82E+03

Ecotoxicity [PDFm2yr/yr] 7.37E+09 5.10E+08 6.14E+10 4.32E+07 6.93E+10 1.82E+02

Acidification/nutrification [PDF m2yr/yr] 1.43E+11 1.43E+11 3.76E+02

Land-use [PDF m2yr/yr] 1.50E+12 1.50E+12 3.95E+03

Total Ecosytem Quality [PDF.m2.yr/yr] 1.65E+12 2.62E+08 6.14E+10 4.32E+07 1.71E+12 4.51E+03

Minerals [MJ/yr] 5.69E+10 1.50E+02

Fossil [MJ/yr] 0.00E+00  0.00E+00

Total Resources [MJ/yr] 5.69E+10 1.50E+02
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With the calculated normalisation figures and the weights it is possible to show the 
contribution of the impact categories to the three damage categories for the three 
perspectives: 

For the Hierarchist perspective (see Figure A.1. 12) the default weighting set is 
used, as we propose this combination as the default method. For the Egalitarian 
and Individualist perspective their matching weighting set is used (see Figure A.1. 
13 and Figure A.1. 14 respectively). 

Figure A.1. 12: Relative contribution of the impact categories to the European 
damage according to the hierarchist perspective, using the default weighting 

set (HH=40%,EQ=40%, R=20%). 
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Figure A.1. 13: Relative contribution of the impact categories to the European 
damage according to the Egalitarian perspective, using the weighting set for 

the Egalitarian perspective (HH=30%,EQ=50%, R=20%). 
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Figure A.1. 14: Relative contribution of the impact categories to the European 
damage according to the Individualist perspective, using the weighting set 

for the Individualist perspective (HH=55%, EQ=25%, R=20%). 

The figures have been compiled by using the normalisation set of the yearly 
emissions, land-use and resource consumption per European inhabitant, as an 
input (inventory result) to the methodology. By definition, the result is 1000 Eco-
indicator points. The distribution of the shares over this result can be read as 
follows: 

1. The weighting set determines which percentage of the damage is attributed to 
the damage categories. 

2. The normalisation set determines the subdivision within the damage 
categories. 

The result must be considered as a marginal and not an actual damage. Therefore 
comparison with other methods to calculate the damages in Europe is not directly 
possible. 

From these figures some important conclusions can be drawn: 

 In the Hierarchist perspective, combined with the default weighting, land-use, 
respiratory effects as a result of inorganic substances and fossil fuels are clearly 
the most important impact categories. 

 Surprisingly, some impact categories turn out to be quite insignificant on the 
European scale. In all perspectives the damages caused by respiratory effects 
due to organic substances (“summer smog”), ionising radiation, and ozone 
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depletion. Of course this does not mean that these impact categories are a non-
issue. For instance if an LCA is made of a paint system with organic solvents, or 
a nuclear power plant or an airconditioner, these impact categories could 
become quite significant, or even dominant. 

 The high importance of land-use, especially in the Egalitarian case, has as a 
consequence that ecotoxicity and acidification/eutrophication seem relatively 
unimportant. 

 In the Individualist perspective, respiratory effects due to inorganic substances 
is dominating, while for instance carcinogenic effects are quite insignificant. This 
can be explained as the Individualist perspective only considers a small number 
of substances. As a result respiratory effects becomes dominant within the 
human health damage category. As the weight of this category is relatively high 
(55%) respiratory effects dominate the picture. 

 In the Individualist perspective fossil fuels are not included. As the only 
remaining impact category is depletion of minerals, this becomes very 
important.

 There are very significant differences with the Eco-indicator 95 method in this 
method, the highest contribution came from ozone layer depletion, followed by 
pesticides, carcinogenic substances and acidification. The lower importance 
effects were heavy metals, winter smog and eutrophication, while the lowest 
contribution came from summer smog and the greenhouse effect. 

Perhaps the most important conclusion is that a damage approach such as the  
Eco-indicator 99 can show which impact categories are on average really 
important, and which are probably only important in specific cases. 
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According to PRé Consultants, the framework of the methodology seems stable for 
the coming decade. Not only is it compatible with the structure of the ISO 14042 
standard, it is also a good framework to include all kinds of different damage 
models. 

The fate and damage models, as well as the normalisation and panel assessment 
can still be improved, as the scientific understanding of the Ecosphere is under 
constant development. New updates will be necessary the coming years. The 
priorities for improvements are: 

 The modelling of the Ecosystem Quality damage category. The conceptual 
difficulties in combining inhomogeneous damage definitions need to be 
resolved.

 The missing impact categories in relation to Ecosystem Quality, such as climate 
change, aquatic eutrophication/acidification and increased UV radiation need to 
be developed. 

 A truly European model for the fate and damage model for 
acidification/eutrophication is required.  

 The EUSES model, especially the problems created by closing Europe, can still 
be improved. 

 Climate change is still a very problematic impact category. The negative 
damages to Human Health and the difficulties in modelling damages to 
ecosystems are major problems. 

 The lack of reliable data for normalisation is a major problem for some impact 
categories 

 The panel procedure needs to be repeated for a much larger group with a better 
statistical representativeness. 

The chances that these improvements can be achieved within one or 
two years are quite realistic. 

8  Further developments and 
improvements 
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1.1 Introduction 

This document describes the inventory phase of the project and follows the “Goal 
and scope definition: reviewed document”. The inventory is based on the decisions 
and definitions as stated in the goal and scope definition. 

In the goal and scope definition, the following decisions are made: 

 4 type of cups are subject to the study: reusable PC-cup, one-way PP-cup, 
one-way PE-coated cardboard cup and one-way PLA-cup; 

 the functional unit is defined as: “the recipients needed for serving 100 liter 
beer or soft drinks on a small-scale indoor and a large-scale outdoor event”;

 the system under study is clearly reflected in the detailed process trees that 
are included in the inventory description of the respective types of cups; 

 for a description of the system boundaries is referred to the “Goal and scope 
definition: reviewed document”; 

 for the cost analysis, the viewpoint of society as a whole is adopted. Mostly this 
matches the viewpoint of the event organizer; some elements need to be 
added however;  

 when allocation is appropriate, this is specifically discussed in the inventory 
including the type of allocation that is performed. 

In the inventory phase all data needed to analyze the environmental impacts and 
costs associated to the 4 types of cups are gathered. In summary this means that 
all the input flows (material, energy, …) and all the output flows (emissions, waste, 
…) are described and quantified. 

To inventory all the relevant data, we applied the following procedures:

inquiry (based on specific questionnaires) of the relevant actors (stakeholders) 
being producers of cups, suppliers of cups in Flanders, distribution 
organizations, event organizers, waste collection and waste treatment 
organizations; 

 simultaneously we gathered literature sources that discuss similar issues; 

 if available, we use specific data supplied to us by the different stakeholders 
and relevant for Flanders (and Belgium); 

 otherwise we fall back on literature data (more general); 

 for aspects where no specific nor literature data are found we make an 
assumption, based on well-founded arguments. 

A list of all the organizations that are asked for information is included in the 
references (see chapter 1.10). This chapter also gives a complete overview of all 
the literature that is consulted in the framework of this inventory. 

1 Inventory of cost data 
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The data reflect the specific actual situation in Flanders. Data on representative 
cups, on average number of trips, etc. are specifically directed at the Belgian 
(Flemish) situation.  

The data as included in this document are not case-specific, but reflect the results 
within 2 ranges of visitors numbers that relate to either a small-scale (2000-5000 
visitors) or a large-scale event (more than 30000 visitors). If in this document is 
referred to “an event”, we refer to the average of events and not one specific event. 

In chapter 1.2 the initial data quality requirements (DQR) as defined in the goal and 
scope document are included. The DQR of the LCI are compared to these initial 
DQR. 

The next 4 chapters discuss the cost inventory data for the 4 types of cups 
(chapter 1.5 to 1.8). In these chapters the following aspects are included: 

 detailed process tree; 

 per life cycle phase (process step): 

o process description; 

o environmental data incl. I/O scheme, data sources and data used 
in our LCA-database (linked to our LCA-software Simapro); 

o cost data. 

 the data quality assessment is discussed in the description of the individual life 
cycle phases. 

For a detailed discussion of the inventory of the environmental data is referred to 
Annex 3 of the report “Comparative LCA of 4 types of drinking cups used at 
events”.

Chapter 1.9 finally gives an overview of those parameters that are subject to a 
sensitivity analysis. The basic scenario and the variations on these parameters are 
in detail described during the inventory descriptions. 

As already mentioned, chapter 1.10 lists the data sources that we used for this 
inventory.
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1.2 Check on Data Quality Requirements 

In the goal and scope document the initial data quality requirements are indicated 
as follows: 

• geographical coverage: the study applies to the actual situation in Flanders.
Vito will attempt to gather data that reflect the Belgian situation. Specific 
processes however do not take place in Flanders (e.g. production of cups) 
but in other West-European countries. 

• time period covered: Goal of the project is to study the actual situation, 
which means we use data that are relevant for the period 2000-2005. For 
specific processes data of 2004 are used, other data will be generally 
applicable for the period 2000-2005. 

• technology coverage: the objective is to use data that that apply to average 
technology (actual situation). It is possible that in the waste scenarios also 
modern technology data are taken into account. For some at this moment 
immature processes we can consider to perform a sensitivity analyses using 
the data that apply for the mature technology (e.g. PLA-production).  

• precision, completeness and representativeness: Depending on the type of 
process different data sources are used: data from a specific process and 
company, average from a specific process, average from all suppliers. We 
strive for more data sources per process (calculate averages, more checks) 
but it is likely that for some processes we only have one data supplier. If 
data can be obtained from literature, these will be used as an extra check. If 
no other data sources can be found, data from literature will be used. 

• consistency and reproducibility: In the inventory document Vito will clearly 
describe the data inventory phase (with the deviations in data quality 
requirements). We will mention the data sources, the final (processed) data 
that are used, etc. 

• sources of the data and their representativeness: see paragraph “precision, 
completeness and representativeness). 

• variability and uncertainty of the information and methods. 

In the table below the Data Quality Requirements are specified for the individual 
life cycle stages. 
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    DATA QUALITY REQUIREMENTS 

  Life cycle phase 
geographical 

coverage 
time period 

covered 
technology 
coverage 

precision, completeness and 
representativeness 

consistency 
and

reproducibility 

sources of the 
data and their 

representativen
ess

variability and 
uncertainty of 

the information 
and methods 

initial DQR 

Belgium
(Flanders) 

specific
processes:

Western Europe 

2000-2005 
average

technology 
different data sources 

1.1 Production of PC granules Europe 1992-1996 

OK  (interfacial 
polycondensation 
out of phosgene 
and bisphenol A) 

ecoprofiles Plastics Europe (based on 3 
Eur. production sites) OK OK OK 

1.2
Transport to producer of 
PC-cups Europe 2000-2005 OK  

distance: Plastics Europe 
mode: Ecoinvent 2000 OK OK OK 

1.3 Production of PC-cups Europe 2000-2005 OK 
Ecoinvent 2000 
expert opinion OK 

general data, no 
company-

specific data 
available for 

check OK 

1.4 Printing of PC-cups Europe 2004-2005 OK company-specific data OK 

only 1 data 
source

(company-
specific)   

1.5 Packing of PC-cups Europe 2004-2005 OK 

packaging process: company-specific 
data
packaging materials: Plastics Europe, 
Ecoinvent 2000 OK OK OK 

1.6
Transport of PC-cups to 
distributor Europe 2000-2005 OK 

distance: estimation based on 
production sites 
mode: Ecoinvent 2000 OK OK OK 

1.7
Storage of PC-cups at 
distributor Flanders 2000-2005 not relevant 

combination of literature and different 
specific data sources (event organizers, 
distribution organizations) OK OK 

see table trip rate 
in LCI-document 
see sensitivity 
analysis 
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1.8
Transport of PC-cups to 
event / consumer Flanders 2000-2005 OK 

distance: based on regional distances 
and locations of distribution 
organizations
mode: Ecoinvent 2000 (European data) OK OK OK 

1.9
Pre-cleaning of reusable 
PC-cups before event Flanders 2000-2005 not relevant 

input: literature (compared to data from 
distribution organizations and event 
organizers) OK 

OK: literature 
data checked 
with specific 

data OK 

1.10
Serving beer and soft 
drinks Flanders 2004-2005 not relevant 

trip rate: see table in LCI-doc 
number of cups (based on number of 
rotations per event): data from inquiry of 
organizers, distributors, ...  OK OK 

see table trip rate 
in LCI-document 
see sensitivity 
analysis 

1.11
Collection of reusable PC-
cups during event Flanders 2004-2005 not relevant not relevant not relevant not relevant not relevant 

1.12
Cleaning of reusable PC-
cups during event Flanders 2000-2005 not relevant 

input: literature (compared to data from 
distribution organizations and event 
organizers) OK 

OK: literature 
data checked 
with specific 

data OK 

1.13
Cleaning of reusable PC-
cups after event Flanders 2000-2005 not relevant 

input: literature (compared to data from 
distribution organizations and event 
organizers) OK 

OK: literature 
data checked 
with specific 

data OK 

1.14
Transport of used PC-
cups back to distributor Flanders 2000-2005 OK 

distance: based on regional distances 
and locations of distribution 
organizations
mode: Ecoinvent 2000 (European data) OK OK OK 

1.15
Collection of fallen out PC-
cups after event Flanders 2003-2005 not relevant 

data surveys from event organizers and 
waste collection organizations OK 

OK, different 
surveys, 

compared to 
each other  OK 

1.16
Transport of lost PC-cups 
to waste processing Flanders 2000-2005 OK 

distance: based on regional distances 
and locations of waste treatment facility 
and contacts with waste collection 
organizations
mode: Ecoinvent 2000 (European data) OK OK OK 
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1.17
EOL scenario of reusable 
PC-cups Flanders 2004-2005 OK 

treatment technology: contact with 
specific waste treatment facilities, own 
VITO waste projects and literature - 
scenario: contacts with the event 
organizers OK OK OK 

2.1 Production of PP granules Western-Europe 2000-2005 OK   OK OK OK 

2.2
Transport to producer of 
PP-cups Europe 2000-2005 OK  

distance: Plastics Europe 
mode: Ecoinvent 2000 OK OK OK 

2.3 Production of PP-cups Europe 2000-2005 

OK 
(thermoforming

)
combination of Ecoinvent data 
(literature) and company-specific data OK 

mix of general 
and company-
specific data 

OK (check 
between general 
data - company 
specific data - 
expert opinion) 

2.4 Printing of PP-cups Europe 2004-2005 OK company-specific data OK 

only 1 data 
source

(company-
specific)   

2.5 Packing of PP-cups Europe 2004-2005 OK 

packaging process: company-specific 
data
packaging materials: Plastics Europe, 
Ecoinvent 2000 OK OK OK 

2.6
Transport of PP-cups to 
distributor Europe 2000-2005 OK 

distance: estimation based on 
production sites 
mode: Ecoinvent 2000 OK OK OK 

2.7
Storage of PP-cups at 
distributor Flanders 2000-2005 not relevant not relevant not relevant not relevant not relevant 

2.8
Transport of PP-cups to 
event / consumer Flanders 2000-2005 OK 

distance: based on regional distances 
and locations of distribution 
organizations
mode: Ecoinvent 2000 (European data)
back-up amount: based on experiences 
of organizers OK OK OK 

2.9
Serving beer and soft 
drinks Flanders 2000-2005 not relevant not relevant not relevant not relevant not relevant 
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2.10
Transport of surplus PP-
cups back to distributor Flanders 2000-2005 OK 

distance: based on regional distances 
and locations of distribution 
organizations
mode: Ecoinvent 2000 (European data)
back-up amount: based on experiences 
of organizers OK OK OK 

2.11
Collection of used PP-
cups Flanders 2003-2005 not relevant 

data surveys from event organizers and 
waste collection organizations OK 

OK, different 
surveys, 

compared to 
each other  OK 

2.12
Transport of used PP-cups 
to waste processing Flanders 2000-2005 OK 

distance: based on regional distances, 
locations of waste treatment facilities 
and surveys from special waste 
collection organizations 
mode: Ecoinvent 2000 (European data) OK OK OK 

2.13
EOL scenario of one-way 
PP-cups Flanders 2004-2005 OK 

treatment technology: contact with 
specific waste treatment facilities, own 
VITO waste projects and literature - 
scenario: contacts with the event 
organizers, specific waste collection 
organizations, own estimations on the 
ratio of the different options (2 sensitivity 
analyses on this) OK OK 

Estimation on the 
scenario (ratio 

between different 
treatment
options)

3.1 Production of cardboard 
Europe

(Scandinavia) 2004 
OK (integrated 

mill) KCL-database OK 

KCL-database 
(data specific for 

Scandinavia)

OK (check with 
data from 

Ecoinvent 2000) 

3.2
Production of PE coating 
layer Europe 2000-2005 OK (extrusion) ecoprofiles Plastics Europe OK OK OK 

3.3
Transport to producer of 
cardboard cups Europe 2000-2005 OK  

distance: Plastics Europe 
mode: Ecoinvent 2000 OK OK OK 

3.4
Production of cardboard 
cups Europe 2000-2005 

OK  (cup 
forming by heat 

sealing) company-specific data OK 

only 1 data 
source

(company-
specific)   

3.5 Printing of cardboard cups Europe 2004-2005 OK company-specific data OK 

only 1 data 
source

(company-
specific)   

3.6 Packing of cardboard cups Europe 2004-2005 OK 

packaging process: company-specific 
data
packaging materials: Plastics Europe, 
Ecoinvent 2000 OK OK OK 
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3.7
Transport of cardboard 
cups to distributor Europe 2000-2005 OK 

distance: estimation based on 
production sites 
mode: Ecoinvent 2000 OK OK OK 

3.8
Storage of cardboard cups 
at distributor Flanders 2000-2005 not relevant not relevant not relevant not relevant not relevant 

3.9
Transport of cardboard 
cups to event / consumer Flanders 2000-2005 OK 

distance: based on regional distances 
and locations of distribution 
organizations
mode: Ecoinvent 2000 (European data)
back-up amount: based on experiences 
of organizers OK OK OK 

3.10
Serving beer and soft 
drinks Flanders 2000-2005 not relevant not relevant not relevant not relevant not relevant 

3.11

Transport of surplus 
cardboard cups back to 
distributor Flanders 2000-2005 OK 

distance: based on regional distances 
and locations of distribution 
organizations
mode: Ecoinvent 2000 (European data)
back-up amount: based on experiences 
of organizers OK OK OK 

3.12
Collection of used 
cardboard cups Flanders 2003-2005 not relevant 

data surveys from event organizers and 
waste collection organizations OK 

OK, different 
surveys, 

compared to 
each other  OK 

3.13

Transport of used 
cardboard cups to waste 
processing Flanders 2000-2005 OK 

distance: based on regional distances 
and locations of waste treatment 
facilities 
mode: Ecoinvent 2000 (European data) OK OK OK 

3.14
EOL scenario of one-way 
cardboard  cups Flanders 2004-2005 OK 

treatment technology: contact with 
specific waste treatment facilities, own 
VITO waste projects and literature - 
scenario: contacts with the event 
organizers, specific waste collection 
organizations, own estimations on the 
ratio of the different options (2 sensitivity 
analyses on this) OK OK 

Estimation on the 
scenario (ratio 

between different 
treatment
options)

4.1 Production of PLA pellets 

World (cups 
used in Belgium 
are produced in 

US) 2004-2005 OK 
LCI-data from Nature Works (company-
specific) OK 

OK (LCI-data 
are being 
reviewed) OK 
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4.2
Transport to producer of 
PLA-cups Belgium 2004-2005 OK 

distance: based on location of 
production site 
transport mode: practical situation 
(Ecoinvent 2000 data for Europe) OK OK 

questionable:
European data for 

use of 
transportation

modes applied on 
USA

4.3 Production of PLA-cups Europe 2000-2005 

OK 
(thermoforming

)
combination of Ecoinvent data 
(literature) and company-specific data OK 

mix of general 
and company-
specific data 

OK (check 
between general 
data - company 
specific data - 
expert opinion) 

4.4 Printing of PLA-cups Europe 2004-2005 OK company-specific data OK 

only 1 data 
source

(company-
specific)   

4.5 Packing of PLA-cups Europe 2004-2005 OK 

packaging process: company-specific 
data
packaging materials: Plastics Europe, 
Ecoinvent 2000 OK OK OK 

4.6
Transport of PLA-cups to 
distributor Europe 2000-2005 OK 

distance: estimation based on 
production sites 
mode: Ecoinvent 2000 OK OK OK 

4.7
Storage of PLA-cups at 
distributor Flanders 2000-2005 not relevant not relevant not relevant not relevant not relevant 

4.8
Transport of PLA-cups to 
event / consumer Flanders 2000-2005 OK 

distance: based on regional distances 
and locations of distribution 
organizations
mode: Ecoinvent 2000 (European data)
back-up amount: based on experiences 
of organizers OK OK OK 

4.9
Serving beer and soft 
drinks Flanders 2000-2005 not relevant not relevant not relevant not relevant not relevant 

4.10
Transport of surplus PLA-
cups back to distributor Flanders 2000-2005 OK 

distance: based on regional distances 
and locations of distribution 
organizations
mode: Ecoinvent 2000 (European data)
back-up amount: based on experiences 
of organizers OK OK OK 

4.11
Collection of used PLA-
cups Flanders 2003-2005 not relevant 

data surveys from event organizers and 
waste collection organizations OK 

OK, different 
surveys, 

compared to 
each other  OK 
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4.12
Transport of used PLA-
cups to waste processing Flanders 2000-2005 OK 

distance: based on regional distances, 
locations of waste treatment facilities 
and surveys from special waste 
collection organizations 
mode: Ecoinvent 2000 (European data) OK OK OK 

4.13
EOL scenario of one-way 
PLA-cups Flanders 2004-2005 OK 

treatment technology: contact with 
specific waste treatment facilities, own 
VITO waste projects, VLACO, and 
literature - scenario: contacts with the 
event organizers, specific waste 
collection organizations, own 
estimations on the ratio of the different 
options (1 sensitivity analyses on this) OK 

mix of general 
and company-
specific data 

Estimation on the 
scenario (ratio 

between different 
treatment
options)
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1.3 Overview of transport steps 

The table below gives an overview of all the transport steps during the life cycle of 
the cups. For each transport step the transport weight and distance are given, the 
number of ton kilometers this amounts to and the transportation mode.  

The dataset we use for the transportation modes are based on an average truck 
load of 50%. Thus implicitly the return transport is taken into account in the 
calculation. 

For costs too, the return transport has been taken into account, as explained in 
paragraph 0 and applied consistently in the other cases. 

Transport step 
Weight 

(kg) 

Distance 
(one-way, 

km)
Tonkm
(kgkm) Transportation mode 

Reusable PC-cup 
1.2 Transport of granules to 

producer of PC-cups        
small event 0,4029 100 40,29 lorry 32t 
large event 0,9054 100 90,54 lorry 32t 

1.6 Transport of PC-cups to 
distributor        

small event 0,409065 850 347,71 lorry 16t 
large event 0,91924 850 781,35 lorry 16t 

1.8 Transport of PC-cups to 
event / consumers        

small event 8,8 50 440,00 van 3,5t 
large event 8,8 15 132,00 lorry 16t 

1.13

Cleaning of PC-cups after 
event (extra transport step 
for large events only) 7,9 50 395,00 lorry 16t 

1.14 Transport of used PC-
cups back to distributor        

small event 8,3995 50 419,98 van 3,5t 
large event 7,9 50 395,00 lorry 16t 

1.16

Transport of lost PC-cups 
to waste processing         

small event 0,36045 20 7,209 passenger car 

  80 28,836 
municipal waste truck, lorry 
21t

0,04005 65 2,60325 lorry 16t 
large event 0,81 50 40,5 passenger car 

  80 64,8 
municipal waste truck, lorry 
21t

0,09 65 5,85 lorry 16t 
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One-way PP-cup 
2.2 Transport of granules to 

producer of PP-cups 2,02 100 202 lorry 32t 
2.6 Transport of PP-cups to 

distributor 2,256 850 1917,6 lorry 16t 
2.8 Transport of PP-cups to 

event / consumers        
small event 2,82 50 141 van 3,5t 
large event 2,82 50 141 lorry 16t 

2.10 Transport of surplus PP-
cups back to distributor        

small event 0,564 50 28,2 van 3,5t 
large event 0,564 50 28,2 lorry 16t 

2.12

Transport of used PP-cups 
to waste processing       

small event 2 50 100 
municipal waste truck, lorry 
21t

large event 1 65 65 lorry 16t (to MSWI) 
 1 150 150 lorry 16t (to cement kiln) 

One-way PE-coated cardboard 
cup
3.3 Transport of paperboard 

and PE-film to producer of  
cardboard cups 3,34 100 334 lorry 32t 

3.7 Transport of cardboard 
cups to distributor 3,466 850 2946,1 lorry 16t 

3.9

Transport of cardboard 
cups to event / consumers        

small event 4,3325 50 216,625 van 3,5t 
large event 4,3325 50 216,625 lorry 16t 

3.11 Transport of surplus 
cardboard cups back to 
distributor        

small event 0,8665 50 43,325 van 3,5t 
large event 0,8665 50 43,325 lorry 16t 

3.13 Transport of used 
cardboard cups to waste 
processing       

small event 3,08 50 154 
municipal waste truck, lorry 
21t

large event 1,54 65 100,1 lorry 16t (to MSWI) 
 1,54 150 231 lorry 16t (to cement kiln) 
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One-way PLA-cup 
4.2 Transport of pellets to 

producer of PLA-cups 2,626 2000 5252 train 
  2,626 6000 15756 transoceanic tanker 

4.6 Transport of PLA-cups to 
distributor 2,87356 850 2442,526 lorry 16t 

4.8 Transport of PLA-cups to 
event / consumers        

small event 3,59195 50 179,5975 van 3,5t 
large event 3,59195 50 179,5975 lorry 16t 

4.10

Transport of surplus PLA-
cups back to distributor        

small event 0,71839 50 35,9195 van 3,5t 
large event 0,71839 50 35,9195 lorry 16t 

4.12

Transport of used PLA-
cups to waste processing         

  small event 1,3 50 65 
municipal waste truck, lorry 
21t (to MSWI) 

   1,3 50 65 lorry 16t (to composting) 
  large event 1,3 65 84,5 lorry 16t (to MSWI) 
    1,3 50 65 lorry 16t (to composting) 
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1.4 Allocation procedures EOL treatment 

This paragraph discusses in general the treatment of the end-of-life scenario’s with 
regard to allocation problems for useful by-products in general. More specific 
information can be found in the respective paragraphs of the different cups 
systems. 

When the plastic/cardboard/PLA-cups have fulfilled their functional intended life 
they enter into their end-of-life (EOL) phase. If the treatment was simply 
transporting it to a MSWI and burning the waste without any useful by-products like 
electricity, the LCA of the cup system would include all emissions of these transport 
en burning processes.  

In reality today the used plastic/cardboard/PLA-cups are transported to either a 
clinker oven, a composting installation or a municipal solid waste incinerator 
(MSWI) with electricity production. In all three cases the cups have another positive 
but different function like creating or contributing to useful byproducts (compost, 
electricity) or replacing fossil fuel (in case of the clinker kiln). This makes the 
considered three systems not any more identical because the co-products or 
functions are not the same. To make a fair comparison of the cup-systems (which 
are our intended systems studied) one should divide the total environmental 
burdens over both functions (the cup system and the co-product) and only compare 
the environmental burdens from the cup system.  

This creates the so-called problem of allocation: if the system produces more 
than one function how should the environmental burdens be distributed over both 
functions?? 

The ISO standard is pretty clear in respect to this allocation problem. The order of 
preference to deal with this problem is: 

- Avoid allocation , where-ever possible, by system expansion. If the 
environmental burdens of the usual way of creating the co-products are 
known, then all environmental burdens of the system that is being studied 
will be included for producing both the intended function and the co-
product. Subsequently the environmental burdens of the usual way of 
producing this co-product will be subtracted from these total emissions 
leaving only the burdens associated with the intended function. This 
solution is called: avoiding allocation by system expansion. It is only 
possible when there exists detailed knowledge about the usual way of 
creating the co-products. 

- If allocation cannot be avoided (by lack of knowledge f.i.) one should try to 
allocate the burdens between the intended function and the co-product 
according to physical relationships like f.i. mass, molar flows. This 
requires knowledge about the used processes in the system and their 
relation with the intended function and the co-product. 

- If this physical allocation is also not possible than one should look for 
another relationship like for instance the economic value that is created in 
the intended function and the co-product. 
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In the table below it is indicated for each of the three end-of-life options what are 
the co-products or useful other functions/co-product. Also it is indicated what 
method we have used for solving the allocation problem. For clarification in the last 
two columns some specific environmental burdens are indicated that either are to 
be included in the “system” or are subsequently subtracted from the system in 
order to make a fair comparison. The crunching (in the case of PLA) and transport 
processes have been included in the cup system in all three cases. 

EOL treatment option for 

the cups

Solution for allocation 

problem

Co-products or useful 

other functions/co-

product

Credits for cup system
Burdens for cup 

system

MSWI Avoiding allocation by 
system expansion 
(inputs and outputs are 
calculation on the basis 
of causal connection)

Electricity generated Avoids electricity 
production (via 
alternative way)

MSWI burning emissions

Composting installation Allocation was 
unavoidable, and 
therefore is performed 
on mass basis

Compost produced Avoids (partly) organic 
fertiliser production (via 
alternative way) (more 
details in par. 1.6.14.2)

Allocation of output flows 
(emissions) and rest 
fraction on mass basis 
(for exeptions, see par. 
1.6.14.2)

Cement oven Avoiding allocation by 
system expansion

PP cups have an extra 
function: fuel source for 
cement oven

Avoids the extraction of 
primary fossil fuels (mix 
of cokes and fuel oil)

Emissions related to the 
crushing of the cups into 
granules

Avoiding allocation by system expansion is only possible when the alternative 
system is known. 

For the MSWI allocation could be avoided by system expansion because 
knowledge exists about: 

- emissions related to the burning of the PP-cups in MSWI; 
- environmental burdens related to the production of an equivalent amount 

of kWh electricity in the usual way.  

For the composting installation allocation on mass basis was unavoidable because 
it is not possible to divide the total environmental burdens from the composting 
process based on physical relationships between the PLA crunched cups and 
other organic ingredients like GFT. 

For use in the clinker oven one has to realize that the crunched PP-cups only 
replace fossil primary fuel and not the other resources needed to produce clinker, 
as PP produces after burning an insignificant amount of ash. Knowing that we can 
state that the useful function of the crunched PP-cups is avoidance of extraction 
and transport of an equivalent (in terms of heating value) amount of fossil fuel, 
which in the clinker practice is a mixture of oil and cokes. In this way allocation can 
be avoided by system expansion. The emissions that will result from the burning of 
the crunched PP are included in the clinker process. 
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1.5 Inventory data for reusable cup in PC 

Transport

to producer of cups

Production raw material

(PC granulates)

Transport

to distributor*

Packing of cups

Transport

to event /

consumer

Serving beer and 

soft drinks

Collection of reusable 

PC cups during event

Washing 

of cups

EOL scenario

Transport

to waste processing

Printing of cups

Production of cups

Transport

to  distributor

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.10

1.11

1.13

1.16

1.15

1.17

1.12

Collection of fallen out 

PC cups after event

Washing 

of cups

1.14

Storage at 

distributor

1.8

Pre-cleaning of cups
1.9

EOL treatment of 

packaging waste

1.18
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1.5.1 Introduction 

The most important difference that exists between reusable PC-cups and the one-
way alternatives is the fact that the PC-cups can be reused several times. This 
implies that per functional unit less cups and possibly less new material is needed 
for serving beer and soft drinks in reusable PC-cups compared to the one-way 
cups. On the other hand collecting and washing of the PC-cups is needed. 

The amount of new material (PC) depends largely on the number of times one PC-
cup can be reused (number of trips). In this study we define the trip rate as “the 
number of times (on average) one cup can be used over its entire life” This implies 
that we define the trip rate from the perspective of the cup and its use over a 
number of events, not on one specific event. The trip rate is an average over a 
large number of cups, some cups fall out more quickly, other can be used more 
times than the defined trip rate. 

It is not simple to define the trip rate of reusable cups. Between specific events, the 
loss rate can differ significantly. Per event, the relation between sales of beer and 
soft drinks on the one hand and the number of used cups indicate the trip rate for 
that event only ! This trip rate per event depends on a number of factors like 

 type of event; 

 attitude of the visitors; 

 return system; 

 objectives of organizers; 

 type of material and cup. 

Looking from the perspective of the cup, you can define a technical life span 
(technically possibly trip rate) and an average life span (average trip rate). The 
technical trip rate depends on the material specifications and assumes relative 
favorable user conditions. The technical life span is only valid for a limited number 
of cups because during the use of the cups at events, a certain number of cups fall 
out. The average life span of a cup is thus lower than the technical life span and is 
dependent on the use conditions. These conditions vary a lot between different 
events.

In our basic scenario, we assume an average life span based on the technical life 
span and a limited loss of cups at events. In the worst-case scenario we assume a 
short life span based on a high percentage of lost cups during the event. In the 
best-case scenario we assume the trip rate close to the technical life span of the 
cups. 

The table below summarizes all data we have collected regarding the trip rate of 
PC-cups. These data are based on an inquiry amongst distribution organizations, 
suppliers and event organizers and literature. Based on experiences from 
distribution organizations and event organizers we assume further that on average 
a cup is used 2.5 times during an event. The last column indicates for which type of 
event the data are representative. The literature data have no specification for 
event size. 
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Based on the data we found, we calculated the average and median trip rate based 
on

1. all data available and relevant for small resp. large events 

2. idem 1 with exclusion of the lowest and highest figure (excl. peaks) 

3. specific data available for small resp. large events 

Source

Average trip 

rate Best-case

Worst-

case Reliability Remarks

Event 

size

Literature: "Weggooien of 
spoelen" 40 25 theoretical: 100
Literature: "ökologischer 
Vergleich: einweg - 
Mehrwegbecher" 150 50

Low reliability: comments on study from ETH, 
no foundation for the assumptions

Literature: "Mehrweg statt 
Einweg fur unsere Umwelt 
und unsere Kinder" 50 20 20 events per cup

Distribution organisation: 
Locapromotions 45

Reliable source: professional renting 
organisation of reusable cups, assumption 
based on their experiences. small

Distribution organisation: 
Prov. West-Vlaanderen 49 125

Reliable source: based on number of lended 
cups and number of cups fallen out over the 
entire working period

19,5 event per cup; 2,5 
consumptions per event

small

Distribution organisation: 
Prov. Antwerpen 20

Relative reliable, only recently started, limited 
experiences.

7-9 lending times, assume 
2,5 consumptions per 
event (cfr. West-
Vlaanderen)

small

Event: Lochtfest 63 50 Reliable

4% loss of cups during 
event; assume 2,5 
consumptions per event 
(average)
WC: assume 2 
consumption per event

small

Event: Manu Mundo 25 20 Relative reliable

10% loss of cups during 
event; assume 2,5 
consumptions per event 
(average)
WC: assume 2 
consumption per event

large

Event: Rock Edegem 13 10 high loss rate for small event

20% loss of cups during 
event; assume 2,5 
consumptions per event 
(average)
WC: assume 2 
consumption per event

small
Event - distribution 
organisation: Ancienne 
Belgique 14

Relative reliable: assumption based on their 
specific data for loss of cups and amount of 
used cups indoor large

Communication with Mr. Eser 
from Pacovis 5 50 2

Data for Switzerland
Reliability???: worst-case of 2 trips means 
that on average only 50% of the cups are 
returned! Unrealistic!!!

based on return rate of 50-
85% per event, only 1 
consumption per event in 
Switzerland

SMALL EVENTS - average 48,33
SMALL EVENTS - mediaan 45,00
LARGE EVENTS - average 47,33
LARGE EVENTS - median 32,50

SMALL EVENTS - average 40,00
SMALL EVENTS - mediaan 45,00
LARGE EVENTS - average 32,25
LARGE EVENTS - median 32,50

SMALL EVENTS - average 38,00
SMALL EVENTS - mediaan 45,00
LARGE EVENTS - average 19,50
LARGE EVENTS - median 19,50

Final trip rate for SMALL 

EVENTS 45 100 14

Final trip rate for LARGE 

EVENTS 20 40 7

all data

exclusive peaks

specific event size

For defining the trip rate in the basic scenario we base ourselves on the specific 
data for small indoor resp. large outdoor events.  
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Based on these data, we defined an average basic scenario with the following 
specifications:

 small-scale indoor events: 45 trips per cup. 
For the functional unit this relates to an average loss of 5.5% cups that have to 
be replaced by new cups.. 

 large-scale outdoor events: 20 trips per cup 
This relates to an average loss of 12.5%. 

The difference between both types of events can be explained by different aspects: 

 for small-scale indoor events the cups are managed (and owned) by a 
distribution organization (local authority or professional organization) that 
takes in general better care of the cups with regard to cleaning and storage; 

 the cups are usually not “personalized” on small-scale events, no specific logo 
or year is printed on the cups, which implies that less cups are taken home as 
a collectors item; 

 on small-scale indoor events the return system of reusable cups is more 
manageable, so less cups fall out. 

Since the number of trips is on the one hand one very important factor in the 
analysis that will have a large impact on the results and on the other hand a rather 
uncertain factor, we will perform a sensitivity analysis on this. The following worst-
case and best-case scenarios are defined.  

 Small-scale indoor event: 100 trips per cup (theoretical technical life span) 
versus 14 trips per cup (based on specific worst-case data for small events) 
The best-case scenario relates to an average loss of 2.5% of cups, the worst-
case scenario relates to an average loss of 18%. 

 Large-scale outdoor event: 40 trips per cup versus 7 trips per cup. We assume 
an identical relation between basic and best-case resp. worst-case scenario as 
for small events. 
This relates to an average loss of 6% for the best-case and 36% for the worst-
case scenario. 

Another important difference is that an event organizer doesn’t need 400 PC-cups 
for 400 consumptions. An inquiry amongst event organizers indicates large 
differences between the amount of PC-cups that is ordered in relation to the 
amount of visitors/consumptions. This varies from 20-40 cups for 400 
consumptions over 200 to 400 (a one-to-one relation). We assume, for the basic 
scenario, that 160 cups (combination of old and new) are needed on events for 
400 consumptions. This factor includes the back-up amount of cups and is based 
on 2.5 consumptions on average per cup (data from distribution organizations and 
organizers). 

The following paragraphs describe the input- and output flows for all the life cycle 
phases for the basic scenario (160 cups for 400 consumptions, 45 trips for 
small-scale indoor event, 20 trips for large-scale outdoor event) and quantify 
these flows in relation to the functional unit. Because of the different number of 
trips the quantification of the input- and output flows will differ between a small-
scale and a large-scale event. In the I/O schemes the data for the small-scale 
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event will be indicated in blue (mentioned 1st), the data for the large-scale event 
are indicated in red (mentioned 2nd).

The I/O schemes always refer to the basic scenario, for the best-case and worst-
case scenario only a simple recalculation is needed to quantify the flows. When the 
basic data of a life cycle phase differ from the basic scenario, these data are 
specifically described in the respective life cycle phase (e.g. machine-wash instead 
of manual cleaning of cups). 

1.5.2 Production of PC granules (1.1) 

1.5.2.1 Process description 
Polycarbonate (PC) is produced by the reaction of phosgene with bisphenol-A. For 
more detailed information on the production process of polycarbonate and its 
respective components, is referred to the “Ecoprofile of PC, Plastics Europe”. 

1.5.2.2 Cost data 
This granule production cost is only one element of the price the festival organizers 
pay for the cups. This cost is therefore integrated into that cup price (see 
paragraph 0). The exact share of these costs in the cup price is not known, 
because the producer’s cost distribution is treated as confident information. 

1.5.3 Transport to producer of PC-cups (1.2) 

1.5.3.1 Process description 
The PC granules are transported from the production facility to the company where 
the PC-cups are produced. The data inventory showed that nearly all PC-cups that 
are used in Flanders come from European countries (Spain, Germany and the 
Netherlands). PC granules are produced in several European countries. We will 
define an average distance (based on European scale) for transport of the PC 
granules to the cup production facility. 

1.5.3.2 Cost data 
The transport cost is an important element of the price the festival organizers pay 
for these cups. This cost is therefore integrated into that cup price (see paragraph 
0). The exact share of these costs in the cup price is not known, because it is 
treated as confident information. 

1.5.4 Production of PC-cups (1.3) 

1.5.4.1 Process description 
The PC granules are processed into cups by means of injection moulding. We will 
study the PC-cup with 25 cl drinking volume (33 cl total volume). The inquiry of 
distributors and users of PC-cups shows that this is the most representative cup for 
the Belgian market. 

The inquiry showed that, within the 25 cl drinking volume, different types of PC-
cups exist on the market depending on the producer of the cups. The most 
important producers of cups for the Belgian market are located in Germany (ATKA) 
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and the Netherlands (Dutch Cups). Both producers have similar market share, 
therefore we calculate further with the average weight. Based on the data received 
from different Flemish data sources (distribution organizations, suppliers, event 
organizers) one reusable PC-cup with a drinking volume of 25 cl weighs on 
average 45 g (source: questionnaires to distributors, rental organizations, event 
organizers, literature). This is the weight of a printed cup. Since the weight of the 
print is negligible compared to the weight of the naked cup (0.16E-3 g print/cup), 
we calculate further with 45 g per cup (irrespective of the print). 

1.5.4.2 Cost data 
The PC-cup production cost is an important element of the price the festival 
organizers pay for these cups. This cost is therefore integrated into that cup price 
(see paragraph 0). The exact share of these costs in the cup price is not known, 
because it is treated as confident information. 

1.5.5 Printing of PC-cups (1.4) 

1.5.5.1 Process description 
For large events PC-cups are printed with the logo of the event, sponsors and in 
few cases the year (not the representative situation in Flanders). In this study we 
examine a cup that has a small print, which can be the logo of the event but not the 
year. Small-scale events often borrow reusable cups from a “distribution 
organization”. This can be the local community but also a professional organization 
specialized in the rental of event-related products. In this case the cups are usually 
printed with the logo of the distribution organization or a sponsor. 

The type of print mainly depends on the type of event in combination with other 
factors. Except for the cardboard cup, all cups can be printed using the same 
technology and type of ink. We will use the same data for printing of PC-, PP- and 
PLA-cups, for printing of cardboard cups a different technology (and as such other 
data) is needed. 

1.5.5.2 Cost data 
The printing of PC-cups is an important cost element of the price the festival 
organizers pay for these cups. This price is most often separated from the cup 
price itself and treated as an additional cost.  

Most often, the organizer’s logo is printed on the cups; then, the printing cost is of 
course included. As explained above, we assume that large festivals buy their own 
(printed) cups, and pay for them accordingly. This printing cost is mostly 
constituted of a fixed amount + a variable cost per cup (dependent on the number 
of cups that need to be printed). 

In this study we apply the following fixed cliché costs: 123 € (one color assumed). 
The variable printing costs for an order of 10.000 cups amount to 0,051 € per cup 
(excl. 21% VAT). These printing cost data are based on one particular data 
inventory survey answer (from Pacma), that is closely in line with all other data 
received on this issue. 

If the cups are however borrowed from a public authority (province, community, …) 
or from a professional letter, then the logo printing costs are assumed to be paid for 
by the authority itself, or to be taken into account into the borrowing costs. This is 
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assumed to be the case for small festivals. The price these festivals pay for the 
printing is thus reflected in the rental prices they pay for the cups (see paragraph 
0).

1.5.6 Packing of PC-cups (1.5) 

1.5.6.1 Process description 
The inventory showed that the packaging materials are similar for all type of cups, 
the weight and amount of packed cups however shows differences. A 
questionnaire amongst producers of cups has learned us that the type of 
packaging depends more on the type of cup than on the specific producer. We will 
use company-specific data for the packaging of the PC-cups, as is the case for all 
types of cups. 

The cups are packed with a PE-film (1.5 g per pack) for hygienic reasons and 
transported in cardboard boxes (312 cups per box, one box weighs 298.5 g) to the 
clients.  

1.5.6.2 Cost data 
The PC-cup packing cost is another element of the price the festival organizers pay 
for these cups. This cost is therefore integrated into that cup price (see paragraph 
0). The exact share of these costs in the cup price is not known, because the price 
composition is treated as confident information. 

1.5.7 Transport of PC-cups to distributor (1.6) 

1.5.7.1 Process description 
The packed and printed PC-cups are transported from the production facility to the 
distributor of the cups (in Flanders). In the case of the reusable PC-cups, this can 
be an event organizer or a distribution organization.  
The data inventory showed that nearly all PC-cups that are used in Flanders come 
from European countries (Spain, Germany and the Netherlands). We define an 
average distance (based on European scale) for transport of the PC-cups to the 
distributor. Since no significant differences exist between the transport distance for 
the 4 types of cups, we use the same average distance (based on European scale) 
for all types of cups. 

PC-cups are mostly transported in limited amounts (not in bulk) and therefore we 
assume that transport is done by means of a 16-tonne truck.  

1.5.7.2 Cost data 
The PC-cup transport cost is only a small element of the price the festival 
organizers pay for these cups. This cost is therefore integrated into that cup price 
(see paragraph 0). The exact share of these costs in the cup price is not known, 
because price compositions are treated as confident information in the data 
inventory survey answers. 
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1.5.8 Storage of PC-cups at distributor (1.7) 

1.5.8.1 Process description 
The reusable PC-cups need to be stored in special crates that also serve as 
transport packaging for transport to the event and back. The crates are made of 
PVC and can store a large number of cups. There exists a variety of crates on the 
market, with different specifications and different amounts of cups that can be 
stored. Based on the inquiry of distribution organizations and organizers of events, 
we calculate with the type of crate that can store 420 cups. One crate weighs 
4.2kg.

As already stated in the goal and scope definition, we do not take the infrastructure 
for storing the PC-cups into account since this is negligible in relation to the lifetime 
and the multifunctional character (mostly) of the warehouse.  

An important aspect in this process step is the converging of 2 streams: new PC-
cups (from the producer of PC-cups) and already-used PC-cups. The proportion of 
both streams depends on the number of trips that we count with in this study. This 
is more in detail described in the introduction to this chapter (par. 0). 

The packaging waste (PE-film and cardboard box) is released in this phase and is 
send to a waste treatment. 

1.5.8.2 Cost data 
For small festivals, this storage of PC-cups at the distributor’s site is another, tiny 
element of the price the festival organizers pay for renting these cups. This cost is 
therefore integrated into that cup price (see paragraph 0). The exact share of these 
costs in the cup price is not known, because price compositions are treated as 
confident information in the data inventory survey. 

For a large festival on the other hand, the own PC-cups have to be stored during 
the time between two events. Two possibilities exist: this storage happens at their 
own site, or they are stored at the distributor’s site. The first option is of course the 
most common and is thus adopted in the current study. 

But we also checked prices for the second option in order to be able to quantify the 
costs needed for storage at the organizer’s own site. One brewery, Alken-Maes, 
acting as an intermediate stated prices of 5 and 10€ per month, and dependent of 
the number of cups being stored. A professional event organizer Locapromotions 
claims prices of 38€ per month (excl. 21% VAT) for 16 boxes of 420 cups each. 
This last price indication being more precise, but not realistic for storage at the own 
site and during a longer period of time, we adapted that price in our study through 
excluding the VAT and subtracting a 20% commercial discount for long periods and 
another 10% assumed profit margin = 0,0475 € per cup. 

1.5.9 Transport of PC-cups to event/consumer (1.8) 

1.5.9.1 Process description 
The PC-cups must be transported from the warehouse to the event site. Since the 
warehouse and the event site are usually located not far from each other, the 
transport distance is short. For large events the transport distance is even shorter 
since event site and stock room are usually close to each other (for already used 
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cups). The transport is done by means of a truck (for large events) or a van (for 
small events). As discussed in the introduction to this chapter, we assume for the 
basic scenario that 160 PC-cups are needed for 400 consumptions. In a worst-
case scenario we calculate with 400 PC-cups for 400 consumptions. 

1.5.9.2 Cost data 
The transport of PC-cups to the festival site is a last element of which the price the 
festival organizers pay for these cups is constituted. This cost is most often 
separated from the cup price itself and treated as an additional cost.  

As we assumed, small festivals rent their cups. From Locapromotions, a letter of 
PC-cups, we received a price list indicating a price of 0,62 € (excl. 21% VAT) per 
kilometer as a transport compensation (only charging the one-way transport). If the 
cups are however borrowed from a public authority (province, community, …), then 
the organizer himself is assumed to be responsible for the transportation of these 
cups. This mostly happens with his own private car at a true cost of about 0,25€ 
per kilometer; however, traveling that distance twice (there and back). As a most 
sensible estimate, we use the average between these two values: 0,625€ per 
kilometer (at one-way distance). As assumed above, we count 50 kilometers as an 
average distance. For an average small festival (3500 visitors), we assume 6 
crates (2520 cups, this ratio of 75% is derived from Lochtfest) to be needed. Per 
cup, the price then amounts to 0,0124 €. 

For large festivals, the transportation price of the PC-cups is organized by the 
distributor. This transportation cost is mostly constituted of a fixed amount + a 
variable cost per kilometer. In order to be fully consistent, we drew our data from 
the data inventory survey answer of Pacma, the same distributor for which the 
printing costs apply. He only considers a fix transportation cost, regardless of the 
distance, amounting to 200€ (excl. 21% VAT) for supplying 10.000 cups. Per cup, 
the price then amounts to 0,0242 €. This amount only applies for the newly bought 
cups (2,5/20 of the total number of needed cups); the other cups are transported 
from the storage location (10km, see paragraph 0). 

1.5.10 Pre-cleaning of reusable PC-cups before event (1.9) 

1.5.10.1 Process description 
For hygienic reasons the cups must be cleaned before being used. They have 
been stored for a certain time, which can lead to contamination. A high rotation rate 
decreases the risk for contamination of the cups.  
On small-scale events the cups are normally borrowed from distribution 
organizations that frequently lend out these cups and thus the cups have a high 
rotation rate. It is the normal procedure that on small events the cups are cleaned 
manually only with water before being used. 
Large events often have their own PC-cups that don’t have a high rotation rate and 
therefore have a higher risk of contamination. Because of the (usually) long storage 
period in case of large events we assume the cups are cleaned manually on site 
with water and detergent. 
In case of a small-scale indoor event, the waste water goes into the sewage 
system for treatment in a municipal waste water treatment. For the large-scale 
outdoor event no connection to the sewage system is available, the waste water is 
mostly channeled to a trench nearby and is released into the surface water. 
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1.5.10.2 Cost data 
The cleaning of the PC-cups before the event mainly involves the work of 
volunteers (hourly rates, see paragraph 0) and the use of water and detergents. As 
commented above, a small festival (with typically a high rotation rate of the cups) 
only uses water during the pre-cleaning, whereas a large festival also makes use of 
a detergent. 

With regard to the number of volunteers, a volunteer is assumed to wash 1.800 
cups per hour (2 seconds per cup) during the pre-cleaning phase of small festivals, 
and 1.200 cups per hour (3 seconds per cup) for a large festival. 

The water cost is the same as for private individuals, because they can’t bargain 
special rates due to the very small frequency of festivals (18.000 m³ per year is 
minimally needed for special contracts), or due to the fact they use a water tap of 
individual’s buildings close to the festival site. Water costs amount to approximately 
2,322 €/m³. This price is obtained from one water supplier*, and can be assumed to 
hold for the rest of Flanders as well. Only marginal costs are accounted for, not the 
fixed costs, such as for the rent of water meters, and equally not the exemption of 
the first 15m³ for households. As assumed above, we count 0,05 liter per cup. 

As for the cost of the detergent, a reasonable price is assumed to be 5€ for 500 ml 
= 500 gram. As assumed above, 0,4 gram detergent per cup is used for the final 
cleaning. 

Summing up these three components, this yields a pre-cleaning cost per cup of 
0,00234 and 0,00745€ for small and large festivals respectively. 

1.5.11 Serving beer and soft drinks (1.10) 

1.5.11.1 Process description 
At the event, beer en soft drinks are served in reusable PC-cups. We don’t 
consider the tapping and serving of the drinks, since this is the same for all types of 
cups.  

400 consumptions means 400 times a cup must be cleaned. In our basic scenario 
we count with an average loss of 5.5% cups during the consumption phase for 
small events and 12.5% for large events. These lost cups fall out and go to the 
waste treatment (as described in the paragraphs below). The remaining amount of 
cups go back to the distribution organization. 

1.5.11.2 Cost data 
For a festival organizer, the price paid for the PC-cups is an important cost factor. 
In this price, all production costs are included (see previous paragraphs), as well as 
a profit margin. The costs hereunder are all derived from the data inventory survey 
answers. 

                                                     

* http://www.aww.be/inhoud/klanten/tarieven/tariefbedragen.htm
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For small indoor festivals, we assume the cups to be borrowed from a 
professional organization. Very often, instead of a professional cup letter, the local 
authorities offer the services of lending out reusable cups. In that case, however, 
they do not always charge the correct price for the cups: they lend them out for 
free, or at a low price, which doesn’t reflect all costs related to the cup handling, 
because they also want to promote the reusable cup (waste reduction policy). 
Thus, from a society point of view – which is the viewpoint we adopt in this study –, 
the prices charged by a commercial cup letter are more accurate. These amount to 
0,15€ (excl. 21% VAT) per cup. Additionally, per 420 cups, a crate is supplied (for 
handling ease), the renting price of which is included in the cup renting price. This 
results in an average price of 0,1815€ per cup per event (each cup is on average 
used 2,5 times per event). 

For large outdoor events, we assume that the cups are bought by the festival 
organizer himself. Several distributor’s and organizer’s data have been gathered, 
and all yielded similar values – although, obviously, depending on the number of 
cups bought at the same time. In order to be consistent, we again used the Pacma 
data for an order of 10.000 cups. For this amount of cups, they allow a commercial 
discount of 20% on the normal consumer price, resulting in 0,43€ (excl. 21% VAT) 
per cup. Additionally, per 420 cups, a crate must be bought (for handling ease), the 
price of which is found to be 33€ (data from province administration Antwerp). As in 
the LCA, we assume they can be used 1000 times. This results in the following 
price per cup in the basic scenario: 0,599€ (crates included). This price will of 
course be distributed over the number of events this cup is used for (see trip 
calculation, paragraph 0): as each cup is used 2,5 times per event, and as the total 
life time is supposed to be 20 times, these cups can be used for 8 events (the 
crates for 1000 events). The price per cup per event then amounts to 0,0651€. 

1.5.12 Collection of reusable PC-cups during event (1.11) 

1.5.12.1 Process description 
The PC-cups have to be collected during the event in order to reuse them. Different 
systems exist for this collection. Each system has its own advantages and 
limitations. We will not describe the different systems into detail, because this study 
analyses the average situation. The differences between the systems have 
consequences for the trippage of the PC-cups. We defined this trippage based on 
experiences in practice which are (for the small-scale events) based on a mix of 
collection systems (see par. 0).  

In other words this process step has no input and output flows that are relevant for 
the environmental analysis, but is only described because of its influence in the 
number of trips of the PC-cups and the relevance for the cost analysis. 

1.5.12.2 Cost data 
The introduction of reusable PC-cups during an event must be accompanied by a 
system for the collection and management of these cups. Such a system 
comprises not only the construction of an extra cash desk, but also the staff to run 
it (volunteers) and the lost income due to a lower drink consumption. These three 
elements are all hard to quantify exactly. A proposal is explained below. 

1) For large festivals, we assume one extra cash desk (also functioning as a 
collection point) per 5.000 visitors to be necessary for introducing a deposit 
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system. This number is based on the experience of festival organizers and 
mostly depends on the number of stages and tents rather than on the number of 
visitors only. Per cash desk, typically two volunteers are needed. The costs of 
setting up the cash desks (wooden construction and rudimentary design) 
amount to 100 € per cash desk (approximated data from Mano Mundo). A typical 
deposit value is 1€ per cup. This means that all cups that are not returned to the 
collection point yield the organizers a benefit of 1€ (90% of the cups that fall out, 
see paragraph 0). 
For small festivals, the same costs and prices are assumed to hold true; yet, we 
assume only one extra cash desk (and two volunteers) to be necessary for the 
deposit system and the collection of cups. For small festivals, all cups that are 
missing are charged at a rate of 0,62€ (excl. VAT) per cup. This price is taken 
from the Locapromotion price list. This yields 0,25€ to the organizers per cup 
that is not returned (deposit of 1€ – charge of 0,75€). 

2) Volunteers are typically rewarded with the following: a free entrance ticket for 
himself, free drinks and sandwiches and a free T-shirt for all contributors. For the 
monetarisation of the hours they work, we consulted the website of SD Worx*

where the maximum reward a volunteer can obtain is mentioned. For 2004, the 
maximum daily award is 26,83€. Assuming that a volunteer works for 6 to 8 
hours a day, this yields an hour rate of 3,35 to 4,47€ per hour. In practice, we 
use a value of 4€ per hour. The above mentioned costs (T-shirt, entrance ticket, 
…) seem to have a similar value. We also assume a festival to last 12 hours per 
day: during this time continuously enough staff is needed to perform their tasks. 
This assumption is comparable to the cost of volunteers which is stated by 
Dranouter Folkfestival: they count about 50€ per person, which does not differ 
much from 4€/hr x 12hours = 48€.  
As a sensitivity analysis, we could compute the impact of another valuation of 
voluntary work, for instance at 8€ per hour. This value closely matches the rates 
used in a Canadian study on voluntary work valuation (GPI Atlantic, 1998). This 
study, however, also takes the external (societal) benefits into account. 

3) Due to the extra charge that is initially asked for the first consumption, visitors 
typically tend to drink less when a system of reusable cups (with deposit) is 
used. A few studies have focused on this lower drink consumption, and many 
festival organizers have their own opinion about it. In our assumption 10% less 
drinks are consumed. For an average profit per drink, we count a value of 0,6€ 
(data from one particular festival organizer). 

1.5.13 Cleaning of reusable PC-cups during event (1.12) 

1.5.13.1 Process description 
During the event the cups must be cleaned in order to use them (in total) 400 times 
(for 400 consumptions). The used cups are only rinsed with water, no detergents, 
since this is the actual practice. In most cases the water tap is left on during the 
event. The cleaning is done manual, there is no machine-wash during the event. 

We will perform a sensitivity analysis on this phase with regard to the water 
consumption: double as much water consumption as in the basic scenario and use 
of detergents. 

                                                     

* http://www.sd.be/site/www2002/nl/leftnav/1000c/1100c/1100p_031121_02.htm
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1.5.13.2 Cost data 
The cleaning of the PC-cups during the event mainly involves the work of 
volunteers (hourly rates, see paragraph 0) and the use of water. With regard to the 
number of volunteers, an additional volunteer per 5.000 festival visitors is assumed 
to be needed. This number approximately reflects the actual situation on a festival, 
as commented by the organizers. Also, this number is in line with the numbers 
assumed in the pre-cleaning phase. 

The water costs are calculated as in paragraph 0. An additional cost is the hiring of 
the water installation, mostly freely from the brewer. If it were to be paid, this price 
would amount to approximately 10€ per day. One water installation per 10.000 
visitors is assumed to be necessary (two wash basins per water installation, one 
volunteer per wash basin). 

1.5.14 Cleaning of reusable PC-cups after event (1.13) 

1.5.14 Process description 
When the event is ended, the PC-cups must be cleaned thoroughly before storage. 
This is requested because of hygienic reasons. If used PC-cups are not cleaned 
and dried thoroughly a risk for contamination with microbes exists. The inventory 
showed that this step is different for small and large events. 

For small events the final cleaning normally takes place at the event site. It is 
specifically requested by the distribution organizations (especially if these are local 
authorities) to return the cups thoroughly cleaned for storage.  
For large events we assume that the cups are cleaned on location at specialized 
organizations. This implies an extra transport step to transport the cups from the 
event to the cleaning organization. The cleaning is in this case performed by 
machine (inclusive drying).  
For both type of events the waste water is released into the sewage system and 
treated in a municipal waste water treatment. 

In some case the distribution organizations cooperate with professional cleaning 
organizations. If this is the case, also for small events a machine cleaning and 
drying of the PC-cups after use is performed. We take this machine cleaning for 
small events into account in a sensitivity analysis. 

1.5.14.2 Cost data 
For small events the PC-cups are cleaned in a similar way after as before the event 
(see paragraph 0): it involves the same extra costs (the work of volunteers and the 
use of water) and, additionally, the cost for using detergents. For the detergent we 
count 0,4€ per 100 cups that are being cleaned, as assumed in paragraph 0. 

For large events the cups are cleaned at another location and using a machine. 
The cost for this cleaning step amounts to 0.08676€ per cup, and an additional 
cost for the transport of the cups. For this transport step, we take a cost of 0.625€ 
per km (consistent with other transport steps) and we have assumed an extra 50 
kilometers for this cleaning step. 
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1.5.15 Transport of used PC-cups back to distributor (1.14) 

1.5.15.1 Process description 
Once the PC-cups are thoroughly cleaned after the event, they are transported 
back to the distribution organization in the transport crates. This process step is 
similar to the transport of PC-cups to the event, but in the opposite direction and 
with 5,5 - 12,5% less cups that have to be transported.  

1.5.15.2 Cost data 
After the event has taken place, the used PC-cups must be transported back to 
their storage location. 

For small events, this storage location is the firm from which they hire the cups. As 
in paragraph 0, we assume a cost of 0,625€ per kilometer, and a total distance 
(one-way) of 50 kilometers. These costs are regardless of the number of cups that 
must be transported. 

For large events, these PC-cups are stored at the organizer’s site, which is mostly 
close to the festival site. We assume an average distance of 10 kilometers and, for 
the sake of consistency, a cost of 0,625€ per kilometer (one-way). 

Because all values are related to the functional unit, the cost is not affected by the 
fact that a small percentage of the cups is missing.  

1.5.16 Collection of fallen out PC-cups after event (1.15) 

1.5.16.1 Process description 
The number of PC-cups that have fallen out after the event is very small, especially 
when significant rewards are granted for bringing back the cups. We assume that 
all PC-cups that still can be used are collected as well. The remaining cups will be 
collected with the remainder of the festival waste, and will finally end in the rest 
fraction container. For PC-cups the amount of cups that is collected as litter after 
the event, for example on the canal sides or at the festival field itself, is very small 
and already included in the amount of collected waste. For large-scale events the 
amount of fallen out PC-cups is higher than for small-scale events.  
According to the basic scenario (see par. 0) and referring to the functional unit this 
corresponds to 20 PC-cups (12.5% of the total amount of cups that is needed) for 
large-scale events and 8.9 PC-cups (5.5% of the total amount of cups that is 
needed) for small-scale events. 

For small-scale events indoor events 90% of the fallen out PC-cups is taken 
home by the visitors of the event as collector’s items (data source: An Van Looy, 
City of Duffel, Lochtfest 2004). The remaining 10% of the fallen out PC-cups 
directly falls into a specific container for the rest fraction of waste at the event side. 
This amount mainly refers to PC-cups that are broken down after the event. For the 
collector’s items we assumed that eventually 100% finally (averaged over the 
years) ends up in the grey-bin at home (the rest fraction of MSW). 

For large-scale outdoor events no such specific data were available. Therefore 
the same ratio (90% collector’s items versus 10% waste at event) will be taken into 
account in the LCA.  
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According to the current situation in Flanders all fallen out PC-cups eventually will 
end as rest fraction of MSW and will be treated in a MSW incinerator. The recycling 
of PC-cups is still scarcely out of the egg. In Flanders it is not a common practice. 
Due to the small amount of PC waste, recycling will not be considered as a feasible 
option in practice for the fallen out PC-cups. Therefore in the basic scenario the 
waste will be treated for 100% in a waste incinerator (see par. 0). 

1.5.16.2 Cost data 
The collection of the fallen out PC-cups at the event is typically performed by 
volunteers after the festival has ended. The fraction of the fallen out PC-cups is 
very small compared to the total amount of collected waste at the event; for 
instance: 20 cups of 50 gram each vs. 20 tonnes total waste collection (assumed 
figures for Sfinks 2003). Because of this extremely small fraction, we don’t take any 
volunteer costs into account on this aspect. Indeed, a quick approximation in 
analogy with the PP-cup collection system shows that the costs do not even reach 
0,00005€ per cup. 

Also the amount of street litter (caused specifically by the reusable cups) from the 
festival site is negligible because of the deposit system. 

1.5.17 Transport of lost PC-cups to waste processing (1.16) 

1.5.17.1 Process description 
For both large-scale as well as small-scale events 10% of the fallen out cups are 
broken down PC-cups. They are collected by volunteers at the event (incl. litter) 
and thrown in a special container for residual waste at the event. 90% of the fallen 
out cups is taken home by the visitors and finally end in the grey-bin at home (case 
for collector’s items). Both flows are eventually transported to a waste treatment 
plant. The following transportation scenarios will be considered: 

 90% of the fallen out PC-cups after the event are collector’s items. The event 
visitors take these cups home by car over an averaged estimated distance of 
20 km (for small-scale events) and 50 km (for large-scale events). Large-scale 
events attract people from all over Flanders and even from outside. Therefore 
a higher transport distance (event / home) will be taken into account. Averaged 
over the years these cups finally end up in the grey-bin at home. The grey-
bags are collected by a municipal waste truck and directly transported to a 
special MSW incinerator over an average estimated distance of 80 km. 

 10% of the fallen out PC-cups are collected at the event side in a special rest 
fraction container (incl. the cups collected as litter). For both small-scale as 
well as large-scale events, these containers will be collected by a special 
waste collection organization (genre van Gansewinkel, Biffa, etc.). The rest 
fraction containers are first transported by truck (with a special loading grab for 
containers) to the waste collection organization, and this over an averaged and 
estimated distance of 15 km. After transshipment at the waste collection 
organization, the waste will be further transported (bulk transport by truck) over 
an average and estimated distance of 50 km to a special MSW incinerator.  

For a detailed overview of these transportation distances in combination with the 
corresponding transportation modes and the amounts that have to be transported 
we refer to 1.3. 
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1.5.17.2 Cost data 
All missing PC-cups in the end are assumed to end up in the rest waste (MSW 
incinerator), whether it be at the event site (10% of the fallen out cups) or at home 
(90%).

The first stream is a very tiny part of the contract that is concluded with a 
professional waste collection organization. For this cost we refer to paragraph 
1.6.14.2, where the choice for the unit cost of 150€ per tonne is further 
substantiated. This cost integrates the transport of waste as well as the final 
treatment in the incinerator. 

The second stream is taken home, and is assumed to finally end up in the grey-bin 
that is sent to the final waste treatment facility by an interurban waste collector. For 
this cost we assume the community charges 1,5€ per rest waste bag of 70 liters. 
We assume that a cup of 30 cl (total volume is larger than drink volume) that is 
thrown randomly into such a bag occupies a small place of approximately 30 cl: 
cups can be filled with other waste, but this is compensated for by the fact that a lot 
of space is lost between the cups. Therefore, we assume that a bag of 70 litres can 
contain 233 cups. This yields a unit price of 0,0064€ per cup thrown away by a 
visitor at home. This cost integrates the transport of waste as well as the final 
treatment in the incinerator. The transportation costs for a visitor to take the PC-
cup home are of course neglected, because the weight of the cup is very small in 
comparison with the passengers and the vehicle itself. 

1.5.18 EOL scenario of reusable PC-cups (1.17) 

1.5.18.1 Process description 
In the basic scenario the final waste of PC-cups is assumed to be processed as 
rest fraction waste (MSW). Although the transportation scenario is different (ratio 
90% of waste flow taken home/10% released at the event site), the final waste 
treatment scenario is the same. Both streams are eventually ending up as rest 
fraction waste (this is assumed to be the same for small-scale and large-scale 
events). Since the recycling of PC-cups is still scarcely out of the egg and can not 
yet be seen as a common practice in Flanders, we have chosen for the treatment 
of the PC-cups in a MSW incinerator in the basic scenario. 

The waste treatment system that is used in the basic scenario is an integrated 
system that complies with the current environmental legislation and the new 
European incineration directive (Vrancken K. et al., 2001 and Torfs R. et al., 2005). 
The basic technology is a grate furnace with reciprocating grates, energy recovery, 
and bottom ash treatment. Trucks deliver the waste material in bulk. They transport 
the waste to a waste reception hall and tip their loads in the bunker. A crane 
operator carefully spreads the waste supplied over the bunker as efficient mixing 
provides ideal incineration. The waste from the bunker is filled in the feeding chutes 
at a controlled rate. The waste drops from the chutes onto push and feed tables, 
which spread it over the moving incineration grates. Primary air is blown by fans 
into the areas below the grate, where its distribution can be closely controlled. This 
primary air is taken from the waste bunker. To secure complete incineration 
secondary air is blown into the incineration chamber.  
The installed flue gas cleaning system consist of a semi-wet DeSOx-process, 
injection of activated carbon and a fabric filter. NOx emissions are reduced by a 
selective catalytic reduction. The reduction agent is ammonia. It is mixed with air 
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and added to the flue-gasses. The flue-gasses are then passed over a catalyst.  
The heat generated by the incineration process is fed to a steam boiler, which is 
integrated in the furnace. The steam is expanded in a turbine to produce electricity. 
The system uses oil, natural gas and electricity to start-up.  
During the incineration different types of residues are formed: bottom ashes, fly 
ashes and reaction products. The incineration ashes are treated in various cut, 
sieve and wash units. A robust bar sieve first separates the large pieces of metal 
and stones. A rotary sieve then separates other large pieces, which are de-ironed 
and sent back to the grate incinerator. The ashes are then separated into three 
fractions in the wash and sieve unit. Ferrous separators retrieve the iron from the 
two largest fractions. A non-ferrous separator retrieves mainly aluminium. The inert 
fraction is converted into granules, which are used as secondary materials in 
construction. The smallest fraction is dehydrated and deposited in a landfill class 1 
site. The boiler ashes and reaction residues are disposed on a category 1 landfill 
site. Before disposal the reaction residues are solidified. The ferrous and non 
ferrous fraction can go to recycling. 

1.5.18.2 Cost data 
As explained in the previous paragraph (0), the cost for waste treatment are 
included in the transport costs, both for the missing cups that are taken home as 
for the broken PC-cups. 
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1.6 Inventory data for one-way cup in PP 
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1.6.1 Introduction 

The PP-cups are one-way cups. In relation to the functional unit this means 400 
PP-cups for 400 consumptions (100 l beer and soft drinks). In the following process 
steps the I/O flows are related to this functional unit. 

1.6.2 Production of PP granules (2.1) 

1.6.2.1 Process description 
For the production of polypropylene granules gas phase polymerisation is 
employed. In this technology a gas phase reactor is a fluidised bed of dry polymer 
particles maintained by stirring or passing gas at high speeds through it. 

1.6.2.2 Cost data 
The PP granules production cost is one essential element of the price the festival 
organizers pay for the cups. This cost is therefore integrated into that cup price 
(see paragraph 1.6.10.2). The exact share of these costs in the cup price is not 
known, because the producers treat it as confident information in the data inventory 
survey. 

1.6.3 Transport to producer of PP-cups (2.2) 

1.6.3.1 Process description 
The PP granules are transported from the production facility to the company where 
the PP-cups are produced. As for the reusable PC-cups, the data inventory 
showed that nearly all PP-cups that are used in Flanders come from European 
countries (Spain, Germany and the Netherlands). PP granules are produced in 
several European countries. We will use the same average distance (based on 
European scale) and transportation modes as for the PC-cups. 

1.6.3.2 Cost data 
This transport cost is only one element of the price the festival organizers pay for 
the cups. This cost is therefore integrated into that cup price (see paragraph 
1.6.10.2). The exact share of these costs in the cup price is not known, because 
the producer’s exact price composition is treated as confident information in the 
data inventory survey answers. 

1.6.4 Production of PP-cups (2.3) 

1.6.4.1 Process description 
The PP granules are transformed into cups by means of extruder and thermoform 
machines. We will study the PP-cup with 25 cl drinking volume (33 cl total volume). 
The inquiry of distributors and users of PP-cups shows that this is the most 
representative cup for the Belgian market. 
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The inquiry of suppliers and event organizers show that one PP-cup of 25 cl 
drinking volume weighs 5g (printed). This is the weight of a printed cup. Since the 
weight of the print is negligible compared to the weight of the naked cup (0.16E-3 g 
print/cup), we calculate further with 5 g per cup (irrespective of the print). 

1.6.4.2 Cost data 
The PP-cup production cost is an important element of the price the festival 
organizers pay for these cups. This cost is therefore integrated into the overall cup 
price (see paragraph 1.6.10.2). The exact share of these costs in the cup price is 
not known, because cup producers treat it as confident information in their data 
inventory survey answers. 

1.6.5 Printing of PP-cups (2.4) 

1.6.5.1 Process description 
For PP-cups there is no difference between small-scale and large-scale events for 
what regards the print. PP-cups are printed with the logo of the sponsor (brewery). 

As already discussed in the previous chapter (par. 0) the type of print mainly 
depends on the type of event in combination with other factors. Except for the 
cardboard cup, all cups can be printed using the same technology and type of ink. 
We will use the same data for printing of PC-, PP- and PLA-cups, for printing of 
cardboard cups a different technology (and as such other data) is needed. 

1.6.5.2 Cost data 
The printing of PP-cups is an important cost element of the price the festival 
organizers pay for these cups. This price is most often separated from the cup 
price itself and treated as an additional cost. This additional cost mostly constitutes 
of a fixed amount + a variable cost per cup (dependent on the number of cups that 
need to be printed). 

Most often, however, the brewer’s logo is printed on the cups in order to promote 
his beer; the printing costs are therefore not paid for by the festival organizers. In 
that case the price paid for printing is not included into the cup price. If the 
organizer’s logo would be printed, the printing cost is of course included. As we 
don’t have any examples of this practice, this option is not retained. 

1.6.6 Packing of PP-cups (2.5) 

1.6.6.1 Process description 
As the other cups, the PP-cups are packed with a PE-film and these packs are put 
in cardboard boxes. In general, the PP-cups are packed per 50 in a PE-film (4 g)
and 25 of these packs are packed in one cardboard box (that weights 700 g) for 
transport to the clients.  
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1.6.6.2 Cost data 
The PP-cup packing cost is another element of the price the festival organizers pay 
for these cups. This cost is therefore integrated into that cup price (see paragraph 
1.6.10.2). The exact share of these costs in the cup price is not known, because 
the cost distribution is treated as confident information in the data inventory survey 
answers. 

1.6.7 Transport of PP-cups to distributor (2.6) 

1.6.7.1 Process description 
The packed and printed PP-cups are transported from the production facility to the 
distributor of the cups (in Flanders). In the case of the PP-cups, this is in most 
cases an event organizer or a brewery.  

As already explained in par. 0 we will use the same distance for transport of cups 
to the distributor for the 4 types of cups. For more details on this process step is 
referred to par. 0. 

1.6.7.2 Cost data 
The PP-cup transport cost is only a small element of the price the festival 
organizers pay for these cups. This cost is therefore integrated into that cup price 
(see paragraph 1.6.10.2). The exact share of these costs in the cup price is not 
known, because the price composition is treated as confident information in the 
data inventory survey answers. 

1.6.8 Storage of PP-cups at distributor (2.7) 

1.6.8.1 Process description 
The PP-cups only have to be stored once before the consumption phase at events 
since it concerns one-way cups. Therefore, no specific storage or transport 
packaging is needed. The PP-cups are stored, if necessary, in the packaging in 
which they are delivered from the production facility (PE-film and cardboard box). 
No environmental impacts must be taken into account for this process step. 

16.8.2 Cost data 
The storage of PP-cups at the distributor’s site is another, tiny element of the price 
the festival organizers pay for these cups. This cost is therefore integrated into that 
cup price (see paragraph 1.6.10.2). The exact share of these costs in the cup price 
is not known, because the price composition is treated as confident information in 
the data inventory survey answers. 
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1.6.9 Transport of PP-cups to event/consumer (2.8) 

1.6.9.1 Process description 
The PP-cups must be transported from the storage facility to the event site. Since 
the PP-cups are usually stored not far from the event site, the transport distance is 
short. The transport is done by means of a truck.  

We assume the same average transport distance between the storage facility and 
the event site for all types of cups, and for small-scale as well as large-scale 
events.

Another thing of importance in this process step is the fact that usually a back-up 
amount of cups is requested by event organizers. This implies that more cups need 
to be transported than those needed for the functional unit. Based on inquiries of 
event organizers, we count with an average back-up amount of 25% (total amount: 
500 cups). 

1.6.9.2 Cost data 
The transport of PP-cups to the festival site is a last element of which the price the 
festival organizers pay for these cups is constituted. Mostly, this cost is included 
into the transport cost a brewer charges for his drink transport. If this transport cost 
is charged separately, then the cup transport cost can be calculated as the entire 
transport cost multiplied by the mass ratio between the drinks and the cups. 

This mass ratio can be estimated, because approximately one PP-cup (5 gram) per 
25 cl drink (250 gram) is supplied; the back-up amount of cups (25%) is 
compensated for by a back-up amount of drinks. If we neglect the weight of the 
drink barrels, this ratio is about 5/255.  

In analogy with the computation of PC-cups, we assume the total transport cost 
(beer + cups) to amount to 200€ + 21% VAT (see paragraph 0). Large festivals are 
assumed to need cups for 50.000 visitors on average, small festivals for 3500 
visitors. 

1.6.10 Serving beer and soft drinks (2.9) 

1.6.10.1 Process description 
Finally the PP-cups are used on events to serve the drinks. PP-cups can only be 
used once, so no washing is needed. During this consumption phase no 
environmental impacts are taken into account. 

The packaging waste, that is directly related to the drinking cups, that is released 
during the event is assumed to go to a waste treatment. The cardboard packaging 
is send to a recycling unit, the PE-film to a waste incinerator. 

1.6.10.2 Cost data 
For a festival organizer, the price paid for the PP-cups is the most important cost 
factor. In this price, all production costs are included (see previous paragraphs), as 
well as a profit margin. 
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The PP-cup price the organizer pays is usually part of a package deal that has 
been negotiated with the brewer. In that case, it is often impossible to distinguish 
between the real price of the cups and drinks and the commercial discounts 
granted by the brewer. The total price of the cups is then obtained from the data 
inventory survey answer of an important Flemish distributor (Hoptimus): 0,0184€ 
per cup. 

1.6.11 Transport of surplus PP-cups back to distributor (2.10) 

1.6.11.1 Process description 
After the consumption phase at events the 25% back-up amount of cups must be 
transported back to the distributor. This comes down to 100 packed PP-cups. 

1.6.11.2 Cost data 
Brewer’s mostly take back all unused PP-cups, without charging a cost. This 
transport is conveniently combined with the transport of the serving installation and 
the remainder of the drinks that have not been consumed. 

Here again, mostly, the transport costs are included into the cost a brewer charges 
for his drink transport. The cup transport cost can be calculated as the entire 
transport cost multiplied by the mass ratio between the drinks and the cups (5/255). 
As in paragraph 1.6.9.2, the transport cost amounts to 200€ + 21% VAT. 

1.6.12 Collection of used PP-cups (2.11) 

1.6.12.1 Process description 
The introduction of one-way PP-cups during an event requires a selective system 
for the collection and management of these cups. Because the PP-cups are one-
way cups, this waste stream is much larger than the final waste streams of fallen 
out PC-cups for example. On the other hand in case of the PC-cups, part of the 
non-returned PC-cups is taken home (collector’s item) and finally end in an MSWI. 
This is not considered for the one-way PP-cups because this does not (or in 
negligible amount) take place in practice. One-way cups are too fragile to clean 
thoroughly, to use them more often and as such these cups are not considered a 
collector’s item. 

For large-scale events we appealed to specific data inventory surveys. According 
to this surveys special waste islands for collection of the event waste were created 
at the event side. 
One event organizer reported that for the event they had a special type of contract 
with a specific waste collection organization for the so-called “restival”. Restival is a 
high calorific waste stream (90% to 95% purely) that consist of paper plates and 
cups, PP-cups, little plastic forks, etc. On the waste islands the restival is collected 
in event boxes with inline bags. These are depleted in press containers by 
volunteers at the event. 
For other events, the PP-cups are also selectively collected at the event, first in 
bags at the waste islands, then in containers at the event side (kind of mini 
container park). After the event these containers are also collected by a waste 
collection organization. 
The PP-cups that are not selectively selected, are collected as litter after the event. 
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These cups finally end in the rest-fraction container, which will also be collected by 
a special waste collection organization. 

For small-scale events, we assume that the PP-cups are collected in the grey 
bags that are used for municipal solid waste (MSW). The collection is done by 
volunteers at the event. The total amount of PP-cups that is collected after the 
event includes also the PP-cups that are not directly thrown away in the grey bags 
at the event side but collected as litter after the event. All the PP-cup waste in the 
grey bags are collected by a municipal waste truck (see transport scenario at par. 
0) and transported to a MSWI. 

1.6.12.2 Cost data 
The introduction of one-way PP-cups at large-scale events requires that a system 
for the collection and management of these cups must be set up. Unlike the PC-
cups, this does not imply a separate cash desk, but the necessary staff (volunteers 
+ professionals) to collect all waste. Of course, because these are one-way cups, 
this waste stream is much larger than for PC. 

During the event, two volunteers per 5.000 visitors are assumed to be responsible 
for the collection of the used PP-cups. This is necessary, because the Restival-
fraction needs to be clean enough in order to be accepted. The costs of cleaning 
the festival site after the festival has ended are taken from one detailed data 
inventory survey answer where the overall waste clearance was undertaken with 
care. The system as it was used at Sfinks in 2004 will be used for cost-
quantification. 

This comprised two contract workers who thoroughly cleaned the festival site with 
their tractor during one hour each (approximately 50€ each). Additionally, 8 
volunteers (during two hours) gathered all litter from the festival site boundaries 
onto the field before the tractors arrived, in order to ensure these could remove the 
litter from the entire site (also the remote parts of it). 

As this Sfinks festival welcomed about 50.000 visitors on 4 days, the total cost of 
the PP-cup collection during and after the event amounts to about 0,032€ per 
visitor. 

For small-scale events the PP-cups are collected by volunteers in grey-bins that 
are dumped in large containers of 1100 liter. One volunteer per 5.000 visitors is 
counted for the collection of used cups during the event, and two volunteers (one 
hour each) after the event, regardless of the number of visitors (within the small-
scale event range). This sums up to 41,6€ for the collection of used cups for an 
event of 3.500 visitors: 0,0119€ per visitor, or 0,0048€ per cup. 

As for the collection of street litter in the adjacent streets, a similar collection 
system as at Sfinks festival is assumed. The costs of this collection system 
however are taken from data of the city of Antwerp (Lambert et al., 2005). For a 
festival of 12.500 visitors a day, we assume one street cleaner (unit cost: 67,18€) 
will be put into action each day during two hours. One driver and two assistants 
(gathering all street litter at remote, inaccessible parts) will be needed as well, with 
unit costs of 25,58€ each. This yields a total cost of 287,84€. This sum is 
equivalent to 0,023€ per visitor or 0,0092€ per cup. As no better estimates (in order
to distinguish between both types of festivals) are available, this value is assumed 
to hold for small as well as for large festivals. 
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1.6.13 Transport of used PP-cups to waste processing (2.12) 

1.6.13.1 Process description 
For large-scale events the containers in which the waste of the PP-cups is 
collected at the event side are transported (truck with special loading grab) over an 
average distance of 15 km to the waste collection organizer for transshipment. 
After transshipment the waste is transported by truck over an average distance of 
35 km to an organization specialized in waste treatment. Here the waste is being 
crushed and dried into granules (RDF). These granules that are then transported 
over an average distance of 100 km to a cement/lime kiln. From this year on the 
application in the cement kiln however is limited, because the waste stream is often 
not clean enough to be incinerated in the cement kiln (too much organic waste). In 
this case the PP waste stream will not be crushed and dried anymore. The waste 
will be transported (truck with special loading grab) over an average distance of 15 
km to a special waste collection organizer for transshipment. After transshipment 
the waste is transported to an incineration plant (grate furnace) and this over an 
average estimated distance of 50 km by truck.  
For large scale events and for the basic EOL scenario of the PP-cups we assumed 
that 50% of the PP-cup waste is treated in cement/lime kiln and 50% (incl. litter) is 
treated in a special municipal solid waste incinerator (grate furnace with energy 
recovery) (for reasoning behind this scenario: see par. 0). For the transport 
scenario this results in the following: 

 50% of the PP waste stream will be transported over 150 km (15 + 35 + 100 
km) by truck (final treatment in a cement/lime kiln) 

 50% of the PP waste stream (incl. the amount collected as litter) will be 
transported over 65 km (15 + 50 km) by truck (final treatment in MSW 
incinerator). 

For small-scale events the used PP-cups are thrown away in grey-bags and 
collected by a municipal waste truck. This truck directly transports the waste to a 
special MSW incinerator over an average estimated distance of 50 km. For small-
scale events and for the basic EOL scenario of the PP-cups we assumed that all 
PP-cup waste is treated in a special municipal solid waste incinerator (grate 
furnace with energy recovery). This scenario also included the amount of PP-cup 
waste that is collected as litter at the festival side. 

For a detailed overview of these transportation distances in combination with the 
corresponding transportation modes and the amounts of waste that have to be 
transported we refer to 1.3. 

1.6.13.2 Cost data 
For large-scale events the cost is a part of the contract that is concluded with a 
professional waste collector. It normally comprises both the transport of waste from 
the festival site to the waste treatment facility and the waste treatment itself. These 
costs are therefore included into the cost of the entire contract: waste transport and 
treatment (see paragraph 1.6.14.2). 

For small-scale events the cost is related to the transportation of the containers of 
rest waste to the MSW treatment facility. This transport is normally performed by 
interurban organisations. The costs they charge for the waste transport always 
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include the waste treatment cost. These transportation costs are therefore included 
in the waste treatment costs (see paragraph 1.6.14.2). 

1.6.14 EOL scenario of one-way PP-cups (2.13) 

1.6.14.1 Process description 
From the current practice in Flanders we learnt that for large-scale events the 
waste of PP-cups can be treated both in a waste incinerator as well as in a cement 
kiln. However from this year on (2005) the application in the cement kiln is limited, 
because the waste stream is often not clean enough to be incinerated in the 
cement kiln (too much organic waste). The treatment of the PP-cup waste in the 
kiln is therefore strongly dependent on the total amount of PP-cup waste that is 
released. This in turn is strongly related to the amount of PP-cups that is used at 
the festivals. It is therefore not straightforward to make a decision about the ratio of 
PP-cups that is treated in the kiln and in the MSWI, since it depends on a variety of 
different factors. Since no official figures could be found about the ratio, we 
assumed that 50% will be treated in the MSWI (including the PP-cup waste that is 
collected as litter at the event side) and 50% in the cement kiln. Two sensitivity 
analyses will be performed to evaluate the influence on the results when this 
proportion is changed. 

EOL scenario PP-cups 
(large-scale events)

MSWI Cement kiln 

Basic scenario 50% 50% 

Sensitivity analysis 1 0% 100% 

Sensitivity analysis 2 100% 0% 

For small-scale events the 100% of the PP-cups are collected in grey-bins and 
directly transported to the municipal waste incinerator (including the PP-cup waste 
that is collected as litter at the event side). 

A- Grate furnace - MSWI 

The waste treatment system that is used in the basic scenario is an integrated 
system that complies with the current environmental legislation and the new 
European incineration directive (Vrancken K. et al., 2001 and Torfs R. et al., 2005). 
The basic technology is a grate furnace with reciprocating grates, energy recovery, 
and bottom ash treatment. Trucks deliver the waste material in bulk. They transport 
the waste to a waste reception hall and tip their loads in the bunker. A crane 
operator carefully spreads the waste supplied over the bunker as efficient mixing 
provides ideal incineration. The waste from the bunker is filled in the feeding chutes 
at a controlled rate. The waste drops from the chutes onto push and feed tables, 
which spread it over the moving incineration grates. Primary air is blown by fans 
into the areas below the grate, where its distribution can be closely controlled. This 
primary air is taken from the waste bunker. To secure complete incineration 
secondary air is blown into the incineration chamber.  
The installed flue gas cleaning system consist of a semi-wet DeSOx-process, 
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injection of activated carbon and  a fabric filter. NOx emissions are reduced by a 
selective catalytic reduction. The reduction agent is ammonia. It is mixed with air 
and added to the flue-gasses. The flue-gasses are then passed over a catalyst.  
The heat generated by the incineration process is fed to a steam boiler, which is 
integrated in the furnace. The steam is expanded in a turbine to produce electricity. 
The system uses oil, natural gas and electricity to start-up.  
During the incineration different types of residues are formed: bottom ashes, fly 
ashes and reaction products. The incineration ashes are treated in various cut, 
sieve and wash units. A robust bar sieve first separates the large pieces of metal 
and stones. A rotary sieve then separates other large pieces, which are de-ironed 
and sent back to the grate incinerator. The ashes are then separated into three 
fractions in the wash and sieve unit. Ferrous separators retrieve the iron from the 
two largest fractions. A non-ferrous separator retrieves mainly aluminium. The inert 
fraction is converted into granules, which are used as secondary materials in 
construction. The smallest fraction is dehydrated and deposited in a landfill class 1 
site. The boiler ashes and reaction residues are disposed on a category 1 landfill 
site. Before disposal the reaction residues are solidified. The ferrous and non 
ferrous fraction can go to recycling. 

B- Cement kiln 

The main purpose of the cement kiln is making clinkers (sinter process) and 
cement (mixing the crushed clinker with other components like fly ashes, slags, 
gypsum, etc.). The kiln has not the same function as the MSWI. The function of the 
MSWI is to burn waste. The function of the clinker kiln is to make clinkers. However 
today the cement kilns use, besides fossil fuels and primary raw materials, also a 
mixture of a lot of rest streams (like for instance: tires, plastic waste, animal meal, 
etc.) for both fuel replacement as well as raw materials replacement. The PP-waste 
(with a calorific value comparable to fossil fuels) is an excellent secondary fuel that 
can replace fossil fuels for the kiln operations. 

1.6.14.2 Cost data 
As mentioned above (see paragraph 1.6.13.2), these waste treatment costs make 
part of the contract with a waste collector. PP-cups are to be collected together 
with the rest waste. 

For large-scale festivals, this waste stream is collected by a professional waste 
collector, which transports the waste to the waste treatment facility. The costs they 
charge for this waste collection relate to the transport as well as to the treatment. 
For standard rest waste, this variable cost is found to be 150€ per tonne. This cost 
is taken from the data inventory survey answers from both organisers and 
professional waste transporters. 
As commented in paragraph 0, one waste collector organization offered a special 
type of contract for “restival” at cheaper rates, because it could be transported to a 
cement kiln. One-way PP-cups are an excellent example for this waste type. The 
experiment showed however that special attention should be paid to the correct 
waste collection, because the waste streams need to be clean enough to be 
incinerated in such a cement facility (90-95% purity). Therefore we assume that 1 
volunteer is needed per waste collection point in order to take care of the correct 
waste separation by the visitors. We assume that a large festival needs one central 
waste collection point per 25.000 visitors. These assumptions are based on the 
practical experience of festival organizers. The variable cost of transport and waste 
treatment of rest waste in a cement kiln is found to be 125€ per tonne. This cost is 
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taken from the data inventory survey answers from both organizers and 
professional waste transporters. 

For small-scale events, mostly the used PP-cups are collected in rest waste 
containers. As mentioned above (see paragraph 1.6.13.2), these containers are 
collected by interurban organisations, and all end up in a MSW incinerator. The 
costs for this waste stream (collection and treatment) are largely the same as for 
commercial waste collecting organisations: 150€ per tonne. 
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1.7 Inventory data for one-way cup in PE-coated 
cardboard
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1.7.1 Introduction 

Like for the PP-cups, the cardboard cups with PE-coating are only used once. We 
don’t dispose of many specific data for the cardboard cups since this type of cup is 
only used in limited amounts at events. We assume a one-layer PE-coating (only 
on the inside). 

For a correct comparison we assume that the 25 cl drinking volume is also 
representative for this type of cup. In relation to the functional unit this means 400 
cups for 400 consumptions (0.25 cl drinking volume cups which corresponds to 28 
cl total volume). 

1.7.2 Production of cardboard (3.1) 

1.7.2.1 Process description 
Drinking cups are made of solid bleached board (SBB). We have received specific 
data for the production of SBB in Scandinavian countries from the KCL-database. 
We checked this data set with the data for the production of SBB in our database. 
This resulted in insignificant differences on eco-indicator level, however with 
significant differences on the level of individual damage categories. These 
differences are for a large part caused by the different energy carriers and other 
transport steps. 

Because the drinking cups for Flanders are not only produced in Scandinavia but 
also in other European countries, we use the data set that reflects the European 
situation.

1.7.2.2 Cost data 
The cardboard production cost is one essential element of the price the festival 
organizers pay for the cups. This cost is therefore integrated into that cup price 
(see paragraph 1.7.11.2). The exact share of these costs in the cup price is not 
known, because the producers treat it as confident information in the data inventory 
survey. 

1.7.3 Production of PE coating layer (3.2) 

1.7.3.1 Process description 
The cardboard cup is coated with a layer of LDPE. In this process step the 
production of the LDPE-film (not the coating process itself) is taken into account. 

1.7.3.2 Cost data 
The PE granules production cost is one essential element of the price the festival 
organizers pay for the cups. This cost is therefore integrated into that cup price 
(see paragraph 1.7.11.2). The exact share of these costs in the cup price is not 
known, because the producers treat it as confident information in the data inventory 
survey. 
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1.7.4 Transport to producer of PE-coated cardboard cups (3.3) 

1.7.4.1 Process description 
The paper and PE-film are transported from the respective production facilities to 
the company where the cups are produced. We don’t have data on the production 
sites of this type of cups, but we assume the same average distance (based on 
European scale) and transportation modes for transport of the paper and PE-film to 
the cup production facility as for the PC and the PP-cups. 

1.7.4.2 Cost data 
This transport cost is only one element of the price the festival organizers pay for 
the cups. This cost is therefore integrated into that cup price (see paragraph 
1.7.11.2). The exact share of these costs in the cup price is not known, because 
the producer’s exact price composition is treated as confident information in the 
data inventory survey answers. 

1.7.5 Production of PE-coated cardboard cups (3.4) 

1.7.5.1 Process description 
The paperboard and PE-film are transformed into cups with a PE-coating. The PE-
coating is used to make the paperboard “waterproof”. On average the PE-coating 
accounts for 5% of the total weight of the cup. 

We have found no general data in literature or in databases on the production of 
cardboard cups. We only have specific data delivered to us by a producer of 
cardboard cups.  

We study the 25 cl drinking volume cup, with a total volume of 28 cl. We don’t have 
specific data from distributors to check this, but the 25 cl drinking volume proves to 
be representative for the other 3 cup types and therefore it is logical (also in the 
framework of the comparison) to use the same volume of cup. 

From a producer of cups we know that a 25 cl drinking volume cup weighs 7.7 g (of 
which 0.385 g PE-coating). This is the weight of a printed cup. Since the weight of 
the print is negligible compared to the weight of the naked cup (0.16E-3 g 
print/cup), we calculate further with 7.7 g per cup (irrespective of the print). 

1.7.5.2 Cost data 
The PE-coated cardboard cup production cost is an important element of the price 
the festival organizers pay for these cups. This cost is therefore integrated into the 
overall cup price (see paragraph 1.7.11.2). The exact share of these costs in the 
cup price is not known, because cup producers treat it as confident information in 
their data inventory survey answers. 
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1.7.6 Printing of PE-coated cardboard cups (3.5) 

1.7.6.1 Process description 
The cardboard cups differ from the other type of cups because they are usually full 
color printed while the other cups only have a small print (logo, event) on their 
outside. 

We have company-specific data on the printing of the PE-coated cardboard cups. 
The printing on this type of cups requires another technology than the other 3 
types, being flexoprinting. 

1.7.6.2 Cost data 
The printing of PE-coated cardboard cups is another cost element of the price the 
festival organizers pay for these cups. This price is most often separated from the 
cup price itself and treated as an additional cost. This additional cost mostly 
constitutes of a fixed amount + a variable cost per cup (dependent on the number 
of cups that need to be printed). 

In practice, all PE-coated cardboard cups are printed with the brewer’s logo (e.g. 
Coca cola), in order to promote his drinks. The printing costs are therefore not paid 
for by the festival organizers, and the price paid for printing is not included into the 
cup price. If the organizer’s logo would be printed, the printing cost is of course 
included. As we don’t have any examples of this practice in Flanders, this option is 
not retained. 

1.7.7 Packing of PE-coated cardboard cups (3.6) 

1.7.7.1 Process description 
As already mentioned in par. 0 we will use specific data for the 4 types of cups. 
The cardboard cups are packed per 50 in a PE-film (6.3 g) and transported in 
cardboard boxes (one box weighs 839 g and contains 20 packs) to the clients. 

1.7.7.2 Cost data 
The PE-coated cardboard cup packing cost is another element of the price the 
festival organizers pay for these cups. This cost is therefore integrated into that cup 
price (see paragraph 1.7.11.2). The exact share of these costs in the cup price is 
not known, because the cost distribution is treated as confident information in the 
data inventory survey answers. 

1.7.8 Transport of PE-coated cardboard cups to distributor (3.7) 

1.7.8.1 Process description 
The packed and printed cardboard cups are transported from the production facility 
to the distributor of the cups (in Flanders). For the cardboard cups the distributor is 
in most cases a brewery (soft drinks only) or a sales organization.  
As already explained in par. 0 we will use the same distance for transport of cups 
from the production facility to the distributor for the 4 types of cups. For more 
details on this process step is referred to par. 0. 
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1.7.8.2 Cost data 
The PE-coated cardboard cup transport cost is only a small element of the price 
the festival organizers pay for these cups. This cost is therefore integrated into that 
cup price (see paragraph 1.7.11.2). The exact share of these costs in the cup price 
is not known, because the price composition is treated as confident information in 
the data inventory survey answers. 

1.7.9 Storage of PE-coated cardboard cups at distributor (3.8) 

1.7.9.1 Process description 
Like all one-way cups the cardboard cups only have to be stored once before the 
event. Therefore, no specific storage or transport packaging is needed. The 
cardboard cups are stored, if necessary, in the packaging in which they are 
delivered from the production facility (PE-film and cardboard box). No 
environmental impacts must be taken into account for this process step. 

1.7.9.2 Cost data 
The storage of PE-coated cardboard cups at the distributor’s site is another, tiny 
element of the price the festival organizers pay for these cups. This cost is 
therefore integrated into that cup price (see paragraph 1.7.11.2). The exact share 
of these costs in the cup price is not known, because the price composition is 
treated as confident information in the data inventory survey answers. 

1.7.10 Transport of PE-coated cardboard cups to event/consumer (3.9) 

1.7.10.1 Process description 
The cardboard-cups must be transported from the storage facility to the event site. 
As for the PP-cups the cardboard cups are usually stored not far from the event 
site, so the transport distance is short.  

We assume the same transport distance between the storage facility and the event 
site for all types of cups, and for small-scale as well as large-scale events.  

Like for the PP-cups, a back-up amount of cups is requested by event organizers. 
More cups need to be transported than those needed for the functional unit. Based 
on inquiries of event organizers, we count with an average back-up amount of 25% 
(same as PP-cups). 

1.7.10.2 Cost data 
The transport of PE-coated cardboard cups to the festival site is a last element of 
which the price the festival organizers pay for these cups is constituted. Mostly, this 
cost is included into the transport cost a brewer charges for his drink transport. If 
this transport cost is charged separately, then the cup transport cost can be 
calculated as the entire transport cost multiplied by the mass ratio between the 
drinks and the cups. 
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This mass ratio can be estimated, because approximately one cardboard cup (10 
gram) per 25 cl drink (250 gram) is supplied; the back-up amount of cups (25%) is 
compensated for by a back-up amount of drinks. If we neglect the weight of the 
drink barrels, this ratio is about 10/260. The total transport cost is assumed as 
before: 0,625€ per kilometer (one-way), and the total distance is 50 kilometers. 

In analogy with the computation of PC- and PP-cups, we assume the total transport 
cost (beer + cups) to amount to 200€ + 21% VAT. Large festivals are assumed to 
need cups for 50.000 visitors on average, small festivals for 3500 visitors. 

1.7.11 Serving beer and soft drinks (3.10) 

1.7.11.1 Process description 
Finally the cups are used on events to serve the drinks. PE-coated cardboard cups 
can only be used once, so no washing is needed. During the consumption phase 
no environmental impacts are taken into account. The waste that is released during 
events and that is directly related to the drinking cups (cups and packaging) is 
taken into account in individual process phases and is only quantified in this step. 

The PE-coated cardboard cups differ from the other type of cups since cardboard 
cups can only be used for soft drinks or coffee, not for beer. This implies that an 
event organizer can’t use only PE-coated cardboard cups on his event. In the 
analysis however, we will assume a 100% input of cardboard cups in order to make 
a clear comparison. 

In this life cycle phase the packaging waste of the cups is released and treated in a 
waste treatment facility (recycling for cardboard, incineration for PE-film). 

1.7.11.2 Cost data 
For a festival organizer, the price paid for the PE-coated cardboard cups would be 
an important cost factor. In this price, all production costs are included (see 
previous paragraphs), as well as a profit margin. 

However, in practice, in Flanders not a single festival organizer uses these kind op 
cups. We therefore have to assume a plausible scenario in which these cardboard 
cups are used. As it also deals with one-way cups, we mostly have chosen to make 
an analogy with the PP-cups (see chapter 0). 

The cardboard cup price the organizer pays is assumed to be part of a package 
deal that has been negotiated with the brewer. In that case, it is often impossible to 
distinguish between the real price of the cups and drinks and the commercial 
discounts granted by the brewer. The total price of the cups is therefore assessed 
by a producer of cups as being 2.5 times the price of PP-cups: 0.046€ per cup. 
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1.7.12 Transport of surplus PE-coated cardboard cups back to 
distributor (3.11) 

1.7.12.1 Process description 
When the event is finished the 25% surplus of cups must be transported back to 
the distributor. This transport is done with a small truck since the surplus amount is 
not much.

1.7.12.2 Cost data 
Brewer’s mostly take back all unused PE-coated cardboard cups, without charging 
a cost. This transport is conveniently combined with the transport of the serving 
installation and the remainder of the drinks that have not been consumed. 

Here again, mostly, the costs are included into the transport cost a brewer charges 
for his drink transport. The cardboard cup transport cost can be calculated as the 
entire transport cost multiplied by the mass ratio between the drinks and the cups 
(10/260). As before, the total transport cost amounts to 200 € + 21% VAT. 

1.7.13 Collection of used PE-coated cardboard cups (3.12) 

1.7.13.1 Process description 
The introduction of one-way PE-coated cardboard cups during an event requires a 
system for the collection and management of these cups. Because the these cups 
can be only used once, the waste stream is much larger than the final waste 
streams of fallen out PC-cups for example. 

Since no specific data were available for the PE-coated cardboard cups, for large-
scale events we appealed to specific data inventory surveys for the PP-cups. 
According to these surveys special waste collection systems were created at the 
event side. Finally the used PE-coated cardboard cups are depleted in press 
containers by volunteers at the event. After the event these containers are 
collected by a commercial waste collection organization. 

For small-scale events, we assume that the PE-coated cardboard cups are 
collected in the grey bins (MSW). The collection is done by volunteers at the event. 
After the event these grey bags are collected by a municipal waste truck (see 
transport scenario at par.0).  

In the case of the PC-cups, part of the non-returned PC-cups is taken home 
(collectors item) and finally end in an MSWI. This is not considered for the one-way 
PE-coated cardboard cups because this does not (or in negligible amount) take 
place in practice. One-way cups are too fragile to clean thoroughly, to use them 
more often and as such these cups are not a collectors item. 

1.7.13.2 Cost data 
In order to be comparable with the similar waste stream of PP-cups, and because 
no practical examples exist in Flanders for using these cardboard cups in a festival, 
we made the same assumptions as for these PP-cups. 

For large-scale events the use of one-way PE-coated cardboard cups during an 
event requires that a system for the collection and management of these cups must 
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be set up. Like the PP-cups, this implies the necessary staff (volunteers + 
professionals) to collect all waste during and after the event. 
In analogy with the PP-cups (see paragraph 1.6.12.2), the costs for the collection 
of used cups during and after the event amount to about 0,032€ per visitor. 

For small-scale events the cardboard cups are collected by volunteers in grey-bins 
that are dumped in large containers of 1100 litres. Again, analogously to the PP-
cups (see paragraph 1.6.12.2), the costs for the collection of used cups during and 
after the event amount to about 0,0045€ per cup. 

The collection of street litter, too, can be assumed to pass off similarly to the PP-
cups (see paragraph 1.6.12.2). 

1.7.14 Transport of used PE-coated cardboard cups to waste 
processing (3.13) 

1.7.14.1 Process description 
Since the event organisers and the waste collection organisations did not have 
experiences with the collection and transportation of used PE-coated cardboard 
cups, some assumptions have been made. For both small-scale as well as large-
scale events the transportation scenarios that are used for the PP-cups are also 
applied for the PE-coated cardboard-cups (see par.0).  

For a detailed overview of the transportation distances in combination with the 
corresponding transportation modes and the amounts of PE-coated cardboard 
waste that have to be transported we refer to 1.3. 

1.7.14.2 Cost data 
For large-scale events the cost is a part of the contract that is concluded with a 
professional waste collector. It normally comprises both the transport of waste from 
the festival site to the waste treatment facility and the waste treatment itself. These 
costs are therefore included into the cost of the entire contract: waste transport and 
treatment (see paragraph 1.7.15.2). 

For small-scale events the cost is related to the transportation of the containers of 
rest waste to the MSW treatment facility. This transport is normally performed by 
interurban organizations. The costs they charge for the waste transport always 
include the waste treatment cost. These transportation costs are therefore included 
in the waste treatment costs (see paragraph 1.7.15.2). 

1.7.15 EOL scenario of PE-coated cardboard cups (3.14) 

1.7.15.1 Process description 
Since we learnt from the event organisers that the PE-coated cardboard cups is an 
alternative which is not often used for serving beer or soft drinks, they have less 
experiences with these cups. This means that less information is available, also for 
the EOL scenario. Therefore we made the assumption that these kind of cups are 
treated in the same way as the PP-cups. PE-coated cardboard cups also have a 
relatively high calorific value (application in cement kiln) and can be easily 
incinerated in a special waste incinerator (MSWI). For the PP-cups, from the 
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current practice in Flanders we learnt that for large-scale events the waste of PP-
cups can be treated both in a waste incinerator as well as in a cement kiln.  

From the current practice in Flanders we learnt that for large-scale events the 
waste of PP-cups can be treated both in a waste incinerator as well as in a cement 
kiln. However from this year (2005) on the application in the cement kiln is limited, 
because the waste stream is often not clean enough to be incinerated in the 
cement kiln (too much organic waste). This limitation also counts for the PE-coated 
cardboard cups that can be treated in the cement kiln. The treatment of the PE-
coated cardboard cup waste in the kiln is therefore strongly dependent on the total 
amount of PE-coated cardboard cup waste that is released. This in turn is strongly 
related to the amount of PE-coated cardboard cups that is used at the festivals. It is 
therefore not straightforward to put figures on ratio of PE-coated cardboard cups 
that will be treated in the kiln and in the MSWI. Since no official figures could be 
found about the ratio, we assumed for the basic scenario that 50% will be treated in 
the MSWI (including the PE-coated cardboard cup waste that is collected as litter 
at the event side) and 50% in the cement kiln. Two sensitivity analyses will be 
performed to evaluate the influence on the results when this proportion is changed. 

EOL scenario PE-
coated cardboard cups 
(large-scale events)

MSWI Cement kiln 

Basic scenario 50% 50% 

Sensitivity analysis 1 0% 100% 

Sensitivity analysis 2 100% 0% 

Analogously to the PP-cups for small-scale events the 100% of the PE-coated 
cardboard cups will be collected in grey-bins and directly transported to the waste 
incinerator. This includes also the amount of PE-coated cardboard cups that is 
collected as litter at the event side. 

For a specific process description of either the waste incinerator as well as the 
cement kiln we refer to paragraph 0. 

1.7.15.2 Cost data 
As mentioned above (see paragraph 1.7.14.2), these waste treatment costs make 
part of the contract with a waste collector. PE-coated cardboard cups are to be 
collected together with the rest waste. The assumptions made here as similar to 
the assumptions for PP-cups (see paragraph 1.6.14.2). 

For large-scale festivals, the costs are found to be 150€ per tonne for the 50% 
waste stream going to MSW incinerators. The other 50% is the “restival” waste 
stream of 125€ per tonne. 

For small-scale events, mostly the used cups are collected in rest waste 
containers. As mentioned above (see paragraph 1.7.14.2), these containers are 
collected by interurban organizations, and all end up in a MSW incinerator. The 
costs for this waste stream (collection and treatment) are largely the same as for 
commercial waste collecting organisations: 150€ per tonne. 
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1.8 Inventory data for one-way compostable cup in 
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1.8.1 Introduction 

PLA-cups are one-way cups. The inquiry showed that all PLA-cups that are used in 
Flanders (Alken-Maes, Folk Dranouter, Pukkelpop, Mano Mundo) are 25 cl drinking 
volume cups. This implies that 400 cups are needed for 400 consumptions of 25 cl 
(100 liter is defined in the functional unit).  

1.8.2 Production of PLA-pellets (4.1) 

1.8.2.1 Process description 
The production process of PLA starts with corn (alternatives: rice, sugar beets, …). 
Starch is produced by means of photosynthesis. After the harvesting of the corn, it 
is transported to the corn wet mill to separate the starch. Via enzymatic hydrolysis 
the starch is converted into dextrose, which is at his turn fermented into lactic acid.  
To produce the PLA a polymerization takes place via prepolymer and lactide. 
Cargill Dow uses a ring-opening polymerisation through the lactide intermediate. In 
the first step of the process water is removed under mild conditions to produce a 
lower molecular weight prepolymer. This prepolymer is then catalytically 
depolymerised to form a cyclic intermediate dimer (lactide) which is then purified to 
polymer grade using distillation. The purified lactide is polymerized in a solvent free 
ring-opening polymerization and processed into PLA pellets. A process tree of the 
PLA-production is shown in the figure below. 

The fermentation and the PLA production facility, as located in Blair Nebraska, are 
the most important. They were started up in respectively 2002 and 2001. This 
means that the production of PLA is still in its 'starting up' phase compared with the 
traditional polymers. In this study we analyse today’s situation and as such we will 
use the data for the production of PLA as it is today.  
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However since Natureworks sees significant improvements also for the short term, 
we will take the improved production process of PLA in the near future (2008) into 
account in a sensitivity analysis. This new-generation PLA is called PLA HLa GenII. 
The largest difference between PLA1 (actual situation) and PLA HLa GenII is the 
use of a second generation fermentation process, which results in significant 
improvements.  

1.8.1.2 Cost data 
The PLA pellets production cost is one essential element of the price the festival 
organizers pay for the cups. This cost is therefore integrated into that cup price 
(see paragraph 1.8.9.2). The exact share of these costs in the cup price is not 
known, because the producers treat their price composition as confident 
information in the data inventory survey. 

1.8.2 Transport to producer of PLA-cups (4.2) 

1.8.2.1 Process description 
At this moment only one PLA-production plant exists and is situated in Blair 
Nebraska. For the other alternatives we used the same transport distance (100 km) 
because all relevant granules are produced all over Europe. In the case of PLA we 
take the real distance Blair Nebraska – Europe into account, because that is the 
current situation.  

However, we will also perform a sensitivity analysis where we look at a future 
scenario in which PLA is produced in Europe. Then we use the same transport 
distance for PLA as for the other granules (100 km).  
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1.8.2.2 Cost data 
This transport cost is only one element of the price the festival organizers pay for 
the cups. This cost is therefore integrated into that cup price (see paragraph 
1.8.9.2). The exact share of these costs in the cup price is not known, because the 
producer’s exact price composition is treated as confident information in the data 
inventory survey answers. Until now only one PLA-pellet production plant exist, in 
the United States. In the future, when a European PLA pellet plant is built, these 
costs will go down, resulting in a probable price decrease for the PLA-cups. 

1.8.3 Production of PLA-cups (4.3) 

1.8.3.1 Process description 
The inquiry of distributors and event organizers has shown that the 25-cl drinking 
volume cup is the most representative for Flanders (Alken-Maes, Folk Dranouter, 
Pukkelpop, Mano Mundo).  

PLA-cups are produced by means of thermoforming, like the PP-cups. We have 
some company-specific data on the production of PLA-cups and have checked 
these with the dataset for thermoforming in our database. 

One PLA-cup with a drinking volume of 25 cl weighs 6.5 g. This is the weight of a 
printed cup. Since the weight of the print is negligible compared to the weight of the 
naked cup (0.16E-3 g print/cup), we calculate further with 6.5 g per cup 
(irrespective of the print). Cup producers expect this weight to decrease (to 5.5 g) 
by 2006. Therefore we will include this lower weight of the PLA-cups in a sensitivity 
analysis for the future scenario of PLA. 

1.8.3.2 Cost data 
The PLA-cup production cost is an important element of the price the festival 
organizers pay for these cups. This cost is therefore integrated into the overall cup 
price (see paragraph 1.8.9.2). The exact share of these costs in the cup price is not 
known, because cup producers treat their cost distribution as confident information 
in answering the data inventory surveys. 

1.8.4 Printing of PLA-cups (4.4) 

1.8.4.1 Process description 
For PLA-cups there is no difference between small-scale and large-scale events for 
what regards the print. PLA-cups are in general printed with the logo of the sponsor 
(brewery) and also a clear statement that the cup is made of PLA. 

As already discussed in the previous chapters (par. 0) the type of print mainly 
depends on the type of event in combination with other factors. Except for the 
cardboard cup, all cups can be printed using the same technology and type of ink. 
We will use the same data for printing of PC-, PP- and PLA-cups, for printing of 
cardboard cups a different technology (and as such other data) is needed. 
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1.8.4.2 Cost data 
The printing of PLA-cups is an important cost element of the price the festival 
organizers pay for these cups. This price is most often separated from the cup 
price itself and treated as an additional cost. This additional cost mostly constitutes 
of a fixed amount + a variable cost per cup (dependent on the number of cups that 
need to be printed). 

Up till now, like the PP-cups, the brewer’s logo has always been printed on the 
cups in order to promote his beer, no logo of the festival itself was printed. The 
printing costs are therefore not paid for by the festival organizers and not included 
into the cup price. If the organizer’s logo would be printed, the printing cost is of 
course included. 

1.8.5 Packing of PLA-cups (4.5) 

1.8.5.1 Process description 
We will use specific data for the packaging of the 4 types of cups. Data are based 
on company-specific information. 70 PLA-cups are packed in a PE-film (3 g) and 
transported in cardboard boxes (one box weighs 1347 g and contains 30 packs) to 
the clients. 

1.8.5.2 Cost data 
The PLA-cup packing cost is another element of the price the festival organizers 
pay for these cups. This cost is therefore integrated into that cup price (see 
paragraph 1.8.9.2). The exact share of these costs in the cup price is not known, 
because the producer’s cost distribution is treated as confident information in the 
data inventory survey answers. 

1.8.6 Transport of PLA-cups to distributor (4.6) 

1.8.6.1 Process description 
The packed and printed PLA-cups are transported from the production facility to 
the distributor of the cups (in Flanders). At this moment there is only one producer 
of PLA-cups (Huhtamaki) and one distributor of PLA-cups in Flanders (Alken-
Maes). We assume the same situation and thus the same transport distance as for 
the other type of cups. For more details on this process step is referred to par. 0. 

1.8.6.2 Cost data 
The PLA-cup transport cost is only a small element of the price the festival 
organizers pay for these cups. This cost is integrated into that cup price (see 
paragraph 1.8.9.2). The exact share of these costs in the cup price is not known, 
because the producer’s price composition is treated as confident information in the 
data inventory survey answers. 
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1.8.7 Storage of PLA-cups at distributor (4.7) 

1.8.7.1 Process description 
Like all one-way cups the PLA-cups only have to be stored once before the event. 
Therefore, no specific storage or transport packaging is needed. The PLA-cups are 
stored, if necessary, in the packaging in which they are delivered from the 
production facility (PE-film and cardboard box). No environmental impacts must be 
taken into account for this process step. 

1.8.7.2 Cost data 
The storage of PLA-cups at the distributor’s site is another, tiny element of the 
price the festival organizers pay for these cups. This cost is therefore integrated 
into that cup price (see paragraph 1.8.9.2). The exact share of these costs in the 
cup price is not disclosed, because the cup price composition is treated as 
confident information in the data inventory survey answers. 

1.8.8 Transport of PLA-cups to event/consumer (4.8) 

1.8.8.1 Process description 
The PLA-cups must be transported from the storage facility to the event site. We 
assume the same transport distance between the storage facility and the event site 
for all types of cups, and for small-scale as well as large-scale events.  

Like for the PP-cups, a back-up amount of cups is requested by event organizers. 
More cups need to be transported than those needed for the functional unit. Based 
on inquiries of event organizers, we count with an average back-up amount of 25% 
(same as PP-cups). In relation to the functional unit this amounts to 100 extra PLA-
cups (718.39 g incl. packaging). 

1.8.8.2 Cost data 
The transport of PLA-cups to the festival site is a last element of which the price 
the festival organizers pay for these cups is constituted. Mostly, this cost is 
included into the transport cost a brewer charges for his drink transport. If this 
transport cost is charged separately, then the cup transport cost can be calculated 
as the entire transport cost multiplied by the mass ratio between the drinks and the 
cups. 

This mass ratio can be estimated, because approximately one PLA-cup (6,55 
gram) per 25 cl drink (250 gram) is supplied; the back-up amount of cups (25%) is 
compensated for by a back-up amount of drinks. If we neglect the weight of the 
drink barrels, this ratio is about 6,55/256,55. The total transport cost is assumed as 
before: 0,625€ per kilometer (one-way), and the total distance is 50 kilometers. 

If this transport cost is not charged separately, then it is included into the price of 
the cups itself (see paragraph 1.8.9.2). 
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1.8.9 Event- Use phase (4.9) 

1.8.9.1 Process description 
Finally the PLA-cups are used on events to serve the drinks. PLA-cups can only be 
used once, so no washing is needed. During the consumption phase no 
environmental impacts are taken into account.  

In this phase the packaging waste that is directly related to the drinking cups is 
released and goes to a waste treatment facility (incineration for PE-film, recycling 
for cardboard). 

1.8.9.2 Cost data 
For a festival organizer, the price paid for the PLA-cups is an important cost factor. 
In this price, all production costs are included (see previous paragraphs), as well as 
a profit margin for the producer and the distributor. 

The PLA-cup price the organizer pays is sometimes part of a package deal that 
has been negotiated with the brewer. In that case, it is often impossible to 
distinguish between the real price of the cups and drinks and the commercial 
discounts granted by the brewer. In the particular case of PLA-cups, this cup price 
is charged separately and amounts to 0,028€ per cup. This information is the 
average from two data inventory survey answers from festival organizers in 2005 
for large festivals (120.000 and 700.000 cups respectively). This price closely 
matches the brewer’s (confidential) information on the cup’s cost. 

Up till the end of the inventory phase of this study, no Flemish examples exist from 
small festivals using these PLA-cups. Therefore, the same price as above is used. 

1.8.10 Transport of surplus PLA-cups back to distributor (4.10) 

1.8.10.1 Process description 
When the event is finished the surplus of cups must be transported back to the 
distributor. This surplus amount is usually small, so a 16-tonne truck or 3.5-tonne 
van is chosen for this transport step (similar to PP- and cardboard cups). 

1.8.10.2 Cost data 
Brewers mostly take back all unused one-way cups, without charging a cost; this 
also holds for the particular case of PLA-cups. This transport is conveniently 
combined with the transport of the serving installation and the remainder of the 
drinks that have not been consumed. 

Here again, mostly, the costs are included into the transport cost a brewer charges 
for his drink transport. The cup transport cost can be calculated as the entire 
transport cost multiplied by the mass ratio between the drinks and the cups 
(6,55/256,55). As before, the transport cost amounts to 200 € + 21% VAT. 
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1.8.11 Selective collection of used PLA-cups (4.11) 

1.8.11.1 Process description 
For both small-scale as well as large-scale events the introduction of one-way PLA-
cups requires a good system for collection and management at the event side. The 
used PLA-cups are collected on special waste islands (composting containers), 
where special bags for used PLA-cups are available. This requires the necessary 
staff to manage the PLA waste collection at the event side. 
Although it is made clear and visible to the visitors of the festival that they have to 
throw away the used PLA-cups in special PLA waste bags at the waste islands, 
some cups will eventually end in the rest fraction container. It concerns the PLA-
cups that are thrown away together with waste from non-compostable materials 
(directly in the rest fraction waste bag) on the one hand; and the PLA-cups that are 
thrown on to the ground and collected as litter, on the other hand. We assumed the 
amount of non-selectively collected PLA-cups to be the same for small-scale as 
well as large scale events.  

According to the current practice in Flanders, up till now, the selectively collected 
PLA-cups have only being treated in composting facilities. For these cups the 
composting process has been considered, and this for both the small-scale events 
as well as the large-scale events. In a sensitivity analysis the influence of the 
treatment of the used PLA-cups in an anaerobic process (absence of air) can be 
evaluated (see par.0).  
Composting demands a very clean PLA stream (only compostable materials, no 
other plastics). Therefore the waste collection staff has to be clearly briefed to 
distinguish between PLA-waste and other waste stream. The used PLA-cups are 
eventually carried over from the special waste islands to special closed containers 
at the event. In these containers the used PLA-cups come together with other 
compostable waste from the event (e.g. GFT waste). 
Remark: according to one specific data survey received from a composting facility 
that has treated the used PLA-cups from a specific event, the PLA-cups were piled 
up at delivery. The owner of the composting installation reported that this was 
hindering a complete composting process of the cups (after the first composting 
phase still complete cups were found back). 

The PLA-cups that are thrown away together with waste from non-compostable 
materials and the PLA-cups that are thrown on to the ground and collected as litter, 
are collected together with the other rest fraction of waste flows at the event. For 
these cups the incineration in a MSWI has been considered, and this for both the 
small-scale events as well as the large-scale events.

In the case of the PC-cups, part of the non-returned PC-cups is taken home 
(collectors item) and finally ends in an MSWI. This is not considered for the one-
way PLA-cups because this does not (or in negligible amount) take place in 
practice. One-way cups are too fragile to clean thoroughly, to use them more often 
and as such these cups are not a collector’s item. 

1.8.11.2 Cost data 
The introduction of one-way PLA-cups during an event requires that a system for 
the collection and management of these cups must be set up similar to the PP-
cups. This requires the necessary staff (volunteers + professionals) to collect all 
waste. But unlike for PP, this waste collection staff has to be clearly briefed to 
distinguish between PLA-waste and all other waste. After all, only if the PLA-
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stream is clean enough, it can be sent to a composting installation, which is much 
cheaper than the treatment of the rest waste (see paragraph 1.8.13.2). 

Because the volunteers need to take up communication tasks as well, the 
collection costs of used PLA-cups during the festival are somewhat higher than for 
other streams: e.g. two volunteers per 5.000 visitors. The collection after the 
festival does not differ much between small and large festivals. For both, the 
festival site waste collection can not be performed selectively, and is therefore 
assumed to be similar to the collection of the used PP- and PE-cups. PLA-cups 
from street litter can neither be collected selectively (see paragraph 1.6.12.2); they 
are therefore added to the rest waste stream. 

1.8.12 Transport of used PLA-cups to waste processing (4.12) 

1.8.12.1 Process description 
Selectively collected PLA waste stream => to composting installation
For most events where the PLA-cup is introduced, the containers in which the PLA 
and GFT waste are selectively collected are directly transported from the event 
side to the composting installation. They are transported over an average distance 
of 50 km by a special truck that is equipped with a special loading grab for 
containers. Very few time these containers are first transported to a waste 
collection organization for transshipment and then to a composting installation. In 
the reference scenario one single and direct transportation step is included (50 km 
by truck). This scenario is taken into account for both small-scale events as well as 
large scale events.

PLA waste stream via litter and rest fraction => to MSWI
For large-scale events the PLA-cups are thrown onto the ground (litter) or in the 
non-compostable rest fraction waste bags are finally brought into containers at the 
event side (kind of mini container park). After the event these containers are 
collected by a special waste collection organization. According to surveys from 
special waste collection organizations, the rest fraction waste will be transported 
(truck with special loading grab) over an average distance of 15 km to a special 
waste collection organizer for transshipment. After transshipment the waste is 
transported to an incineration plant (grate furnace) and this over an average 
estimated distance of 50 km by truck.  
For small-scale events, we assume that these non-selectively collected PLA-cups 
(litter and wrong waste bag, more specifically the bag of the non-compostable 
waste) are finally collected in grey bags that are used for municipal solid waste 
(MSW). The collection is done by volunteers at the event. All the PLA-cup waste 
that eventually ends up in the grey bags are collected by a municipal waste truck. 
This truck directly transports the waste to a special MSW incinerator over an 
average estimated distance of 50 km.

For a detailed overview of the transportation distances in combination with the 
corresponding transportation modes and the amounts of PE-coated cardboard 
waste that have to be transported we refer to paragraph 1.3.

1.8.12.2 Cost data 
For both large- and small-scale events, this cost is a part of the contract that is 
concluded with a professional waste collector or an interurban waste organization. 
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It normally comprises both the transport of waste from the festival site to the waste 
treatment facility and the waste treatment itself (see paragraph 1.8.13.2). 

1.8.13 EOL scenario of compostable one-way PLA-cups (4.13) 

1.8.13.1 Process description 

Since no official figures could be found about the ratio of used PLA-cups that 
actually are composted versus the PLA-cups that are thrown away on the festival 
field or in the wrong waste container and finally end up as rest fraction waste, we 
therefore assumed for the basic scenario that 50% will be treated in a composting 
facility and 50% in a MSWI (the PLA-cups collected together with the litter or found 
back in the rest fraction containers or bags). A sensitivity analysis will be performed 
to evaluate the influence on the results when this proportion is changed. 

In a second sensitivity analysis the influence of the treatment of the selectively 
collected PLA-cups in an installation for anaerobic digestion will be evaluated 
(future scenario). To do this data from OWS will used (DRANCO installation 
exploited by Igean, Brecht, B). 

EOL scenario PLA-cups 
(small + large scale 
events) 

MSWI
Composting 
installation

Basic scenario 50% 50% 

Sensitivity analysis 1 0% 100% 

Sensitivity analysis 2 100% 0% 
Sensitivity analysis 

(integrated in the Future 
scenario 2008) 10%

90% (anaerobic 
digestion) 

A- Grate furnace (MSWI) 

The waste treatment system that is used in the basic scenario is an integrated 
system that complies with the current environmental legislation and the new 
European incineration directive (Vrancken K. et al., 2001 and Torfs R. et al., 2005). 
The basic technology is a grate furnace with reciprocating grates, energy recovery, 
and bottom ash treatment. Trucks deliver the waste material in bulk. They transport 
the waste to a waste reception hall and tip their loads in the bunker. A crane 
operator carefully spreads the waste supplied over the bunker as efficient mixing 
provides ideal incineration. The waste from the bunker is filled in the feeding chutes 
at a controlled rate. The waste drops from the chutes onto push and feed tables, 
which spread it over the moving incineration grates. Primary air is blown by fans 
into the areas below the grate, where its distribution can be closely controlled. This 
primary air is taken from the waste bunker. To secure complete incineration 
secondary air is blown into the incineration chamber.  
The installed flue gas cleaning system consist of a semi-wet DeSOx-process, 
injection of activated carbon and  a fabric filter. NOx emissions are reduced by a 
selective catalytic reduction. The reduction agent is ammonia. It is mixed with air 
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and added to the flue-gasses. The flue-gasses are then passed over a catalyst.  
The heat generated by the incineration process is fed to a steam boiler, which is 
integrated in the furnace. The steam is expanded in a turbine to produce electricity. 
The system uses oil, natural gas and electricity to start-up.  
During the incineration different types of residues are formed: bottom ashes, fly 
ashes and reaction products. The incineration ashes are treated in various cut, 
sieve and wash units. A robust bar sieve first separates the large pieces of metal 
and stones. A rotary sieve then separates other large pieces, which are de-ironed 
and sent back to the grate incinerator. The ashes are then separated into three 
fractions in the wash and sieve unit. Ferrous separators retrieve the iron from the 
two largest fractions. A non-ferrous separator retrieves mainly aluminium. The inert 
fraction is converted into granules, which are used as secondary materials in 
construction. The smallest fraction is dehydrated and deposited in a landfill class 1 
site. The boiler ashes and reaction residues are disposed on a category 1 landfill 
site. Before disposal the reaction residues are solidified. The ferrous and non 
ferrous fraction can go to recycling. 

B- Composting installation 

Composting is a process at which compostable materials under well controlled 
circumstances and aerobic conditions (presence of oxigen), by means of micro-
organisms, are converted and decomposed. The composting process takes place 
in different successive stages: 

 First a limited pretreatment phase is carried out in the receipt hall of the 
composting facility. Coarse pieces are eliminated in a drum sieve or by means 
of a breaker. Metals are elimated by means of a magnetic conveyor. 

 Then a good mixture of organic materials is made (important parameters are: 
C/N ratio, porosity and water content). The GFT waste is mixed here with the 
PLA-cups. 

 After that the actual composting process can start. Four stages can be 
distinguished here: a mesophilic phase (starting up), a thermophilic phase, an 
intensive aeration phase (hygienic stage) and finally an post-composting phase 
(ripening stage). 

 Finally the post-treatment phase consists of a second sieving process. Big 
pieces that are not yet composted can be brought back to the main composting 
hall (or field or tunnel). Smaller pieces, like stones for example, are being 
elimated here. The compost (final product) can be used in different kind of soil 
improvement applications (fertiliser for agricultural purposes, potting ground at 
home, etc.). 

For more details on the composting process we refer to the VLACO (Flemish 
Compost Organization) website: http://www.vlaco.be

1.8.13.2 Cost data 
As commented above (paragraph 1.8.12.2), these waste treatment costs make part 
of the contract with a waste collector. 
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The treatment costs of the specific waste flow (to a composting installation) are 
about 60 € per tonne PLA-waste. In this price both the transport costs as the waste 
treatment costs are included. Prices are approximately equal for interurban and 
commercial waste collectors. 

As commented in the process description, a 10% fraction of the total waste 
generated is not collected selectively. Together with other rest waste streams it 
ends up in a waste incinerator, and costs 150€ per tonne (see paragraph 1.6.14.2). 

1.9 Sensitivity analyses: summary matrix 

In the study a basic scenario is defined and described in the paragraphs above. 
For the most uncertain and the most relevant parameters we perform sensitivity 
analyses. The matrix below gives a summarised overview of those parameters on 
which we perform sensitivity analyses. The data in bold reflect the basic scenario. 

More detailed information on the specific parameters and their variations can be 
found in the descriptions of the respective life cycle phases. 
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PC-cup PP-cup PE-coated cardboard cup 

small-scale large-scale small-scale large-scale small-scale large-scale 

PLA-cup

number of trips best-case 100 40 

basic 45 20 

worst-case 14 7 

number of cups needed for 400 
consumptions

basic 160

worst-case 400

cleaning after event basic manual machine 

sensitivity analysis machine

manual cleaning DURING event basic
0,05 l water per cup / no 

detergent 

sensitivity analysis 
0,1 l water per cup / 0,4 g 

detergent per cup 

cost for volunteers basic 4 € 4 € 4 € 4 € 

worst-case 8 € 8 € 8 € 8 € 

number of volunteers employed 
worst-case twice as many volunteers as in basic scenario 

transport of cups to distributor 
basic 850 km 850 km 850 km 850 km 

sensitivity analysis 330 km 610 km 1055 km 270 km 

PLA-production process basic PLA1 (actual) 

future PLA HLa GenII (2008) 

transport to PLA-cup production 
site

basic 8000 km 

future 100 km 

PLA-cup production 
basic 6,5 g per cup 

sensitivity analysis 5,5 g per cup 
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EOL scenario basic 100% MSWI 100% MSWI 
50% cement kiln - 

50% MSWI 
100% MSWI 

50% cement 
kiln - 50% 

MSWI

50% composting - 
50% MSWI 

sensitivity analysis   100% MSWI 100% MSWI 

sensitivity analysis   100% cement kiln 
100% cement 

kiln

sensitivity analysis   100% composting 

sensitivity analysis   100% MSWI 

future
90% anaerobic 

digestion - 10% MSWI 
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Annex 3: 
Critical review of life cycle 
assessment and eco-efficiency 
assessment of drinking cups for 
outdoor and indoor events 

Reviewed by:  
TNO – January 17th 2006, ref. 2006M&L/62 

VITO has, commissioned by OVAM, conducted an eco-efficiency assessment 
considering the use of four types of drinking cups used at indoor and outdoor 
events in Flanders. The study consist of a life cycle assessment (LCA) part and 
an eco-efficiency assessment which uses data of the life cycle costing (LCC) 
part of the total study. The study is intended to make a comparative assertion 
that is disclosed to the public. This requires a review by a panel consisting of 
interested parties and chaired by an external independent expert. 

In the study four types of drinking cups are considered: 
4 alternative types of cups for use on events will be examined: 

1. re-usable cup in polycarbonate (PC); 
2. one-way cup in polypropylene (PP); 
3. one-way cup in polyethylene (PE)-coated cardboard; 
4. one-way cup in polylactide (PLA). 

OVAM ordered TNO to conduct a critical review of the eco-efficiency study. A 
review panel chaired by TNO reviewed the LCA part of the study according to 
the ISO standards 14040 – 14043. The eco-efficiency part was reviewed 
following the principles of the ISO standards for an LCA as no standards yet 
exist for the review of such a combined environmental and economic 
assessment. This part is peer reviewed based on expert knowledge and 
experience. The review panel focussed on the proper execution and 
interpretation of the LCA and on the methodology used for the eco-efficiency 
analysis and its interpretation. The review of the LCC part of the study was of a 
more global nature. 
The review panel consisted, beside the chair by Tom Ligthart of TNO, of the 
following members: 

 Bruno de Wilde, representative of Organic Waste Systems, Belgium; 
 Erwin Vink, representative of NatureWorks LLC, Netherlands; 
 Aafko Schansema, representative of PlatsicsEurope, Belgium. 

The members were selected from stakeholders related to the production of the 
raw materials and of the drinking cups themselves and from stakeholders 
related to the end-of-life of the cups. 
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Function of the critical review 

The review of an LCA, and in this case also for an eco-efficiency assessment 
shall ensure that: 

 the methods used to carry out the LCA are consistent with the ISO 
standards;

 the methods used to carry out the LCA (and eco-efficiency) are 
scientifically and technically valid; 

 the data used are appropriate and reasonable in relation with the scope 
and goal of the study; 

 the interpretations reflect the limitations and goal of the study; 
 the study report is transparent and consistent. 

The goal and scope or the uses of an LCA do not have to meet specific 
requirements set by ISO. 

Goal and scope 

The report clearly displays the goal and scope of the project according to the 
framework of ISO 14040 and ISO 14041. The study focuses on the current 
systems used in Flanders to serve beer and soft drinks on outdoor and indoor 
events.

The results of the LCA and eco-efficiency study should be used by policy 
makers to base their future environmental policy on drinking cups used at 
events.

The same functional unit “the recipients needed for serving 100 litre beer or 
soft drinks on a small-scale indoor and a large-scale outdoor event” has been 
used for both the LCA as the eco-efficiency study. This also goes for the 
product systems studied. 

Methodology and data inventory 

The study uses the Eco-indicator 99 as the method for the life cycle impact 
assessment. This is a scientifically and technically valid method. 

For the eco-efficiency assessment it is necessary to come to single value 
indicators for both the economic and environmental impacts. For the 
environmental impacts the method uses the weighting factors from Eco-
indicator 99 (hierarchical version) to come to the single value indicator. This 
method is seen as scientifically and technically valid. 
The method used for presentation of the eco-efficiency results has been 
adapted based on comments made during the review process. The current 
method is seen as an adequate and valid way to represent the results. 

The data used in the study are consistent with the goal and scope of the study. 
The data are based on questionnaires issued to the stakeholders of the project. 
For the background data well accepted LCI databases have been used. The 
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uncertainty within some of the data has been addressed by means of 
sensitivity analysis. 

The limitations of the study have been addressed appropriately at the 
discussion of the results. 

Non-ISO conform points, e.g. use of weighting, have been clearly mentioned in 
the document. 

Results and conclusions 

The reviewers have, due to the huge amount of data, not checked the 
calculations within the LCA and eco-efficiency analysis. However, random 
checks suggest that the calculations have been performed in good order. 

In the presentation of the results of the LCIA and the eco-efficiency results 
attention has been given to the significance of the observed differences 
between the assessed systems. This enables the reader to rightly interpret the 
results.

The presentation of the eco-efficiency diagrams in the final report has been 
adapted to the reviewers comments made on an earlier version. The compass 
needle is used as the lines with an equal eco-efficiency do not form straight 
diagonal lines which was assumed earlier. 

The conclusions have been drawn within the goal and scope of the LCA and 
eco-efficiency study and the intended use of these studies. However, due to 
recent changes in the PLA cups systems the (policy) conclusions on the 
preferred systems may already be outdated. In the overall conclusion of this 
review this is discussed in more detail. 

Compliance with ISO 14040 – 14043 

The report of the LCA is consistent and transparent and complies with the ISO 
standards 14040 – 14043. The report describing the eco-efficiency assessment 
follows in general the principles of ISO for LCA and is transparent and consistent. 
ISO non-conformities have been mentioned. 

Overall conclusion 

The critical review process was constructive and the main comments of the review 
panel have been adequately been used to significantly improve the LCA and eco-
efficiency reports. 

Due to current and possible improvements in the environmental performance of 
the PLA cups in the near future (within 2 years) the results and conclusions on 
the preferred system may change markedly. The sensitivity analysis ‘Future 
scenario for PLA’ shows that this may occur. A very recent (per January 1st of 
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2006) improvement of the PLA production is that the electricity source has 
changed from a conventional mix to wind energy. This improves the impacts 
like depletion of fossil fuels, global warming and respiratory inorganics. The 
use of fossil fuels makes up more than 50% of the Eco-indicator 99 value for 
the PLA cups (both types of events); as this use has dropped markedly due to 
the switch to wind energy the current environmental performance of the PLA 
cups has improved substantially. The Eco-indicator 99 value of the current PLA 
cups is expected to be comparable with the value for the ‘Future scenario for 
PLA’. It is therefore likely that the PLA cups already have the best 
environmental and eco-efficiency performance for the large events under the 
current conditions. For the small events the environmental performance of the 
PLA cup is under the current conditions likely to be comparable with the PC 
cup.

However, a remark on the comparison of the PLA cups with the other cups 
must be made. The PLA production system is a ‘young’ system with a limited 
production capacity while the other systems are ‘mature’ systems with much 
higher production volumes. In a ‘mature’ PLA system with high production 
volumes the environmental performance shall improve due to efficiency 
increase and scale aspects. However, it is then unlikely that all the electricity 
use is based on wind energy as this source is limited. This will affect the 
environmental performance in an opposite direction. 

The ‘shelf life’ of the LCA and eco-efficiency studies is therefore at least limited 
and possibly superseded regarding the PLA cups. For the cups other than the 
PLA cups the study is a sound basis for an environmental policy. In case the 
PLA cups should also be included in OVAM’s environmental policy on drinking 
cups the studies should preferably be updated soon. 


